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PREFACE
A turmoil of life spreads itself about ut. The sti
are seething with traffic; people in never ending lines
swarm hither and thither. Some rush into factories dark
dingy; some stroll into fresh green parks; some step with
dignity into cool libraries; some shuffle off to crowded
tenements; some ride nobly homeward to fine dwellings; sea*
walk meekly into peaceful homes; many hustle off to all
kinds of work; and others hurry into halls of learning.
This world is filled with all kinds and descriptions of hu-
manity. They are all a part of The Divine scheme of things,
hence as students we seek to understand and appreciate each.
Through the ages we have learned to look to art as the
medium of Interpretation. Since our literature paints with
words in the common language of our America we turn to the
branch of art called literature. Of all types of literature
the short story is perhaps the most intimate as well as the
most characteristic.
Of necessity if one is to profit by the Interpretation
of life which the artistic short story affords one must un-
derstand the form of the artistic narrative. In writing
this thesis it has been the purpose of the author to develop
an appreciation of artistic narrative by the creation of an
Interesting, informative, and stimulating study and analysis
of the modern American Short story. The writer has sought
to arouse the critical curiosity of the reader so that he
can verify the analyses and at the same time understand ful-
ly the art of short story writing.
The prodigious commercialization of the short story,
witfc. a resulting lowering of standards of quality of work-
manship as well as of subjectmatter, has led the author into
a careful consideration and study of the artistic value of
the modern short story.
Over one hundred short stories have been read carefully,
twenty-five have been analyzed in detail, and a great body
of technical and structural comment on the short story form
has been considered in the course of this study.
Only stories by authors rated as American by their
publishers have been considered in this study. The term
modern has arbitrarily been made to cover the last forty
years*
ISTRODUCTIOH -ARTISTIC VALUE OP THE AMERICAS SHORT STORY
A touch of fancy, a sense of uplift or elevation of
soul-like that produced by good poetry-and beauty of struc-
ture give a story artistic value. The story which makes the
reader forget that he is reading a story and only makes his
soul respond in sympathy and understanding to the soul of
the writer le truly artistic. The artistic story contrib-
utes something to the reader's knowledge ef life. It ha* a
strong human Interest appeal. Artlstlo excellence can oft*
be gauged by the degree of fidelity with which the author
ekes us see the world In which we live. Leonard Brown of
Syracuse University has said In this connect! on
t
The inner life and morality of humanity 30 long denied
access to the printed page are now being set down as faith-
fully as our modern writers know how - and all toward one
• the answering of a question that every groat work of
has attempted to answer: -hat is man?
Henry Albert Phillips2 ahows his recognition of ifee
All art consists of dramatic expression through recog-
nised symbols of the vicissitudes of mankind.
Jefferson and Peckham3 show a like conception of art-
istry:
Prom the standpoint of art there will be no opportunity
to interpret life in the Interesting years that lie ahead.
The short story will afford an artistic and powerful means
for interpreting aspects of momentous events.
P. Whitney* voices this sentiment:
The artist may use fantasy as his medium, fcr.t his art
takes its validity from a realistic observation of the af-
fairs of
1. Leonard Bro«n> modern Short Stories American and British
Introduction page XII.
2. Henry Mbert Phillips, Universal Plot Catalogue, Chapter
I page 17.
3* Jefferson and Feekham, Creative Prose /riting. Chapter IX
parte 215.
4* P- 'foitney, Concerning an American Industry, Outlook 147:
347.
Elizabeth S. Phelps1 asserts:
A short story is or should be a work of art. Poignant
life throbs through it. Fine fiction, like fine friendship
is a personal affair - it must be of your soul's kin.
Let us not place undue stress on the accuracy of ob-
servation and poignancy of the story material. The truly
artistic must possess beauty of form. The style must be
graceful, the structure good, the character portrayal excel-
lent. There mast be an element of fancy, a show of fine hu-
manity which will lift man out of the commonplace and in-
spire with a charming picture of life. The spirit of the
artist must show clearly and potently through the pictures
he draws. The true artist seeks to shape his living sub-
stance into the most beautiful and satisfying form by skill-
ful selection and arrangement of his materials and by the
most direct and appealing presentation.
In this connection R. SI. Veal comments:
The short story is at present the most finished, art-
istic, and closely wrought form of narrative fiction.
Hamilton /right SSabicPsays:
A» a literary form the short story ranks with the
highest and most exacting forms of art.
1. Elizabeth S. Phelps, Stories that tay. Century 31:118-
123.
2. Robert W. Heal, The Short Story in the Making, Chapter I
page 8.
5. Hamilton Wright llabie, Stories New and Old American and
English, Introduction page 3.
8Since this study deals with the artistic value of the
short story it is highly important that the term "Short
Story" he clearly understood. The short story is s narrative
drama with a single effect, which can he read at one sitting.
It presents hut a slice of life for the purpose of producing
a single effect. In the main* authorities on the short story
seem to agree on this conception.
Walter B. Pitkin1 tells us:
Just as every picture has a frame so does every good
etory have a beginning and an end and boundaries within
which a single and complete impression must he produced. —
lease only those situations in real life with clear begin-
nings and ends and bounds can be set without serious distor-
tion are suited as material. Kvery good story must In
the first place depict men in action that arouse genuine
interest. And in the second both the action and the Interest
aroused must be complete within the movement of the story
and taius produce a single effect.
Esenwein2 defines the short story thus:
A short story Is a brief, imaginative narrative, un-
folding a single predominating incident and a single chief
character; it contains a plot, the details of which are so
compressed, and the whole treatment so organized, as to pro-
duce a single Impression.
Carl H. Grabo asserts:
A short story Is a ficticious narrative imaginatively
constructed to produce a desired effect. A narrative is a
record In words of experience.
1. Salter B. Pitkin, How to trite Stories, Chapter VIII page
101.
2. J. Berg Esenwein, Writing the Short Story, Chapter I page
3. Carl H. Grabo, The Art of the Short Story, Chapter I
1 and 2.
Margaret Ashraun?- asserts:
The dieting*!
brevity and lt«
Its
felon*
Canty* say* that it 1* the deliberate and
of Inpreeelonistle »ethoda, together with the Increasing
phasls on situation, that dletingelehs* the short etory of
today fron the tele of elesple narrative end eats* it ssen a
work oT art.
CHArTEH X* T$ClsT<Jsl
Since the artistic value of e short etory ie largely
upon ite ueauty of structure 1% ie bi^ily esssn-
tial that we consider carefully the subject of ctrueture or
technique.
leery short atory hae a central character or character!
a single effect, to which every part of the etory contrib-
utes, and • plot* The central character always has s dead*
neat purpose* Zt usually eoneirts in doing what he wants to
do or la mooning a decision on eons iaportant question.
The stasis iupreasien to he schieved
1. Margaret IS*
sags Xiv.
2* Henry Seidel Canby, The
IS, 1904.
>tory, Dial Sept*
The central character of a story ahould always have a
dominant trait. Only characters necessary for the produc-
tion of the single effect of the short story should find a
place in it. There are two methods of characterization;
namely direct and indirect. By direct delineation we mean
exposition, description, and announcements of certain chai
tera by other characters or by the author. By indirect de-
lineation we mean portrayal by the character himself in
significant speech; by one character 1 s effect upon another,
and lastly, by the action of a character. Gharactera may
be: tagged figures, humorous characters, typical characters,
or individual characters.
Almost every story has an atmosphere of its own. It
Is based on a physical, social, moral, ethical background,
or a combination of these. The physical includes locations
of the story as to place and time.
The plot furnishes the mechanics by which the hero a-
chieves his purpose. It consists of: an unstable situation;
an inciting force, rising action; climax; falling and action;
and denouement. In planning the plot the writer must decide:
what the hero wants to do? What forces #111 oppose* £ho
and what will help? Ufoat will be the effect upon the hero?
What is to be the story purpose? What type of conflict
shall be portrayed? (According to Pitkin1 conflicts may be
classified as: conflicts between man and nan; man with him-
self; and man with nature.)
The skill used in the expansion of the plot into story
form largely determines the success of a story. A good plot
may easily be developed into a drab story or a rather infe-
rior plot may grow into a surprisingly charming story. This
expansion is accomplished according to Oallishaw^ by means
of: Incidents, interchanges, scenes and sometimes a fifth
step. An incident indicates something doing something. An
Interchange shows an actor not alone but with another re-
sponding to stimuli. A scene is a clash between two actors,
or an actor and a clash with a force growing out of the pur-
pose of one actor. Bach scene contains: a meeting of char-
acters or forces; a scene narrative question (which states
the major question of the scene); a clash or struggle; and a
conclusive act (which answers the scene narrative question
"yes" or "no"). The fifth step shows the effect of the con-
clusive act upon the principal Character or characters.
The language and style of the short story should all
contribute to the single effect. There must be no waste -
every word must serve a necessary purpose.
1. Walter B. Pitkin, How to *itc Stories, Chapter XIV page
274.
2. John Gallishaw, Two Ways to *7ritc a Story, Section I pa
24.
CHAPTER II. EXPLAKATIOH OP THE TEST
THE TEST:
1. lhat is the narrative question?
2. 'Shat la the dominant trait of the main character?
3. What are the conflicts of the story?
4. That are, (a) the unstable situation, (b) the in-
citing force, (c) the rising action, (d) the climax,
(e) the falling action, (f ) the denouement?
5. To which type of story does this belong?
6. Does the story have a beginning, body, and ending?
7. Is the story amenable to a graphic presentation?
8. Does the story have a pronounced theme?
9. 3/hat is the point of view?
10. Approximately how much description, narration, and
exposition are used in the story?
11. How many furtherances and hindrances has it?
12. How many of each of the following: (a) incident of
setting, (b) narrative incidents, (c) dramatic inter-
changes, (d) episodic interchanges, (e) scenes, and
(f ) cut backs?
15. Analyze a scene.
14. Does the ending satisfy the reader?
15. How is the characterisation achieved?
13
16* Is the title well chosen?
17. '.3hat is the style of the story?
18. '.Vhy has this story been selected as a study of the
artistic short story
V
The test as set down needs much earefui explanation.
Pitkin1 telle us that a short story is a narrative drama
with a single effect, which can be read at a single sitting.
A draaa has a theme or narrative question. This simply
means that each short story is the story of the central
character woven around some moving force of that character.
A story like a person* s life or like an ocean liner must
have a purpose or destination. The narrative question is
the story purpose put in words. Examples of narrative ques-
tions are:
I lie fhssfe Lance by -Hour Daniel Steele
narrative Question: Can Signet succeed in his conflict
against fate?
3hcrt by Saxuell Smith
narrative Question: Can Colton manage to conceal the
shortages?
The Love Letters of Smith by Henry Cuyler ssunner
Harrative Question: Can 'Jr. Smith succeed wltJi his
love letters?
involves conflict or struggle between forces. Ac-
cording to Pitkin's definition the short story also has its
1. Walter B. Pitkin, How to >7rite Stories, Chapter VIII
page 101.
conflicts. Pitkin gives these conflicts as: conflicts be-
tween man and man, man and himself, and man and nature. A
conflict between man and man shows a strug-le going on be-
tween two individual characters of the story or between two
groups or factions. A conflict between man and himself pic-
tures a struggle within ttie principal character. This is a
subjective conflict, hence, the highest type of conflict. A
conflict between man and nature represents a struggle as
ensuing between the principal character and the elements of
the universe. A man struggling in a storm for life is the
typical story of this type. Examples of conflicts between
man and man are:
The Hiding of Black 3111 by 0. Henry
fhe"»evoflS of Mother bfHary Wilkins Freeman
Btanples of conflicts between men and man are:
All or nothing by Charles C. T>obie
The Seventh Son by James Hall
love tinder the '*oee by Helen Irving
Examples of conflicts between man and nature are:
The Leopards of the Sea by Harry 1. Bwight
To Bulla a Fire by Jack London
Love of I'lfe py Jack Tendon
Ulavis byTnnie Trubull Sloason
The dominant trait of a character is the prevailing
characteristic of a character. Each character has or shoulil
1. Walter B. Pitkin, How to STitG Stories, Chapter XIV page
274.
have a tendency to react In some specific way. He may be
selfiah and usually react as a selfish individual would re-
act. The dominant trait is helpful in creating unity of
Impression as well as suspense in the story. Examples of
dominant traits are:
Among the Corn Hows by Hamlin Garland
Julia Peterson's dominant trait is physical and emo-
tional si
The Rigfot Promethian ^ire by George Sadden Martin
jou's dominant trait is industry.
The unstable situation is presented at the very out-
set of the story. An unstable situation is a condition of
affairs which evidently cannot continue in its present
"status quo." In the presentation of the unstable situation
the author naturally gives the setting of the story, the im-
portant characters, and the circumstances which for some
definite reason cannot go on without change. There is often
a combination of description, exposition, and dialogue in
the presentation of this unstable situation. Skill in the
presentation of the unstable situation is necessary to se-
cure readers for the story. A good example of an unstable
situation is to be found in The Passing of Priscilla uin-
throo by Ulllam Allen mite. The ladies in a certain so-
cial ^roup are each trying to outdo the other in the matter
of entertaining. The author gives a vivid picture of the
social strivings and aspirations of these ladles. The
principal character* are all presented, the social condi-
tion which eannot continue* and the setting are well pic-
tured by deacription and dramatization. The reader readily
realise* that thing* cannot go on as taey ***••
the inciting fore* i* the dynamic force which enters
into the unstable situation and makes it immediately in-
tolerable. The central character's dominant trait, which
i* introduced into the unstable situation is further drama-
tised and intensified in the presentation of the Inciting
force. The main character's prevailing pirpoae is developed
in the form of the narrative question. In reality the In-
citing force Is the reason for an immediate change of some
kind. In the presentation of a necessity for an immediate
change the author builds up the premise of an interesting
story.
The rising action starts to develop immediately from
the Inciting force and the suspense grows until a climax
or point of highest interest is reached. The rising action
marks the beginning of the body of the story. Its purpose
is to key up the reader 1 a interest. The rising action as
part of the body is developed by furtherances and hindrances*
Each presentation unit used in the body is either a further-
ance or a hindrance. If it Is a furtherance it seems to
promise that the central character will achieve his purpose,
and If it is a hindrance it seems to promise defeat* The
woapense aroused by a nice arrangement of furtherances and
hindrance* is similar to the excitement prevalent at a good
ball game where tfca teame are evenly matched.
The climax Is the point of highest interest* The ten-
aion of interest ia intense. It reminds one of the point in
a game or a play where the outcome ia not evident but af-
fairs have reached such a pitch that a decisive stroke mast
soon come. It is an essential part of the body of the story.
It ia also developed by means of furtherances and hlndrancaa.
The climax la comparatively brief In comparison to the rising
action. There ia perhaps no place in the story where care-
ful selection of exactly the right word playa ouch an impor-
tant part.
The falling action starts immediately after the climax
of the story. It answers the narrative question and at the
same time moves with artistic rapidity. Aa a rale it does
nothing other than answer the narrative question. There
cannot be a denouement without It. consequently in the anal-
yses that follow it ia to be understood that it exists in
each story which has a denouement.
The denouement sets in immediately after the narrative
qneation is answered and fills up the remainder of the atory
unless the author chooaea to show in some detail the effect
H
upon the characters. In that ease it is followed by a sepa-
rate unit called "Sequel 1*. The denouement is the unravel-
ling of the main threads of the story. It is precisely the
point in a story comparable to the part of a hall game In
which we watch the events develop into the outcome that the
rest of the game has taught the spectators to e . peet. There
are of course various kinds of denouement. Those given by
Pitkin1 are apropos. He names them as: (1) direct denoue-
ment, (2) significant aftermath, and (3) interpretative com-
ment. In the direct denouement the plot and effect advance
to the close, word by word and line by line. Significant
aftermath is the denouement in which some event is reported
or alluded to which is not a part of the main plot but re-
veals a later outcome in such a way as to Intensify the
character trait or the single effect. The denouement desig
nated as interpretative comment is a philosophical resume
which usually sums up some sentiment or thought which brings
out the single effect. The artistic denouement is always
brief, poignant, and exactly to the point.
The sequel as previously stated is the story unit which
shows the effect upon the main characters of the story. It
is always present to a limited extent for a story could hard-
1. Salter B. Pitkin, How to "Trite Stories, Chapter XIII
page 256.
2y be truly artistic without producing an effect on the main
characters. However, in many Instances this effect is so
subtly a part of the denouement that the writer was not
Justified in separating it into a distinct unit.
Since decision stories have no body we find no
furtherances and hindrances* The beginning keys up the
reader's interest and makes the decision necessary. The
ending achieves the decision. In an accomplishment story
the central character Is attempting to accomplish some pur-
pose. While the decision story calls upon the central char-
acter to reach some choice or decision.
The beginning of the story sets forth the unstable sit-
uation and ends immediately upon the presentation of the in-
citing force. The narrative question is found in the begin-
ning. The body comprises the rising action, climax, and
falling action. As soon as the unravelling process sets In
the ending of the story is began and It constitutes the rest
of the story.
In order to study the structure of the story as a whole
John Gallishaw has hit upon a scheme of making an archi-
tectural chart for stories. I agree with Oallishaw that
some definite plotting of the story as a whole is a very ef-
ficient means of analysing a story. For the purpose of this
study I have simplified in some places and have used slight-
ly more specific terminology than that need by Oallishaw.
Consequently, the part of this test, which is named "Graphic
Presentation" is a modification of the Callishaw "Architec-
tural Chart".
In the main the graphic presentation purports to show
graphically the main divisions of: beginning, body, and end-
ing; presentation units consisting of scenes, incidents of
setting, narrative incidents, dramatic interchanges, episodic
interchanges, and cut backs (isfaich may be in the form of
scenes, incidents, or Interchanges); the story narrative
question, both as it emerges and as it is answered; the fur-
therances and hindrances j and the progress of curiosity or
interest In the beginning.
A story theme is the thought which is the nucleus of
the story. Story themes may sometimes be worded in the form
of a quotation. The story theme Is in reality the truth on
which the plot is based. It is the Idea which the writer
has within his own soul that he wishes to impress upon his
reader. Shorwia Cody has said:
Short stories are lil» pearls; at the very centre of a
pearl is a grain of sand about which the pearl material
gathered. At the very centre of evsry 3hort story is some
passing idea such as almost anyone might pick. It is hard
and practical and alone is Mi worth very naich, though some-
1. Sherwin Cody, Story '?rltins and Journalism, Chapter IV
page 47.
times it is a grain of sold instead of a grain of aand.
4 few stories with outstanding themes are:
The Defective by Freeman Tllden _^
Theme: The world is so full of eccentricity, stupidity,
and intolerance that association with the feeble minded
may seem an escape.
That Hahnheimer Story fcy Arthur James Pegler
fhemet Yellow journalism is undignified and unworthy.
The Great god by Mary Heaton Vorse
fheme: Love of luxury and overdress when worsnippeu,
kill the finest elements of peoples* natures.
The point of view of a story represents the author*
s
position. He may decide to tell it in the first person or
In the third person. Third person stories are author-nar-
rator or author-all-seeing.
Examples of a first person story are:
Araby by James Joyce
Slhira person author-narrator
The Killers by Erneat Hemingway
Third person author-omniscient
By the Hod of His Wrath by William Allen White
In many stories a happy mixture of description, narra-
tion, and exposition is employed. Usually description is
used for the purpose of characterization, setting, and at-
mosphere. Exposition serves to help the author develop sus-
pense situations. In my detailed analyses I have taken care
to specify the approximate portion of description, exposition
end dialogue in each story.
A furtherance is a portion of a story, which serves to
make the central character more sure of accomplishing his
purpose and at the same time gives promise of continuing
story interest* A hindrance is a portion of a story which
shows the probatoilitT of the central character's failing in
the attainment of his purpose and also promises continuing
story interest*
An incident according to G&llishaw is a meeting which
serves to show merely the reaction of the actor to a atima-
lus. To further specify in the case of incidents I have
called those meetings* which serve merely to show the reac-
tion of the actor to a stimulus **iich helps to reveal the
setting of the story, Incidents of setting . A meeting with-
out clash which serves to show merely the reaction of the
actor to a stimulus for the purpose of carrying forward the
narrative I have designated as a narrative incident .
A dramatic interchange is an exchange of speech between
two characters or forces which shows intense emotion or ac-
tion* An episodic interchange is an exchange of speech
without clash or marked difference of opinion*
A scene consists of a meeting of two forces, a narrative
question, a clash of forces, and a conclusive act* I have
adopted Gallishaw» s1method of analysis of the scene without
T. John Galllshaw, fhe Only Two Ways to Write a Story,
Section I page 21.
change. I feel that this is the strongest point in his
study of the short story.
A cut back is a mere going back to an earlier part of
the character's life. The movies have used cut backs for a
long time to show portions of what the audience needed to
know to understand the show. Authors do the sane thing in
writing. We nay have character cut backs or author cut
backs.
The title of the story is simply its name. It is as
important that it have a suitable and attractive name as it
is that any individual citizen have a meat and respectable
appearance whan applying for listeners. For after all the
title bids for the public to read the story.
By style we mean that very illusive something which
after all is the author. Hichard lUce1 makes this analysis
of styles
Style cannot be distinguished from matter. Think of a
writers style exactly as you would think of the gestures
and manners of an acquaintance Jnen you read a book there
are three things of which you are conscious! (1) Significance
of the words which is inseparably bound up with the thought.
(2) Look of th© words on the printed page. (3) She sound of
the
Since the artistic value of a story has been treated in
Chapter I and also in the Introduction I shall not discuss
(1) BIchard Rice Junior, College and the Future, Chapter II
pages 45 and 50.
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it further at this time*
The next part of thit thesis will take up the detailed
study of twenty-five stories, A general study sill he made
of each with specific attention given to some particular
phase of a short story*
CHAPTER III BEOIIHIHG
The consideration of the beginning of the short story
crowds for a place in the foreground in the study of the ar-
tistic value of the short story. The old idea of a good
beginning being half of the battle certainly say wall be
applied to the short story. How many people In this busy
throbbing world of ours will take tiae to read something not
interesting at the outset* Beginning is like an actor1 s
initial bow to an audience, lie must bear in mind that first
impressions invariably last longest.
The beginning just start off with a really interesting
situation, which is right to the point. By suggestive lan-
guage and action the writer must come to the core of the
situation at once. The narrative question must be uncovered
at the earliest possible moment. The central characters
dominant trait, purpose, and whatever ef his past is neces-
sary for the well-being of the story should be speedily com-
municated to the reader. It is wise to begin the story in a
characteristic of the story's mood. Poe*s, A De-
scent Into The Maelstrom , is an excellent example of thia
type of a beginning. Character stories often start with a
brief sketch of the main character in some revealing picture.
Hergisheiaer's, A Thrush in the Hedge , illustrates this.
Many stories start with a lively dialogue through which
the reader learns the relations of the characters. Examples
are: In the Lobby by Zona Gale; The Man of the Family by
Kuth Suekow; Many Waters by Margaret Deland. There is a
danger in beginning with a lively dialogue lest the interest
later be allowed to lag. Every act as the story progress**
to its ellmax Bust bring wore intense interest. The neces-
sary information sast come either before the dialogue or the
words of the speakers must be self-explanatory. 'Whatever
tile method of beginning it must be true to the story which
is to follow.
Authorities in the field of the short story have given
careful attention to the matter of beginning. I should like
to review with my readers some of their statements.
Professor Mary Burchard Orris of Indiana University as
1
sorts:
The beginning of the story is vitally important in gel
ting the reader 1 a attention. It is important artistically
1. Mary 3urchard Orvis, Short Story Siting, Chapter XIT
page 150.
in that it seta the mood. Structurally it ia important in
that it introduces the reader to characters and to important
situationa giving rise to the action.
Stewart Beach1 analyzes the beginning of tfce short
atory in this way:
The beginning:
1. Introducea the chief actor aa well as the baaic
characteristic upon which the atory turns.
2. It containa all that la necessary for the reader's
understanding.of the chief aetor.
5* It suggests the theme*
4, It faces the chief actor with a problem,
5. It usually introduces the minor characters.
Manly and RIckert2 give this advice:
One good way to begin a story is to begin with extra
ly matter of fact details and by degrees lead away from them
to the incredible. Prom the opening sentence yon must have
in mind the climax. It Is a good plan to begin without pre-
amble.
One of the most favored methods of beginning is action.
Stories must have » punch' in the beginning. Place and per-
sonal description are among the best ways of beginning. In-
trospection if used aa a beginning must have considerable
deaeriptlve content. The statement of the theme of the story
at ttie beginning Is an old method but seldom good for a mod-
1. Stewart feeach, Short story Technique, Chapter IV pages
52 and 53.
2. Manly and Rickert, The Writing of English, Chapter VIII
page 562.
era writer.
Bow let us peas from ft generalized consideration of the
beginning to the study of a specific story. For this pur-
pose I have selected Effie ^hittlesy by George Ade.
That »y reader may clearly vision the artistic value
of this story not alone from the standpoint of beginning
in its entirety I shall apply my test of the artistic value
of a story. However, in doing so I shall lay especial
stress on the analysis of the beginning; for that is the
major consideration of this chapter.
Summary of the story:
The story opens by Mrs. Wallace telling her husband
about the green country girl that she has succeeded In hir-
ing. The girl is very conscientious in her work and sings
Beulah Land". Mr. Wallace approves of his wife's selection
even though he has not seen the girl. When he does see her
he recognises her and she in turn recognises him. She calls
him Ed. They have grown up together as playmates in a lit-
tle country town. Effie tells Mr. Wallace all about the
people in their old home town and also about her own people.
Mrs. Wallace is filled with disgust and sends Effie to the
kitchen. Mr. Wallace explains to his wife. His wife cannot
tolerate Effie* s seeming familiarity and a clash ensues,
which ends in Mrs. Wallace's declaration that Effie isn't
going to demoralise the household, bits. Wallace calls Ef-
fie to bring the second course of the dinner. After dinner
she issues her edict that Sffie will have to go. Mr. Wal-
lace Tislts with Effle in the kitchen and kindly suggests
that she go to her sister's for a visit and shen she returns
he assures her that he can get her a dozen places to work.
The next evening Effie departs by carriage and Wallace sends
his best regards to the people back in Brainerd. Urs* Wal-
lace watches the carriage disappear and says "Thank good-
ness". Kr. Wallace informs his wife that he has invited
Effie to call, a clash ensues, which results in a return
of pride In her husband on the part of Bra. Wallaoe. She
says that she will try to manage Effie* s call.
The narrative question of the story 1st Can Mrs. Wal-
lace decide to treat Effie as her husband's friend? Mrs.
Wallace* 8 purpose is to keep up appearances. The story
presents an exceedingly realistic picture of what is going
on within many of our modern homes.
The conflicts of the story are between Wallace and his
wife, Mrs. Wallace with herself, and Mr*. Wallace with Ef-
fie. The unstable situation is the intolerance of Mrs, Wal-
lace of anything that she felt would bemean then socially.
The inciting force is Wallace's friendly relationship with
Sffie. The d i iswssmtl consists of her decision to try to
treat Bffie ee her husband»* friend. It raovea ewiftly and
doses with her proadee, "I will try".
The dentines* trait ef Rre* Wallace Is that false pride
eo eetsson to that ridiculous claio ef people she are over-
anxious to appear wott*
Thie ie a decision story, lire* Wallace sake* a deci-
sion.
II has a beginning and an ending, Decision stories
nost eesseanly do not have a body. The west of the story is
beginning. The ending in very short*
Oeorge *de begins this story in a delightful wanner.
Be starts out by having *¥«• Wallace help her husband off
witfe hie overeoat and launch lauedlately into a eenveraa-
tioa ebent the good news she has for hiss* She has succeeded
in getting en agreeable, efficient, and conscientious servant
girl frost the country. The anther presents dramatically en
the first page enousjl to nake us knew that the story is go-
ing to be about flrs* Wallace's experiences with this girl.
The) beginning is so chaisiingly sot forth that the reader ie
not only invited but Impelled to go on through and read
rest. It is in Its entirety a delightful story*
The author presents that which Is intrinsically int<
eating. Be gives us the main characters who are to act.
* quick effective view of the character of each. Because
it is a decision story he cannot introduce his narrative
question until late in the story. However, he begins fore-
shadowing the narrative purpose very early In the story and
dramatises that foreshadowed purpose bit by bit as it pro-
gresses to perfection. He renders his summaries in inter-
changes and dramatizes these charmingly. Ade surely does
give us every bit of information necessary. He puts all of
this information in dramatic form. This is done by Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace clashing over the information and these clashes
are dramatically presented.
Graphic Presentation
Beginning
Dramatic Interchange.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
clash over the new
hired girl.
Episodic Interchange.
Mr. Wallace and "ffie
recognition*
General curiosity arouses
Awkward position presented
which promises interest.
Episodic Interchange. Mrs. Wallace begins to get
Mrs. Wallace and Effie. a reaction; she promises
;frs. Wallace sends to assert herself. Story
Effie to the kitchen. promises greater interest.
narrative Incident.
Effie vanished into
the kitchen. Interest increased.
Scene.
Mr, and Mrs. //allace.
Scene narrative question:
Can lira* Wallace keep Promise of immediate disaster
^ffie In her plaoe? nullified.
Clash
Conclusive act: lira. V.
aays Effie ian*t going to
demoralize the household.
Narrative Incident.
Ira* Wallace calls
Effie in with the
next course* Curiosity aroused.
Dramatic Interchange.
«r. Wallace and Effie
village talk. Disaster impending.
narrative Incident.
Mrs. Wallace* a edict. Struggle to avert disaster*
narrative Incident.
ar. Wallace in the
kitchen* Disaster probable.
Author Cut Back.
Incident of aettlng
Mrs. Wallace* s social
background. Disaster imminent.
Scene.
Meeting Wallace and •
Effie.
Scene.
Narrative question:
Can v/allace manage Bev beginning possible.
diplomatically?
Clash
Conclusive act: Effie
agrees to go.
Dramatic Interchange*
The next evening Effie
and Wallace say good-bye. Disaster seems sure.
Ending
Meeting Mr. and Trs.
Wallace. Story narrative question:
Scene-narrative question: Can ?fr». Wallace decide to
Can Krs. Wallace decide treat Sffie as her husband*
s
to treat Bffle as her friend?
husband* s friend?
Conclusive act: Mrs, W»
vill try. Answered, "yes".
of the story - false pride - has a striking
appeal. Hany a reader has suffered or seen suffering
occasionally by some such false standard.
the story is written in the third person. It is *trs.
Wallace's story.
It is ten per oent description, thirty per cent expo-
sition and sixty per cent dialogue or conversation. It Is
an interesting story well told and truly realistic. The
reader all but lives its scenes. The dialogue is striking-
ly in character.
Since only the body of any story presents furtherances
and hindrance*, and this story has no body, it has no fur-
therances or hindrances. The story has one incident of set-
ting, three narrative incidents, three dramatic inter-
changes* two episodic interchanges and three scenes. As an
example of a scene let us consider the last one. The meet-
ing is between Mr, and Mrs. Wallace. The scene narrative
question is: Can B!rs»Wallace decide to treat Effie aa her
hue band* a friend? The clash la verbal and also within Mrs.
Wallace, The conclusive act is Srs. allace*s, "I»ll try."
The ending of the atory satisfies the reader* a curios-
ity by showing that Mrs. v/allace haa decided to treat Sffle
aa her husband* a friend.
The characterization of the atory la achieved aainly
by the actions of the characters and by their own talk* I<
what they say but the way they apeak characterises these
charactera; especially la this true of Mrs. Wallace.
The title of this story Effie Vhlttlesy names the bone
of contention of the atory. It arouses the reader's Inter-
eat. Names naturally arouse the reader's interest and this
one does ao especially because it is rather unusual.
The style of the story is so natural that the reader
forgets that it has style . It may be characterized as sim-
ple and direct.
This atory ia artistic because it ia structurally a
perfect decision story and it helps the reader to understand
humanity or at leaat one phase of it. It has the power to
us think. We are better for having read it.
CHAPTER IV. SBTTIHG
Setting car slats of the time, place, and conditions
which the action cf the story takes place. One should
not think of the setting first. The idea and all the de-
tails and events mast be developed in the mind if not on
paper before a really artistic setting can be made. A story
like a painting must have an adequate background. The sc<
should be portrayed with ease and grace for it has power to
make or mar the success of the story. The setting must
harmonise with the tone of the story. Some stories need
only the briefest setting to give reality to the narrative.
Huch of setting should be given suggestively.
The story should start out with a statement or sugges-
tion of the idea that is to be paramount and tills idea
should pervade the story to its very end. Before making
characters act in the story, authors often give a vivid im-
pression of the place, surroundings, dress, and general
Miner of the characters. This is sometimes woven in with
the narrative and sometimes placed at the beginning.
Setting often pictures environment about to affect
characters or it may emphasize the main character* s feeling
by contrast. In many ways it gives breadth, depth, signifi-
cance, and beauty to a story, setting generally Is subordi-
nate to the specific purpose of the story.
The local color artists are masters in the matter of
setting. Irving 1 a, Rip Van Jinkle; Hawthorne's Howe's Mas-
gugrade ; Poe*s Pall of the House of Usher ; sirs. Gerould**
The nature of an Oath; Joyce 1 s Araby ; ere a few examples of
setting well designed.
Kary Wilkin* Freeman's The Hcvolt of Mother ; Hamllln
Garland* a Return of a Private ; Dorothy Canfleld's Flint and
Plre; James Linn's The Girl at Dukes , are excellent ex-
amples of picture effects In setting. To be specific 1
quote from the last mentioned story :
"Dukes slept in the hot sun—— •—«/Phe railroad toll-
ing over the ruddy desert, crosses a little empty run,
which in some seasons holds water from heaven knows where;
and at the crossing stands, or crouches, Dukes..— "
Dukes is a tank, a platform, a little v/oodon shanty
and a
By way of summary, let us review a few significant hits
of comment on setting by short story authorities:
2
Stewart Beach says:
"The setting of a story is the background against
which the actors move."
lanley and Hickert assert:
Setting is used in three ways:
"(1) iere background.
(2) Explanation of action by helping to interpret
characters.
(3) Part of the machinery of the story."
1. Robert L. Ramsay, Short Stories of America, Chapter XI
page 213.
2. Stewart Beach, Short Story Technique, Chapter III page 57.
3. Hanly and Rlokert, The Writing of English, Chapter VIII
page 378.
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Por a detailed stady of setting I hare chosen The Cat
and ttie Middle by Molly Elliot Seawell.
Summary of the story:
The Black Cat was a favorite resort of the poets and
literati just across the street from the Piddle, which was
the police station. The poets liked to watch the disorder-
lies being marched off to the near by church. Monsieur La
Salle posed as proprietor and patron of the poets but Pelix
Lenoir was the actual manager. Felix Lenoir, although only
a head waiter wrote a really remarkable poem of twenty
lines, which the wind snatched out of his window and wafted
away. The poesi was about a woman that he had seen at the
church and whose face he had loved. However, he realized
that his station in life did not entitle him to the love
of such as she. Raymond D'Artlgny was the elected king of
the poets. One day there was a forced sale in the neighbor-
hood. Mademoiselle Rene Dnpre, a teacher of languages, was
the poor victim. Felix and Raymond both went to the sale.
Felix saw the girl sitting in her door and realized that
she was the girl of his poem and his dreams. He loved her
and pitied her; but had no money to help her. Raymond did
have money and used it to pay her debt and stop the sale.
They carried her things within. Felix saw his own poem
pasted in a book of hers; but he forbore to mention it.
Raymond found the poem and struck by Its excellence* read It
aloud. Later he asked permission to copy it. The girl gate
him the book and the poem; for she said that she knew them
all by heart. Then she tanked Raymond and promised to pay
back the money, next she thanked those who had helped to
carry her things in, especially Felix. Raymond was deter-
mined that the unknown author of the poem should be elected
the new king of the poets, re was elected; but Felix mowed
about his duties and kept his secret. He went to the church
and saw Mademoiselle Benee there with Raymond a little way
off. His heart was strangely chill, but his spirit soared
like a bird. He was only a head waiter, but he had seen
the lady of his dreams, and he could, if he would, have been
king of the poets of all the world.
The narrative question is: Can Felix receive recogni-
tion for his poem about the beautiful face of which he
dreams? Felix is the central character* His purpose is to
produce an artistic creation - an embodiment of his ideal of
womanhood. Although he loves Mademoiselle Fence fervently
he never hopes to win her. He always realizes the sheer
Impossibility of it. He succeeds in his purpose of the ar-
tistic production. The story created a single impression
namely, a deep abiding sympathy for the artistic nature that
is thrilled by the zest for accomplishment, yet hampered by
social situation or perhaps daily routine.
This story is chiefly concerned with spiritual truths.
It subtly contrasts the final value of truth and beauty in
comparison with things more material in character.
The conflicts of the story are within the main charac-
ter, between Raymond and him, and his surroundings sad dr-
eamstanees. The suspense element of the story is rather
significant. The struggle in the story is really a struggle
of Ideals. It is a struggle of a human soul toward an ideal
goal. The unstable situation is the craving of Felix' ee
soul for artistic expression. The inciting force is the
dreamlike conception of a beautiful woman's face. The ris-
ing action begins with the meeting of Felix with the guests
and extends to his view of Raymond and the girl at church.
The climax is this meeting. The falling action answers the
narrative question. The denouement consists of the poem
causing its unknown author to be elected king of the poets.
The dominant trait of the hero Is a burning desire for ac-
complishment, satisfaction of a spiritual goal coupled with
uncommon timidity and self-depreciation.
This is an accomplishment story. Felix accomplishes
his purpose.
It has a beginning, body and ending. The first five
pages are the beginning. The next twelve are the body and
the last page is ending. The ending shows that the sain
character has achieved his purpose.
The story opens with an expository description of the
Black Cat. This is a keynote opening, laments of setting
are presented masterfully from the very first of the story.
This explains the choice of it for a discussion of setting.
Environment, class traits* and character are definitely pro-
seated as elements of setting for the story. The opening
description prepares the stage and leads on to later inci-
dents. The setting is skillfully handled so as to catch
reader 11 s interest. Maples of this are:
"This grew to he quite a caste* at the Fiddle, and it
Became a part of the show that the drunks and disorderlies
should be marched off to the church direct from the Fiddle."
"Xqually it hecaae a fashion to change suddenly into
great propriety and devoutnews while in church."
"Directly across the street was the Fiddle, a name
given to the police station in the Latin quarter."
The author's very selection of words helps in his art
of setting. For instance: "dirty" and "gentry" indicate an
estimate of the place and its people. They help put the
reader in the proper attitude of mind. The reader must
needs enter the spirit of this irresponsible, non-moral Bo-
hemia as contrasted with the world at large.
Graphic Presentation
Beginning
Incident of Setting
The Black Cat and its
patrons
narrative Incident
Saturday night at
the Black Cat
Iarrative Incident
The persons at the
Fiddle
narrative Incident
from the Fiddle to
the Church
narrative Incident
The Black Cat nade
Curiosity arouaei
Curiosity stimulated
Curiosity Intensified
Curiosity increased
Interest aroused
itive Incident
Felix Lenoir, head
waiter and actual
manager of the
Black Cat
narrative Incident
Felix Lenoir often
did not have time to
eat
Interest ?iie£ened
Interest piquant
Heating Felix and the face
of a beautiful woman
*eene narrative ques-
tion:
Can Felix succeed in writ-
ing a poem about the face?
Clash internal
Conclusive act: His paper
was eanght up by the wind
and scurried away
Narrative question:
Can Felix succeed 'in gain-
ing recognition for his
for his literary
artistry?
fiofty
Scene
Meeting Augusts, Felix and guests
>ne narrr* 3 Lion: Can
Felix succeed In ending the riot
and breaking of, js?
Clash
act; Sajnao* -is
him that they ean»t be interrupted
Scene
ng? Felix, the ->oets» and the
broken glass
ion:
Can Felix collect?
Clan*?
Conclusive act: He decided to
natch for b d coll or
the broken glass
Barrative Incident
lix lived in exaltation
all day over his
ndrr'
Hindrance
Furtherance
larratlve Incident
rvery one at the Black Cat
was excited over the cosdng
election of the king of Uie
poets
larrative Incident
Felix saw a tali sh of
shite lilacs, which brought a
feNM i-e rttmut
Furtherance
Furtherance
Cut Back
Episodic indident
ix recalled his youth
Scene
Meeting: sale, eadea>olselle Bene,
Lix, and Tlayaond
Scene Harrative Question: Can
-„„«,-»„»„„-
Felix fsel sympathy for the dis- Further****
posed owner
Clash: mental
Conclusive act: He longed to have
the money to give her back her things
NM
••ting: the book, Felix* s poem,
the girl, Raymond and the crowd
Scene narrative Question: Can
the girl allow the poem to be sold? Furtherance
Clash
Conclusive act: she came out
bareheaded and asked for her lit-
tle book
Scene
Meeting: auctioneer , Raymond, the
girl and others
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Raymond pay her debts?
Clash
Conclusive act: "Thank you,
murmered
narrative Incident
The crowd left
narrative Incident
Felix, Raymond, and others
carried back the furniture
she
Hindrance
Furtherance
Furtherance
Scene
Meeting: Raymond, the girl
Scene Narrative Question:
Will he allow her to pay back the
money?
Clash
Conclusive act: her thanks Hlndrmne#
narrative Incident
She thanks Felix for his work Furtherance
Meeting: the girl and Raymond
Scene narrative Question: Csn
Felix receive honor for the poem?
Clash
Conclusive act: Raymond promises
to have the author elected king
of the poets Furtherance
narrative Incident
They all left and Felix carried
in hia heart the soft "thank you"
narrative Incident
They aaw her at church after-
wards
larrative Incident
Raymond asked Felix to remember
that he never saw him speak to a
grasshopper
Meeting: tlie election, Felix
and Raymond
Scene narrative Question: Will
Felix accept the honor of the
election?
Clash
Conclusive act: the unknown
author was elected and Felix
kept his secret
larrative Incident
Felix went to church
Mademoiselle was there-Raymond
was a little way off
Furtherance
Furtherance
Hindrance
Furtherance
larrative question
answered "yes"
Reader* s curiosity
satisfied
Effect upon main
character
larrative incident
Felix* es heart was strangely
chill, tout his spirit soared
like a bird
The story is written in tho third person. It is
Felix Lenoir's story.
The story is a little over one half expository de-
scription. The remainder is somewhat equally divided be-
dialogue and exposition.
There Are ten furtherances and six hindrances. There
is one incident of setting. There are sixteen narrative
incidents and one cut back and nine scenes. An example of
a scene is the first seene in the story. The meeting is be-
tween Augusts, Felix and the guests. The scene narrative
question is: Can Felix succeed in ending the riot. The
clash is with the rioters. The conclusive act is: Ray-
Bond 1 s speech in which he declares that they must not be
interrupted.
The ending of the story satisfies the reader's curiosity
by shoeing that Felix has achieved his purpose and is ex-
alted in spirit.
The characterization of the story is unusually well
done. It is accomplished directly and indirectly by the
speakers acts and Impressions on others* There are how-
ever, erase very telling flashes of direct characterization.
Lenoir makes us feel Lenoir's superiority*
The title of the story The Cat and the Fiddle is very
well chosen for it incites the reader's curiosity and com-
pels him to read.
The style of the story la significant. One finds an
odd sprinkling of unmistakable irony or satire. There is a
surprising rapid compactness of the picturing, the narrating
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and philosophizing. "To him, that sky represented the lit-
tle scrap of heaven that is found in every human heart" • is
a sample. The unobtrusive pathos of the story is note
worthy. The language of the story is highly suitable. The
word pictures are truly realistic. The author shows a
mastery of brevity and concroteness.
This is an artistic story because of its spiritual up-
lift,
CHAPTER V. POIST OV VIW
The point of view of a story should have as its purpos<
to arouse the reader to the pleasurable belief that he is
seeing, at first hand, startling and revealing incidents.
Point of view is the telling of a story from some pre-
viously determined vantage point. It saves a story from be-
ing hopelessly confused by the characters all talking at the
same time* Without point of view a story would contain no
suspense, no thrilling guesses as to the manner in which the
hero might get himself out of the hole; because it would
<
already be explained from the various points of view of the
different characters.
A story may be told from the point of view of the main
character; the author allsooing or omniscient point of view;
and the objective impartial, or third-person point of view.
stories told to the first person as a rule have the
point of view of one of the main participants. Illustra-
tions of stories in first person are:
Llgela by Edgar Allen Poe
Araby Dy James Joyce
unoer the Knife by H. 0. v/ells
This method is especially charming because it gives a
story greater intimacy and makes it see* more realistic.
However* the first person method must be used judicially for
it amy make the hero appear a braggart and thms nauseate thm
reader.
The point of view of one of the observers of tfce story
is often used In detective stories. Examples are:
The Bed Eeaded League by Conan Doyle
The '(adonna of fee Mature by Henry James
glavls by Annie Trumbull "Slosson
*he Han and the ?fogntain by Bret Harte
Spy Rock by Henry van Dyke
The observer is largely a recorder of what happens.
In the omniscient point of view the writer observes and
analyzes the actions, motives and thoughts of his characters.
The author is all knowing and all seeing. He penetrates the
hearts and minds of his characters. This point of view is
often used in character stories. One must know a character's
motives in order to understand him thorou^ily. Examples of
this point of view are:
t Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge
by Ambrose Bierce
e Furnished Eoom by 0. Il^nry
third person point of view is moat used by modern
writere. The author merely observes and records his ob-
servations* the charsoter must interpret his own emotion.
The reader most Intorpret from the character* s speeches and
actions. This is not only commonly used but Is indeed effec-
tive. Tixamples ares
By the horning Boat by Sarah Orae Jewett
Fne case or r. Helmer by Hobert William Chalmers
The open ^inflow by Charles Caldwell Dobis
A story nay have a combination point of view. In
third person stories the author may comment on life and also
on his characters. Samples are:
The Trfrmws* fcayro by 0. Henry
Edith HirieleeJ-haa this to say on point of views
the point of view in a story is that point, whether in
the mind of one of his characters or in space overlooking
all his characters, where the writer decides to locate him-
self 5 the time scheme is the sequence of scenes and of
spaces between the scenes which he decides to use - these
definitions are all but self-evident, but they are worth
noting for the scire of avoiding even momentary vagueness.
As a specific study of point of view I have chosen
The La3t Dive by Carlos Drake.
Summary of the story:
The diver, the greatest diver In the world, stood
1. 3dith SJirielees, Writing the Short Story, Chapter V
pages 01 and 32
the platform waiting to dive. All eye* were watching him.
Everyone was talking about him. Even children waited ex-
pectantly. As the diver stood waiting for the moment of
hie performance he fought a mental battle. There was a girl
back home that ho wanted to go back and marry. His purpose
came to be to make this last dive and then to go back home
to her. She wanted hir to change his profession. He got a
little nervous standing there, yet when four o'clock came
lis plunged off. The spectators wore spellbound and yet
relieved v&en he case up again. A woman fainted in the
crowd. He swung himself awkwardly over the edge of the
tank but his hands trembled. The children talked* a
called him s " duamed fool" . A young girl remarked to her
escort that the diverts face looked green. We feel that he
will never go home to merry the girl.
The narrative question of this story is: Can the diver
make his last dive and then go to marry the girl he loves.
The diver is the central character. His main purpose is to
make this last dive and go home to the girl of his choice.
He is defeated in the main part of his purpose although he
does manage to get out of the tank. The story created a
single impression that of sympathy for the man who Bssusd
ca led to a hazardous profession.
The conflicts of the story are within the diver and
with the water. The struggle Is mainly mental although the
physical straggle of the diving also playe its part. The
suspense of the story is intense. The unstable situation ii
the man awaiting to dive. The inciting force is the ar-
rival of the appointed time. The rising action is the pro-
cess of developing suspense which leads up to the climax
which is apparent as the man swings from the tank. The
climax is the place In the story where the women fainted.
The falling action answers the narrative question. The de-
nouement proceeds from the point of the disclosure of the
look of the diver which caused s lady in the crowd to faint.
The dominant trait of the hero is faithfulness to the
girl he loves as well as to the appointed agreement to dive.
This is an accomplishment story. The diver succeeds
in making his dive but he will not marry. He has received
serious injury.
It has a beginning, body, and ending* The beginning
occupies approximately two thirds of the story. The body
occupies about two thirds of the remainder and the i cms .lnftsi
consists of a few short paragraphs.
Graphic Presentation
Beginning
Incidents of setting
Greatest diver in the world Promise of difficulty
Dramatic Interchange
A boy and his mother
Episodic Interchange
A girl and her father
Meeting! diver with his
Scene narrative Question:
Can he sake this last dive
and then marry?
Clash within
Conclusive act: at four
o* clock he dives
narrative Incident
The dive
narrative Incident
Spectators relief
Harratlve Incident
As he swing from the
tank his hands trembled
narrative Incident
A
Episodic Interchange
The boy and his mother
Episodic Interchange
Young girl and escort
Did you notice his face?
Difficulty reiterated
narrative question:
Can the iver make this
last dive and then
Hindrance
narrative question
answered "no*.
Reader is
tain of the diver*s
fate
The story opens with a description of the diver sad
place* This provides a setting for the story which follows.
The reader* a interest is caught and held*
The theme of the story is - the time to quit a hazardous
business is now not a little later.
The point of view of the Last Dive is significant, His
story is written in the third person. The author tells the
story. He goes into the consciousness of the diver and ana-
lyzes his thoughts. We see the dramatic effect upon the
diver. This story is unique from the standpoint of a story
told in the third person. It is highly dramatic caused part-
ly by the author's careful consideration of point of view.
The story is throe fourths description and exposition
and one fourth dialogue. The story is a gripping ona. It
stays with the reader to haunt his peace of mind, reminding
him to think carefully now before it is too late. The
•all amount of dialogue which we do find in the story is
decidedly in character. The style is straightforward and
impressive.
There are two hindrances and two furtherances: There
is one in incident of setting, four narrative incidents, one
dramatic interchange, three episodic Interchanges and one
scene. As an example of a scene let us consider the only
scene of the story. The meeting is the diver with thoughts.
The scene narrative question 1st Can he make this last dive
and then ^o home to marry? The clash is within himself. The
conclusive act is his proceeding to dive at four o'clock.
The ending of the story is delicately and subtly drawn
but it satisfies the reader's curiosity and shows that curl-
that thO fllwop Is ttffo*0 <ithw1>
9ao ohayaotnnrlf ntlrti of tho story to aotiloiofl
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thio lo on artiatlo atory
tivo. It aafcoo ono think* It
It to
It lo hi££ily aubjeo*
mm*. «x. ;?.^?m wmm
m m m »-. rt-" v9ho nmrrotlwo not
lo a hoppy nyapartloB of oxpool
tlon* UptaH I ihi io pot In to
Un» ooldo to OOX&OlB ooo
Mtfkjpot
Hilfloi
In a io • thio la
with fitting dooorlptlena*
^WPOoA^Wp *• oj
1. flharloa ' 13.
Stobbioo ooya la thlo
\+ rvooVooaiva
Caoptor X of
tjnJHoU
II, poeao 10#
Action is the soul of narration. Continued progres-
sive action is necessary from the exciting moment to the
of the story. The readar does not care to turn aside to
read descriptions or explanations vjhieh do not advance the
course of events. Description for its own sake has no plaee
in a narrative. As a means of helping the reader understand
the reason for certain things, of giving a setting, and of
rendering the action more vivid it is very important.
Another accessory of good narration is conversation* The
conversation must advance the action*
narration according to Alfred I* Hitchcock is but a
eombination of picture and explanation*
The telling of the story is as important as the plot it-
self | hence the narrative method or telling grows increas-
ingly important. iSuch Judgment and careful planning is
Edith Wharton2 comnandss
Material j put in only *iat is necessary.
The real artist seeks to shape his living story sub-
stance into the meet satisfying and beautiful form. This is
done by the selection and arrangement of material and by
Meet appealing presentation of it. Characterisation plays
no small part in narrative presentation. It will be dis-
cussed in detail in another chapter.
Let us study the narrative method of She alks in
Beauty by Fannie Hurst. Incidentally* we shall analyze the
story in detail in accordance with the test.
1. Alfred M. Hitchcock, High School English Book, Part XI,
Course 2 page 127*
2* Edith Vtoarton, Telling a Short Story, Scribnerf 8 Monthly,
77:344-9 April, 1925.
Spa* Samstag and bar daughter Alma ww> living la an
appearance of luxury in a high priced hotel. Mr. Samstag
had died eight years before and it was at his funeral that
Mrs* Samatag contracted the neuralgia* which had led her
into the use of drugs in hypodermic injections. lira. Sam-
atag was still unusually good looking sxeept when the neu-
ralgia caused ugly hags to form under her eyes. «r. Latz,
a rich comfortable bachelor of forty-four, was enraptured
by the charms of Mrs. Samatag and with her friendly aid man-
aged a wary passionate and convincing proposal. When We;
Samatag told her daughter about it Alma objected saying
that it wouldn't be fair - not until she was cured. Mrs.
Samatag made arrangements for Alma to live with her and Mr*
Lets in their new home so that Alma could take care of her.
Kr» and ?rs. Latz both became very happy after their mar-
riage, except for the days when Tfrs. latz was ill and Alma
had to shut the husband from the room and minister to her
drug-fiend mother. The suffering of the woman was Intense.
She tried to give up the drug but she was not strong sswasji
and so broke over. Once Alma thought that her mother had
given up the drug but she was only to be disillusioned by
her mother's stupefied leer, here she got it was s mysl
to Alma. Meanwhile, Alma too had a love affair: young Fri<
landap* a bandana* vauna jQmm» tall BaoalaBatOiy la lava
with Aim and ppnpoatfl to hor. sbo fooling^ <*»ty to hop
aothop mi ohligod to pofooo to nappy M» owon frtMmoJi aha
O0OF»WB awMW^W A^^W^WB ^mJf V AOO^^^ A^^Aay ^MvRWMHv OP ^^^BP^aa^^^^P ^W^WOP OiWIO^^O^OOi^pi^Or OPaP •^WiP
foand. ffclo lad to o oopofol anamination of tho oothap»o
elooot* Turing tfttp aoopoh Alao oooo npoa on odwiiptloonoan'
oMob faro oloo 00 to too otiorooboato of tho aothor* Aim
ooot lipjaxllilolj and oooptook hop oathay Jaot looping %ho
plooo* sfco did set know alaa and it oao with difficulty
mot tho clrl oooxod hop to otapt hooo oitli hap. om tho
oop tho aothar poll,ort ooay and 000 otpook hy track* Lois
lots aooop nam! to know of tho drug and miarail hi* oifo
ao an idol of hia rtuwM Shi hod foond in hio ostlcatioo
plaaa with hio aothop* Ppiodloadop and Una oopo at loot
happily noppiod*
fho nappotiPO onootion lot Con opo* Sooatas oojfoi
aappiod lifo Sa apito of hop drag oddtottoat Ooppio fflanatag
la tha naia character* flop poppas* la to onjoy happy nop-
piad Ufa with Louia Tata* Sao Undo hap paryaaa only part-
ly poalisod booonoo oho fail* to Pid hopoolf of mo drag
addiOUon. mo elnclo lappooclon apoatod hy tha atopy io
otlagiag hoppop of tho all too con on 000 of dpog hypaaw
ajioo* Tho oonflioto of tho atopy oil oontopod about thio
all iioniifi dartre* nho fought it hapcolf, Atom fonght

1«poa Alaa. tn hmr heart of hearts it* surely met here
fenoen that oe lnjnitntee could long endure en stall a founda*
tion. Yet Estonia she doalrod luxury ahe doped them she
truly lowed her* There ie a let of food for ahsa#t bttooon
a^a^^p aa^eee^praw ^we aa*napar e^ap%aa>,jpr • #- eapfcor pane ^p^sva^voso^jFsa' ^pe»ear a^^e^ueeiraenjp eunBY
ahe .aa^jjp-''^ J^a Beauty la the aoat fre^jnewtly aeinVioned of
Paanle Haret*e ttot'lea
_
Vhle ie an aeeoH&llehment storr* Carrie Late falla toH-mt^^^mW^ WPpr ^^^fcpj ^^F^P ^P^P^WP|MP^^PHpp^(Pw<p^«flw^^p^p^p» ^^ ^P"^Pr^P jv ^F ^pr^p^Gi ^ 4^^r pm^^ *PW PP P'PNPJppW^P' ^p^lp*
aoooupllnh her puvpoee* , It ml^it alee he dsnonlnetod ae a
oharaeter etorr* fanale Hurst ears la her own Intreduetlon
that the eharaoter eome to her mind flret and then ahe hailt
a atari situation areand the eharaoter* The aathor aural?
achieved her pmjpoao of neklng this a ofaaraotor etory*
Carrie Lata la ao real to her reader that he alaoet shudders
at her heeitdhlne preeonee» tataeoal hoautsr cloakl&a deep
•^aa^p*a^^^^* wwahP,Opa#ppawp» ^^e»^wa *^papar^aa*^^^^pj ^wer^r ^pweo^e w^^ o*^^p^p*^fca*™p' wavap^e*|o*s^^p an^^
nlted In Carrie Lata that the reader feeU her irsiones,
The atory haa a bogtnniagt * *•*/* and am ending* The
first eigit pagee are H niyodnoti?af the next ftwsiitjmiT no ere
body; and the last Ie ending* The iriffwg; ehoee Carriole
«MMpt dnfaetad hat it alaa iliaea Lanls ha&av in a anap*J|P^PJp> ^p^r ^P^p* ^W«*^» VP»WW^ ^PTI* *> •» W ^W^P>^H^ ^pPPiB^pP^F'^P' W^^p^VJppWJFW l^«VnW W# ^** •p^pMHPaivJI ^b
end Aliaa eleeped to the hoean of Priadlander*
Graph!© Preeentetlon
Incident of Setting
The author preeenta a hotel
narrative interest
Incident of Setting
Incident of Setting
JSr. Lets praoapted
Mr* i*ts and flrs.
Curiosity aroused
lataMOJl featettsSflaJ
Booting* Mr. Lata and lira*
Sanstan
Soene Narrative s«eaUoas Can narrative question: Can
Ira. Senates namg© te help Lots «ra* aaaeteg onlay«
propoae to her? riod life la apite of
Clash aor erne addiction?
Conducive Aetj ho
Meeting ttr. Lets and Kre.
aha sot hie ooneent for Alaa to
live twlth the©?
Clean
Conelusive aett n&y ©arris have
year baby to year hearta content."
eoj lial
itlvo Question: Can
aha win Alan's approval?
Claah
Conclusive aett Alec's approval
Wgm. tells -Urn of Frloa-
Aim *omm m* vow moor to
ta". o
Clod
to bo*
prooloo to Aim not to
Oonolittio *ot: sho mm bmk
BunrotiTO taslmnt
Lmis toto** ob nm oooop*
of Cwnrlo m Loots
First fm
msrlod iife» Aim bollomd
ttm q»mlim»
Lomls indmo Aim to alio? his
to Bit with hl» tdfo mrlng mi
Ulaooof
Clash
Comluolm Aot» ho tvottt* off
tftto botol
Coaolu«ivo Aott "Too mvod at
Btrrttivo Iatldtat
fhm noat aontht vart a alraolo
Of qttlot hOJBt lift FUTthOTOmO
irk 1
ttittltwt Xotidtat
Aim aJ.taoot tiptoed tfcrouA
tbttt tffltttht Ml itto ftit LOQlS*
Sbltodit InttTotitimt
tfcovs hit onooyonto at having
Aim alvayt with that HfllPHMM
Mti 1 CRllO
Botot Mayratit* juottloni can
AIM intpt to hoop Loo at ansa
Conalaalvo Attt Ploaot gp Lot TNmhtifiti
HtntlTt Xnoidottt
Aim boundod f*o» bad to find
long mirror in tteo boHarooa with a
*umm I hmmti i 4«t luMt mm 1T4mAmmhhmhh\
Ktrrativa Incident
Lotit did not knot of tlit
drag bat only Witt Oarrto
Rorratlvo Incldont
lotto rorood hit toy into tht
FOOBW CawrtlO ttMMMMMt ht
apeloglsad mat day villi a _
vrlot ottdh Ttotfttvtntt
SotttUt AIM ISA LtOiO
Stoat Sarrativo nootlons Con
Alan annaga to plaoato Louis*
^f^^li m> not bolnr olloood is
alt wifo'o roonf
CUth
Concluoivo Atti So tot plaoatod
and t llttlo oowy FupMiaytmt
ft* thing the* pawled Aim 10
get the •toff
MMttf
Ala* aa& tool*
dhe outpotted of twinging
*3eeldB*t job lite to knew
AaA to Aim's
Qoeetions Can
to p|
Clean
Conelneivo *<e%t
traffio
L»e ^neetlon* can
killed la
Sarrativo
toots svond in his grief tolly
of Carrie 1» groat
la tbo tint of grief
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The hsgloalnt •* «**• story 1© net •specially note*
worthy. The author sntesa ua oognaifaod with tho nmiiwy
setting for the story In a leisurely isofcter of feet sort of
war, Ocwevwr, onee the reader ie throng* the first half
peg* interact end euriocity begin to pick up. 3oon thins*
begin Im> happen end the story heaease "vital* floe thane of
the story-beauty to cloak aolflah desires - la en ottrsnoly
*^aw^^^p^ *^^™ OF-eieaMn ^waa^r-ST Mae er ao^sr 40»*"Hisyt^nj» ^r «s#wi op^sf HMMH^r tPVB^psoF fl|^Hev7
faeea that ovary reador reeo$ilaee the type. Knowledge
giveo appreciation* The author la rather alow in pitlitat
the narrative queetion* nowver, her treatment la offee*
tive. Carrle*e purpose la well dramatised*
The story la written In the third person* The author
la OBsHeoleet end underetande the fooling of the characters,
Tho roadcr'a narrative lntoroat lies with Carrie* Bo le
aaxlotta to see If Carrie em pell off frooj the rooks and
save her final orsalt*
••^^^ ^* ^^ofw> jf ^*^m ^^9^it ^^^^es^^^a ^^oP*p»j^y ^i^scof a^^osa^Fa* ans*4HnisHS^MSjiJFw VMUWr
sixth deeeriptlott end one half exposition. The style at the
first of the story le seneehat emstoercem* and slew novlmj
hat as ths interest increases the noreaent ie Intenelfied
end It fr 10000 s caeeedin&ly dramatic* Fannie anrat deee
not employ nee words end her eenteneee ere inclined to toe
terse* There Is e rseerkebls quality in the deeerlptione of
tale etory, til* deeerlptloae iwinfto flow of vivid wort
picturing HBtiwn end phreeee. The following ere iiiae-
tratiosan
"Be UHaa their taper end roey polatedaoee, theee fin*
pj«Jtt» «*»> awn way they bed of allgplae in tnUiou
there »•» little dork areea beneath than llleo oaoirofl
ohereeel end mrolontliiR eeee that ti~Teotermrt te has*^*
Biw»lii of deeeriptive phraeee ere*
Saglag aooral&ti flreej ereekUa*, •«* bleato* aervee;
eoaewhet eryptie a othemi pletaric rod; ho interpolated
widely eleejoeat of poetarej rigid pallor* e bong of * lit*
tlo pistol afoot woo book uaaohoffoi aervoaeaeee begon to
roll over hor in wavea, looking her throat oad ourllng her
tooo and hor fiagoro, oad bor footfW *p dry agelnet the roof
of bor Booth*
Thoro are twelve fnrtflioroaooo oad nine hindrances.
ttoe otory envee froa fortheranee to Madtnma aeon os on
oooon liner pltoboo frees wove to wave# fan wholo ia higily
dreaatle*
Tboro oro throo tnoldonte of eottlng, too narrative
ineidente, three ofrooatlo interobengee, end too eeenee* As
on exaaple of a ooono lot or consider tbo oooao 2a vhleh
Carrie aanooneee hor betreffeal to Aim, "ho rooting io be-
tooott Aim ant Carrio* the oooao narrative y.ooticr> lot
Coa Carrie win Aim* a approvalt tbo eleefc io foot oad ffcri-
ouo - a regolar verbal battle oad the conclusive act io
Aim* a aaortat#i kiaa*
the ending of th* story net only @ivee no to nnlsrstonft
that Carrie hM felled in tar perpoos bat it shows the ef-
fect upon the other principal sobers of the etory. lata
to loft with « beautiful nenory and Aim ie bourne Into her
low** arms. Tho reader la fully eatlafied.
She ehereeterlsatlon of this story U achieved by ac-
tions and between tho linos* It lo not ao such what tho
eharaetere say that ahem their character ao what thoy leave
ajajajaJMb
this la an exceedingly attractive tl tie. ate Halka la
J^BSlaV ^ tanpta tho reader to road* Xt fIte the story
well as It foreshadows tho enejulelte subloty of this story*
fne word pictures of this story are unusually good.
9er exsnpls, the hypodomls soar* are cleverly naned •lit-
tle graves*, fa* stylo of the story is beautifully original.
fnis is an artistic story boosuso it nor too power of
nailing tho reader think intensely end anemia bettor for the
reflection. Vm eublety of tfoe story is its chore*
OSfcPffBt VII, HslfT <*/ lOJVULSfilQg
tho snort story oust be United in ite representation
of life In order that it ney leave a unified ispreesion* Xt
set eover a oooaoaso of event© closely bound tagalnar by
unity of tine* It is soeetSnos neeeeeery for the reader to
wmtil iio that hu happoao* oorllor la the Ufo of
la oath * oaoo tho unity of tin*
bo aoiatalnod by a Skillful uMoftut baoaa. fho unity
with lmm8«d prammlia «!feo
bat a slloo of Ufa doallag with on*
orlolo of o etoraotor** Ufa, only a 0*017 l«wfs« a
fios laproaoloa aaa bo olaasod 00 rosily artistic, mo
baro o dlstlnotiro tons or spirit.
Onrlo1 says tills of unity of iaproosioat
ftf
*ho prlmiplo of unity io oa ortistio Idoal that
any elroaaotaaooo bo vlolatod. It io 1tow for aoot roadoro is tho ono Chat
polio together oil
atoolo's outstanding sneoooo lo duo to too
woo o oloooly bait aoifiofl *bolo. Sdlth
ohiovod this la "than Proao7 uhioh lo bar
Stasia offoet io priaarily oaotloaal,
tonaion io a
foot that
is •
of
Baity of lmproootoa giro* o otory indiridttality tbot
It iiro la tho mla* of tho roadar* Unity of laproo-
iaply unity of rood froa tho h—lantng until tho
wont and ovary situation aaot bo oolorod by
of tho otory* Sana star* should bo plan* J la tho otory
for ooaa distlnotiro parpooo. tho rtaalianli tons or
of tho otory usually oaargoo la tho oory bogloning. Tho
1. '*r* aurohard arsis, Thort story writing. Choptor X
••itlug of tfce story !• tfoaaaflenily tqpaHawi ae on aid to
liMrtrftol jjuprtiw aiatfi *»«"* again at
artlet*
•rot
tho
by Anthony Hope
ohareetorlatle of people
by Iwift 8« Cobb
> be eonatantly its
of a
HPQHTon* too deep
of the eiatare la o
1 1 ma* "°-
^^HmJM/rWk um
trifles*
eontroat to the eaerlflee of
Harriet rreeeott
le
Cltti by Sdtttl tflbiaH
aria* out the
^uA|f ^a^# «j|4 a #w\ of eXub to
Ae a epeeifto
atee the story,
me being that he
•elf sacrificing
ae veil ae la bodj*
of Unity of Imjireeil cm
of a nvato by
haa a ayapathetle tone
oat to the
let ue
la spirit
af Stolth, a private, vita tee of hla
Sag fraa the ear. They sleep on a station beach to eeve the
—liy for their vivos end babies book hoae* They eat hard
teak *** aeroh flOiinoifolioTT honsospd* ?hei*e Is no oloelnnr
• ^^^^P"™^Hr"ajaaseS1 ^* ^^OJ O^^^^Ww #*™^^ *i^P^PiMk V^Pw a«1P^^^^PSn ^P PP"S «a ^0^Panap Sf^P Sa^fceS ^POlk Ok VT
aaa™w^p e^c^P1 ^»'^o t^# •eaw^ ^^^^^9 eeaP"™p™irw™ ••^wvw*w ^p ^••t • <bwv*^pa ^s ^o*o» ^a ^p ^»niwe
hoops an eye out for hiaw when no ooooo deen the reed she
hies tompom ho has aged oo a
hta at first. , Bat la the end oil "sake up"
ally and there lo a alaaaaat reunion i
The etery has a narrative question or a ooatral eharee*
tor»o perioos. It iot Caa Sd aaita oaooood ia getting;
to ale fnadir and begin again ale daily panning fiaht eith
nature and against the injustice of ale fill oa aont
The elugle iaprsssion achieved by aha story ia o feel-
lac af syanetfay *&* pity for the retsmtng private,
author*e parpoao and<ava%odly aao to aroaaa% aha grin
af the negLeot of the eoXdioro at their hi no i»owing*
farooo af hardship, deolinins health moA vitality» aaas,
of ear oppose* The sympathetic
KMaradoo* the dear oaaa haolc hose oad a
to get bosk heaa help, the oonflist ia
The ovary opens with aa unstable situation. The eel-
diero ore starting heaa* The inciting feroo lo ths
^F^r i^aaariaw •awBa^^WaaF ^BW*F,aaja^a^^»j^^Kl w •*Wf^ »^a"IW*Wjpp'"wlOWaw*^^ ^S^m ^^"V^^aw^M^OaanjiY 'S*aS^aSB ^*^wavwJaaw*aw ^•^P'
Si Smith wn his boss* 71m point of to* hisba.t lnteroat
<P*"i>' '^••"•W ^*™ ^^^^Faw f^uf -^^ww »^0**F^aa* ^paaaawaw OaaaAaaW •^'•fcaw **r wW^w^aw'W ^^NwaWaw ^w^0^aw^»^"aS^*aFaj* 4aV*4Maw
rising ostios bagln* with %'»*>'« dopartara for tin— rod
rod* boforo Ida aafts'oee of hi* *ifs« «» failing roUro
uimi ths narrative aorottro. Th* rtwaaiaast eeroiet* of
the wing with tho olitlilisuj ths M^ng sod th* r?*1****^
for tbt future.
Th* floatrunt twit of th* sola otawostor is jp*lt***a
This short itorj i* * narratl** drns* ahioh produoes * aio-
gl* *ffrot.
*m» story is an tistntllstmrtnt storr booanae tbs oris-awA^banaaar a* ^Ww**fc ^ laTPaaw WW ajaw^pwajw ^^^^gwtawa»iaaaa»i^wiwaj^a»a»»w law aj^ajwaa* ^* aaw^a^aw^wj^aai^w^pT v^npapiaw ^^aw •>
tioil staimlsi aeta est to niirnsmlltti *»<• A'sssrn to upltsts•JwaJOgf^aw* Ip^WwlBpw i^a^a»*w^ww ^F*aF^paaw ^a»i^W OTWF a^wa^Ta^rai»i»»a^r^w^a»a^p»j» *«w*av a> wa*a>aw «a aw ar^ •F«aTw
lit*. It aight olao be clesaed ss SB emotional *tory» Th*
mitt una1 Sfin—1 to tho reader* is outatandioa:*H^n p^r waw>^na^*"VaH* ^^r^f^'Ja^wiww' *whf ^^ w^w aw ^»>^™-^^^waw aaa^aw -aar^aanw^w^^^^^^^^^w^
«"P4a^MSS^& 4 ^* *k %fc^*/4v4 ajK^|SHj_ ^VSaM^aee* atVtwV JSJSawt*t tfWO" tfflw%Jfc 'r^^hOOat OaW*4 VOJV
of th* etory rod* afcere tha throe soldisrs leave tbs toots*
rant to bogin ths hone**** Baroh. Th* body rod* ehers Toddy
seasons* to 8* to Ills fatlie* Tho root of tho stsry op »•
Has last paragraph i* tb* coding. Tbs Tory lsat paragraph
i* tho soqasi.
OrapM* Prsrontstio*
nrtmffirr
Zosidrot of 3etting
private tk~
\fot Bight
The ni *ht Ian the station
mvtU Sfldtfc - a pathetie
BjyltBfllt Int Narrative question:
6n the private get
ft flteltb end the private
Lve ^ueetion: can
Salt* help the prtvatet
oiaah ;-•"-
Coocluaive Aatt the private
hi» jam
fctive ueetlont Cm
privates euegi te 0e% hoetv
Cleefe
riMliialwa &aet aha aeaAaiMr
Theugmi ef Blllr Tripp
3»ith plodding
Ctti Baak •
Baswatiflra 1
A fan* 7MM bafera
Cut
before
cut Bask • Anther
ConelnalTe A©t» SBse atteva h«r
totaoite
i&enw Opray end »•• 3atth
Smith
dew sray. Bill Oray •**
t are. Stetth and the Oram
Oaeatlom Can Inn
Orey*a dieeonrege hart
Clean
Cooolualra Aott Sha alnoet $lvee
MM Wig
acting i are. Carey and Mre. anith
and tha taa
Ham »awatl*a neetlons Can
aha believa In tha taa fortunaa
.
Claah
Conalaalva Aett are. 3alth
aeeting *f tha snith'a •R?!*
;i ftaith an* hio ami! aon
arrativo nation: Cob
anlth got tiui baby to coo* to hint
CloJB
Coaolnftioft Aot j Toddy oropt up to
hia fathar
^^
Bploodlo mtarohinaja
id ftoaaor** ourloolty
oattafled
aoldlor ted f itamii Ironla algnlffaaot
1« ft booming la this otory, uhloh oitohM tho
ftavoot iImH tawUUUly. Bonlla Garland pro-
ooata ft plat*** - ft vtvtt vibrant pietura of ft train draw-
ing nifty I* croaa bowing • llttla group of w *ota** Tho
Ifeooo mon oft that train. Tho
•f tholr noftft going, 80 It 1» that tho
daftly *** apoodily tho situation vfcloh la
to bo tho arsanrtowli of tha atory. Banlln Oartaad
intaroat by ymomtiif that ahioit lo intrinalaally
lag. Ttoorj aoa oyapathlsoi trtth ft roturnad aoldior
baa ooao foaling about • hoao ooaing. m furthor a-
toroot by prooontlng tho unypooo of
prlvato south to return to hia homo* no appoooUlo *w
fully one ayapathoUaally. Th» narrativa quastioo
at the earliest
it interestingly aad pi—islbly 1 rrtirortuoed. This pniun is
ftrsast1wsd» The "rata* ero anting. They are going
Umi rismsisio pro!iainarles of
story «*** or inrornstion nseosaary*
This story is written la the third
tolls the story* as thBons to bo euthc
wif. to as tho stori always reaains 3aith*e story* It Is
saith that oo are primarily latersstod in* The drean of
tho story Is tonoo bessnse of tho author* • great ©are la
%Em ayapattty of tho reader reasia vita Saith*
(Borland aeintalns o also beltanes la hio narrative
tre about too hundred thirty one lines of
dialogs* oat of epproglnatoly six hundred lines. Tho ro*
sevoe %ae ssswy *roa
oao third expoeltlen* This careful
arxl Inoreaaee lto
oat boom
In tho presentation of o well > ry.
are throe distinct eat books* They are author
•^^ejan jMsraraw^W'oauMii ^a ^•aiaa a aroTvaavip ^PSweape*a asjo^r^ ••w ia*e>A>
for tho understanding of tho story. The author
elose to tho eras of tho story and reverts to what
gone before that the reader aay appreciate tho now of
n
tha etery. it U4i thle nethod of inereaeins and naintala*
lag the yiidar't interest.
flarlaa* Ma eanlpnlateJ hit larthereneae and
wife ma tteUl. It feat eie£t farthereaaea and nlna hi*
dreaoee. Thcee ay« at arranged at to hay up the dramatic
pitch off the etery*
The etory hat tat incident of setting, seven narrative
incident© f et#| eplaodle lnterthangee, and tix eeeaea.
Xa the ending ntrtt an af the aaaaSaa&ta act and itt
hit porpoat and Ike reader foola that Ma narrative ourioei
tar la ectlefled.
Tha atana It tha neat TnpiiptiaiMt ef the nrtaantatlai
unite for ants Itt afcUlfol dovolcaaicut the eueeeea of a
atory largely itsaatti Tha atana with tha little ton alia
had forgottan hie father aaa ana of tha neat stirring. Tha
firet step or seating occurs with aeith'a *Gen» here agr lit-
tle ton* don't yon know e»Y* The ©lath it 5®lth»e struggle
to gat ttaa b*by to tone to aha. Tha etruggl* of Sedan it
neatly enwtal. Tha eonclueive act consists of Teddy
Sag to him.
The dialeene Sa\ ok<» atew dteee rsi
characterisation, anithte character is given throng* lapll*
cation rather than by direct exposition. raetHrttly vivid
Inpreeelene of netting* Steith's appearanee and aotlvee are
glrna Ihfonafl dialogue. The miking of the beat eoldler le
a pantoninie action. sn*tfe it portraye4 with vartoua con-
fliating oharactsristic traita.
The title Dee hanen iHtertot appeal.
The etyle «sf the etery la deligtotfttl. It it to natural
and flowing that the reader forgeta tU about etyle and
nerely enjoye the picture. The iBtwma are net involved.
The vorda neve eteedily and enoethly, eaeh beare the exact
harden of meaning tntnntei for it. The dial nana of the
ehareetere le very llfoliln*.
The etery learea tha mkJjt with a feeling of eadneee.
The pietnre of the brotoen eoldler beam ftweet ng te their ean
near let, creeping hone tufceralded* making *»*r for their ean
beloved hone e etaye long after the reading. It leavee the
reader and but better for the Tending. Hearta feel a little
flit the aerren «f others. The raader in uplifted into n
epirituul reoln where brotherly lore ralgns supreme. The
etory le artistic*
ggAFTSt VIXX. BIMUXBI
Dialogue ie eenneead of the epeeah of the aharaetere
of a etory. It ie need for tag pnrpoaoa of portraying
efcaraeter, waking the etory vital and attractive, Human be*
Inge are essentially social. Mutt eeolel nature eaploye
dialogue a* one wedim of expression. Boose, it le perfeet*
37 natural that It should eoeopy sa Important place in a
abort story. Story dialogue ehould present euggeetlrely,
net esraetly, a reproduction of rami conversation, la de-
eeribisg * eherester*s speech too write* should exorels*
•we to be epoeifio end definite by aeiag csaetly the mat
oultablo speech label, the speech label ahoold fit the mean-
ing; at the eons tlas it ahoold not attraot undue attention
to iteelf away freei the null, *se said,* is eometlass the
•est appropriate speech label beeaoao of ite ineeneploueas-
Stewart Boaoh1 eaye this about dialogue*
Ptalo^io le staple oomroreaUon* Dialogue revealsyg'^ ?*• ^ifOy than any other rem of anting, there
is danger of using too moh of It. All dlslonns should bo
tOPtJ+129 ojesstioBSi (1) noes it rotosl eSaraoter. (p.)
uee* xv auiuisjc esxion.
flialojgae is of ineetlaable value la naking a etory a-
Uto.
Arlo Betes8 defines dialogue es follovst
Pingas has bean defined es eoapeeltion ahleh rroitusee
the offset of boas* talk - aa nearly as possible the effeet
or eeniei 1 caileu safsm is overheard. Variety dose not eone
U 5S*5S! SOP* *"* ***** ********* pege*110.117 ofChapter VII.
a. Alls Bates, falsa on Writing *n*Ush, Series t page 81».
by chance, bo* by oere and finely trained
mine of trlflM. It is of inportnnof
itft—
n
an ana intensity of the verb employed
tlon of the
bo taken
eig-
into
viene on dialog* ere hold by wanly *** Mnhnrtrf1
dlalogae is not a realistic report of reel
» ^^nvnr^nwin»a^ns>j 4»or esnn* ^p^^worV^POp^o^o»ojpB>%^on n»^nee^n*on^|iWnj^P'ln^^^Wenn* n^or*JbJ^Pnieln*a
to nerve chore * donon sight bo need In reel life* The
eeoret in dialogue in to find the opoooheo thet or*
in the notion end ohareeteristie of the speakore end
to life on possible. The
olnng^ end dialect ehould be saggosted only by a tend here
at ^r ^y^r^n ^^^ea^p^n* <e»^^«nt A^^n ^esn*^niwin^MMn^r aaae^T oronRn mt^f
any Albrirfit11 givee
Inn ideal dialogue io not only eloeely relevant,
•eon Indiepeneable be the situation. It not only *
ban thong* or feeling of on Individ**! * it really
the notion of tho pine*. Dlalone sjmhiI* be broken u]
-^^0) a>j> l^rfwaaen Attach ae^^^a^t^^^n *^^N aaa>n^aea sa^e^ei^e bweatf ^^nn^e^eue^ea
e^^BrOP ^^^r ^^pe^e ^war^w w ^r«^waaann w <nsp nann^^^r n^ow^^^n' *#e» awa»^enn*
tnirlisn ntorieo the following roojntrsnanU in dt*>
lofltte are laid doont
1* The dlele*** ohonld oeen actual talk.
B. The talk ohonld bo consistent* individualised and
tme be type.
£• In shsrastis 1 atoriea the belli shsnhl
4* m dranatlo etoriee it ie to be meed to
scotrlsltlso.
TTioly and Riehart, Triting of Snellen, Chapter nil
.
8. Svelyn Nay Albright, The Short story* Chapter 21 page*
jm^s an *ne#
•Tho ambhrnA pabllo mmh to 1 oaaa diolooao* 9M
oohool ota&oaoo doeloro ogolaot otorloo oeont In oar
ttoa* Woo Ado Ittoo1 i»huado o otady of tho pi
of diolooao «Hd amaoo tfcio stotoaoxitt
Storloo ohieh opproooh noonor tho idool of mo art-fora
loo of ooarorootloa.
Oftntf tht otorloo ohoooa for tfeoi* ortlotry and
aaalyaod la ttiio thoolo tho nomtfcro aotnado oro oaproai-
aotoly oa follows t
imm of story
Tho aaa of Partly
T^ooerip-
tloa
DiO-
Jlqmoo
la Tho Looby 10* m «*
TfcoCiUooa m m «#
Tho ttm* U too mtfao aaf 40* losf
awMi «0 •* 6dj5
Tho lotaro of aa Ooth M m *#
a«MO*a» ^aar a^^P^aa^oioa^p HI aV •ci
Tho ttattotpal *oport HI ni HI
mmmmMmmm * Hi 8a*
IQg 1C# 90jC
Wm aUial aa< »l«al1 aaaVlaf aali aaaaaf^ ^.iWl
aaoaoo oo o opootflo etody of *
» AH'UaHutol collogo, 192t»1. Ado *loo, Thoolo Xonooo Stoti
Oerald ftaybara appeared at Floyd 0berhelaer«s drag
•tap* ready to etart to work on the aoraiag of Ma last
eehool pienie. Hit father had died ant Gerald although atiU
but a boy oat of hi* eehool fait tfcs responsibility of get-
tie* o job and looking «*tar hU aether am aletera. A*.
cerdingly. ho began Ma vork at the drag atora vita a tenee
daalra to suaosid. at fee and of tho first day ho lingered
to ask fiord if ha ohoold ooae bank la tha auraing and vaa
doflnltoly happy to loarn that ho vaa vented. At sapper hit
aether oat very good to bin and oookod Jaet tho thing* that
ho vantod* fthoa aha gave bin tho laat eoeky his baby sitter
pouted and afterward Oerald fait sorry that he had oaten It*
Oddly eaoa* Oerald aao bashful oad didn't vent hlo •other
to aako a fuss over Mb even thoug* he did appreciate her
approbatioa. Bo vent oat oa tho porch to road fee evening
paper ao ho had often seen hie fattier do. While ho vaa oat
there Art Pox, a kind hearted bachelor ease up bringing o
fine pail of stravberriee* Oerald refuaed to take fee ber-
ries and told Art that bis aether vaa not at aoao. Just aft-
er Art bad gone Ma aether eeae to the door oad Inquired who
had been feere* She felt a little flash of nitirofiil at
her eon's prosaapUoa, She started to oay soaefelng to Ma
bat vaa elleneed fcy Ma* "We ean't have Ma haaglag ai aoanl "
The aarrstlee question of this story 1st Can Oerald
pwo hiaaalf ttowtfthi fSBily? Gerald is the esatral
character. Hi* purpose i» to take eare of hit
sisters. The story closes Just after the read«
that Oerald is entirely capable of aahleeing Ms purpose.
There is as doubt left la ths reader** alad ss to sho is tfe
aan of ths Raybura household. Ths story creates s slagls
Tn»isn1ni|i sasMtlsff s desire on ths part of ths rsnOm to
ost flotald so ths basic fox* his aood honlTSilmr Ths ooaflJ
of ths story arei eithia Oerald, between Oerald sad other
oharassoes, sad Osrsld with conditions. Ths unstsbis situ
tioa is ths faall? la asod of a ororlder* Ths lneitlaa
fores is ths doss of school sad ths father»s death. Ths
gradually lasrsssss until ths reader Is satisfied
ths sea osa fill the father's place la looking after
the fenlly. Ths dsaoasaont eonsists of the last fee
^r^s*B'SS'<B"^s» ^a eisasserSPa^^^Fsw^e ppsv^pa«a up aiso O^ "^ ^^ ^^
eMss> aPs^rwksjp^p eMs is»* ^pop^pts^b^pVsp^p'spw
this Is sa intsaplfsnssnt story, tfutb
aaaa sf sp«p oa sp>^i ^iasar j'^ss^s^sr^s* e^^p %^so^s?
his pui^oss. the author
aaa saay fran actuality. She says that the
sat froa the cloth of 1bsq;1 ration. Bovesor*
«U1 to do
hns
• lie so-
ls wholly
is a eery
mod iooglrntioa. xt pmooto « aurprioingly Ufo-Ute sit*
fe*» B*gUnl»*v ***r* ud oading.
four ond ono-Jmlf pogoof tho body
ooooisto of a f«w #iort •ntancoa.
slug
Or&i>hi« FroooatottoB
feioodlo
FXflwA Oborholoo* ond Oorold
Faybonu Oerold pmwto hlmoelf
for «or]e
X&ftldont or sottlft*
Fleyd looked oreand balploooly
trying to Uilnk what to bovo tho fbjodflt*« intoroot
boy do
loloinHi
Floyd and Gorol*
0<wtld to aostgnod tho Job of
«rao*iUg oomntiag Ooyold
JbfeiOOdia Inttfto2ia&M
Jloyd tod Lot*
Floyd ooko Lolo bo caao doom mod
JSL^^7 ** w<s*k *» «* *•«* <*riooity imvooood
Iploodlt Intarchaoso
n«yd siwo «Jo5oy 1
orraagLng tho (joiti
tho 40b of
rook
O«roldto xmxt Job ooo looming
Xnttvaab oorriod far-
^plsodle Tut rohajmo
Lola and Floyd
Curloalty heightened
Splaodle TnHftTunao
Lola show Oorald about tho
ooda fountain WTJ ,
Interchange of letting
dnpioiObla condition of tho
SBrretlve queotlent
cam oorald provo blow
oolf tho boa of thoMm*k
Sarrativo Incident
Lola Invitee Gerald to go oat
to tho oool swap *HM~.
Kpflf*r^+ Tntaraiiaiijia
Loalo Qroeanan and Floyd about
«M OOP OM
Iploodle Xnt09ohaiige
Floyd and Loalo about tho nlenle
and about Gerald working there
---,
T
Marretire Incident
Holiy truck drove away rmmmmm
Spleodie Interchange
Lola and Oorald taut about bio
fanlly and tho pioalo ~~~.
Xnoldent of Setting
It grow hottor aad hottor
Xeetlngt Lolo aad Oorald
Soooo Barretlve Queotlent Caa
Gerald aooopt her effort
Conclusive Aott Si dooo sot portalm
l*m "
Tfttorfttt Interchange
tola aad Oorald about fhe tluo of
flatolfl gotog to dinner
Berretlve Incident
Lois notion that Gerald did not
narrative Incident
Late in the afternoon the pienle
Gerald and his slater
itive jueatloni Can
Ceroid exerelee authority
hie eieter?
Conducive Actt "Shut up*
Spleodie Interchange
Jauntta and her friends
•arretI've Incident
to hoyoolf that
hat Gerald haa no right to
Hooting* Gerald and Jaunlta
» Narrative queetlont will
giro np trying to direct
«e aotivitle*
Conducive Act* X know what t*m
itioo Queetleni Con
to hoar the hero
culcaaw about hia own sjotfeer and
&Tt VtoBT
Clash
Conclusive Aeti Bo looked
TTjilaedlle interohengio
The beya to Oerald ojno they loft
Hindrance
ho shell oobo back 1b
Plant tolls hla to
Qovald aaka if
OavaAd loft tho atovo
of prlda
Bt rovloood tho ovanta of tho day
and of his fatha**a fmaagal rurtharanoo
HBB ^PBSJ^S V^H^VMII^^V
3wtld and his
a
ill
faoot J**
hist
Act* Sho touched hia
ooulom*t avoid
Maatlruti Vaallr about tho
Hai'fatlvo Quoatlont
to Oftjoy hla
lots It
Cam ho
^^^Wo wjaoaaKh a w^ap^Bswsw^ ^^sowb s^^w^p
^ns*
oaWPWP o
Claah
Conclusive
*Iou*ro a BiOO litU©
Bkrrttiv* latitat
*«tmlta*a outragod fooiingo
Gerald win* oat on the book poreh
BarretiT* Incident
3*dle waiting for
OOt Os the BOOM
%Mnkimr ibwl Arleaft
bo ooo
ImfPatiVO XflOidORt
his
devoid and Pox
ta» Qooitloot ?ill
fierald 00000% tfeo lion log t
fflooo
Ceneln»ive Aott Art Pox leaves
d derald and hie aether
kttvo .uestion: Cos
OoroSA oaplale to herV
Cleeh
of heroelf Hofd do it for hor
oioof owionea 700 prono o» nor oorrooioo
IncidentKpieedie e A
Zo toraedead
n Wmmg ef tale atory is well
at the wary outeet* The rairtar is
to fee reader rather »lo*ly bat this
-eeder at all for he le interested all of the
tine, by surprisingly life like cHalegue. The subjnitoenioi
bee e univereal appeal end le Intoi'oalln&lji iiraioiitafl free
The narrative eueetlon le withheld until the
le aotiewhet eenmlntort with the here* Thee the
clererly &*T» «P the Intereet to en exnltlng pitch*
The story le written In the third pereon with en easy
tilde late the imputewort second jiwnem» is pleeee* fide
givee the story m *ir «f informality end thee Iccrcataa ite
u The atery le Oereld*a. The reader le at
about hie snoacce. The dream of the atory ic
seed* The feeder can readily wisaellse the eeenee*
bridge the amy free one diaiogae to the ether* Thi
ioue of the story le entirely iiciosl.
There ere tee abort out beehe la whieh ficiclrt
aaa^^^^w^^^^a^^eifc^ ^^^^f ^bwi^» ^» ^^ ^^^^^»#^^^k ^^ ^* ^mw^^^^^p ^^^^ ^^^v^mm *mov ^^^^'•w ^p ww^^w^apa ^^jpseaasPndr *
They ere eat11fully so ae to glee the atory
lag drown* Thoro «ni two Inoldonto of wotting* fiftoom
«f oottlTjs, flftoon
As oa oxonplo of a
hi* ojotbop* tho ooono aorrotivo gaootion is:
Can Oopold onplofn to hor? Tho clash to on oral ono on hor
port and portly ami *nd portly through option op pnthop
roprooolon on Ida port* Tho oonelualve ac* io hla opoaoh,
**0t1 wo don't vont M" around hapo*
Tho onding of tho otory onoooio tho awpratioo qaootion
oatiafylog tho manor's curiosity and louring on •naur*
no to tho oourao of Oorald'a notions in fchs fates*.
* *-4^p opMw^a^o^o^aFwwan*MiswO'iiwtvuowo> js^p ^nip w^^jo o^owoo iw^fco» "UA^y/ wwn*n^ii^Bpw o^^b^p
u It ioa*t oo anon ohot too characters cay no It lo
how thoj 007 it on* ohot tboy don't 007 thatonfeoo tho rood-
or know them* Littin dlpoot dooorlptiou of the ohopootopo
lo to bo foondi
Tho tltlo Tho Ian of Tanlly lo oopoolsl* y flood fop It
aO^P •WwWBi ^•'"'T^OVOWB^fc WJOJO ^^ ^O^^^W^^^ •' *W wW* J ^^•'WOb 4W «U 4PWSWSW 40 ^^^W**PO*^J *U4w* ^P*»0*^^
OO* VWJOOg OAO WJBOO JHBpOPWOBO •
Tho otylo of tho otorjr In lot toot» o»oofh# and 0007
flowing olnoot Ids uroly In lto oowwnont*. Tho dl&XogBO
lo Mgily loonUood ond olongoflod whaoptur noooooory to fit
tho
kji exanplo of dialogna ritfibi shoas obsraotsr Is tha
folloalngt
"Ten aMte1! ga running sreaafl now, yon go bDM and
halp WMU*
"You hasp iUUI" Sha thraw ha* nlofcal dean with a
Idas on the shite counter of the soda fountain* "X gooes
you are*nt ay boss yet.
"That*a all right, X know what !•« talking about".
Bar* la aa sataopla of dialogue *%fraai edwenaea tho
steryt
X thought x heard sonebody* Hevo they gcuo? <2aa
anybody bora, Cereldt*
•Art fax** Oerald did not torn around.
"Ohl* Hla aether aoaaad a littlo flustered* *a»et
did ha went? Hsa ha gene awayf* #ht sskod*
*m brought soma of hla atrewberriea".
•alqr, Oerald why didn't you oall aef
"•causa X told hla we didn't aant «aa« ?a got aoaa of
our ova*
**hy» Oerald-"
"Wall aa don't aant hla around here,* Gerald aald
taaghly.
This Is aa artistic story for It glvea tha roadar a
(flnajai inte aha blgnaas of a good bey'a hoart.
CttRIR XX* FLOTTI80 OP WB BOOT
Tha plotting of tha body daala with tha planning or
arranging of tha body. 1 aaaaaaafal story la planned just
as carefully as a dressmaker designs a dress , an architect
plans a house, or an agrarian plots his fields. The big
thing for the to remenfcer is that the story should
increase in suspense until a climax is reached and then de-
crease more or less gradually according to the story.
Modern stories hare a decided tendency toward a nasty de-
nouement. Since the story Is but a slice of life-compact,
concise and sell planned, it is doubly necessary that the
author decide upon his framework and his methods of sus-
pense or interest devices and then tap again and again only
with Increasing vigor until the grand climax Is reached.
This body structure Is built up by suitable use of
incidents, interchanges and scenes. Each presentation unit
should pave the way for the one following and thus render
its effect more dynamic. This keying of Interest is fit-
tingly called suspense. There are various methods of a-
rousing suspense* Implication or suggestion are used ad-
vantageously. 1'he author who deals with fundamental human
emotions is sure to get suspense. Action in a crisis Is
another specific for suspense. Suspense hinges on a real
problem with a universal appeal.
Stewart Beach1 of the Sew York University declares:
1. Stewart
and 89.
, Short Story Writing, Chapter VI pages 87
tb* lattor is tho a
thO QthoS1 4MB
two roota.
OOSJhl IW HH ll flf thS
it
few—p it without
*nd
Aaalatant Professor of Journallsa
fysjliai alty tolls wit
Conflict is tho stoat fft i^li> elosjoat of tho
Cenfllst of duties la the powerful eonfliet* Xt
nut not only bo vitalf it should also bo canalativa piled
•< Mb flHW^ «k^ aAV Jt dfe A*V»^ JkS^^H«ASM^*AUp» TT3S p*OS IS SOS SwPBOShSV ehioh His story ie
built* Zt earrles tho thorn or main Idee.
JobB Oellisbse* says tbs following In
k story eonsists of sotting* ohsreeter, and orlaos so
^^Bk ^wa^ ^^^bf ^^^a^^^^^^^ ^ja^^P'se ^^w^^^^^^1 a^^a ^^^*^^aw^^sHio^a^a^p^fc ^^^c ^^^iw aio^^^sw^wi^^spa^ ^
is s narrative oriels. Sot in addition to nerratiso erlsea
are draeatlo erlaee% Bar developing tho
kins yon snow t
of difft-
Ths plot interoet is played up by playing up tho artale
story writingBsreherd Qrvla* n
2. John flslltahsay flits Only **• 8aye to rite s story,
gi i tsV
ftMttlt
plaeetf
Tale OUrfi% 1
actor in
le "Ton aan*t laugh
*5 1»h/fj1 • *
ittitete of all
l the
•top of
is
of tfeo etory an attempt of tho character to achieve 1
puxpooo- jn ^^e body tho author holde tho reaeer*e
by ehoeiag o nice alteration of fathering fn4 hinder!]
^OaaeOwar^ ^W0> •fc^^^O'^O
a
A *#at» ***^*0W^MOO>w"*fcWm O* aP^naftaOj^r V* ^^aaP ws**«j 4MV
the* tho oharaotor nooto fc»e oapoolag forooc op at looet
of then nod conflict eneuce* In tho firet port of tho
of the bodyyca will ordinarily introduce en attempt of
ehengee* end definitely wortofl roonlttiM, iTtooo of hin-
drance, either narrative or dramatic* Tho
elaaaoe ores
of tho
(•} aeae trait of character la tho omia actor, »t va-
Fionoo with the actor*• aula
(b) 3eae natural foroo or xom condition of
of «*»toh tho following ooono le on
of otorloo ititoh boaet a veil planned
ceaatv fair to?
lathe Pen; tar ffleJ ird ) irdin.
m tho fcoaar ar loam aalo io a good aaaaiilii of plot!
oad preeoatetlon* the sotting le veil developed* The ori-
eea era oa arranged ea to fora a pattern or plot* By torn-
lag to the aaoahifi prooontatIon the reader can aoo that "ana
Gale used inelderas* aoonoa and Interohengee. The sfelllfttl
giving of effect 1*
had leet his eife after flv# years of
biles* Si wu left with two children Lois and Larry and
soon began to realise his Insufficiency with then,
eligible wenan to beeems foetei
Hose to consider tee e Lacy Berl(vhooi he level
for her very duplicity end euyaardneee) and Anna lid (i
he realised would sake a good nether for hie children).
ntcried Anna aad hie children aree nx>. Thee he beaen to
long for the romance which he thou^it tucy ml^it have gii
At last he oane to search for her. He found her In
beet* them he ennemneed to Cory that this
#iolo love thing ian't enough*
the narrative Question 1st Can Bmee find a suitable
for hie children ee well as a wife for hlaaelfr
ie the central character* His dceitnant purpose eae to
lack after hie children ani hiBtealf• The etarr
•ingle Inggooalon e namely a deep reeptet for the
starling worth • the non-perlehable verlstgr like sane lid.
• ••^^ ^^^^•ee> ,ap*e)ee*^^'^^ ^n«» nr ^^^^e^pTe^* aaewPwiMwas * s^pw *Bn^n>4aow ^^^ee> sfr ™»«a» viw
story is a oat beak* The story starts fourteen yeare later
beak end elves these fourteen years In
of e mother for the children ie the —elelilo
oltaotiOA. 5fco imtnlly of * dmUlm Is tho inoltln«
foroo. Tho oossooM QTOdsnlly inoreasos oatil he mm Looy
IfsoflsMM mi eha is. Tho rsst lc do
Bruoo»s doaixion* troll; is ooaooni for tho ohildroo*
This to on oMOMllafeaN* story • Brooo norrlM tho
muMMi
Thoro it o frogtnntogj body sad oadlng* Tho Tisfftimtiw
uMUplsi fror p&aso* Tho on&iag «**oro about half of o po*o
oad tho root lo body*
drophlo rroo^soootdoo
MM
ItlSOdlO ZBMPMOagt
•*hio sholo leoo thing loot*
snoogh% sold Brooo 1 "*fc •') T, »j (c?fc 1 H tlT'lr^
^|WS>SJ •^BSOj# Ofc ^* t*»^SVv V
sorrotlro Insldont
o»d his two ohiidrott XatorMt stianlatod
Mrrotlvo Xnoldsnt
Kiss Am lid notlood tho ohil-
droB and rsoindod raoo of thoir
ovoBtag plans Xntoroot intooslfiod
Splsodlo IssoMhooso
sojtm Mid* Lorry# toolo oad Bno.a*«~t t»r~~d
owoWso)fo» JmsoXOsmv
4Mmo vftt A*ftoB KsnpjA thaoA aaaaaMMat %m%^
fmany Mon*t thoro anyacro sod
Boooo ooo only thirty-six Owt«ity woihI
I * _ _ jl,
for ten end they all hated it*
tftO Ml
BMMt Mini* Berylfi
Beryl aafli
it*o la not: Gen
Penny
Conolnalve A*** He looted a*
•um find * suit*
able ©other for hla
children and a srife
for hlcteelf
ay, Bimi» Mre. Beryl
Soeae HerratlYe ueetlent Can
Luey Mki ft need ehovlng with
the ehildrmr
Coneltt»lve Aot j "I don»t under-
ataad ehlldren vary vail* I*»
ftfraMr
aa steed In hl« room and looted
Ho raatlioa
to help
Keatlnsi Broee and Anna .
Iney;
itive ^notion: Can
•4*9* Brave's children
01ft*
conclusive Act* m ccuia not
let his children ge
ty# Am and
narrative uestiont con
decide which will a»k»
the beet mother for hie childrenCUM
Conclusive Act: Be chose Anne
Berrvtive Incident
Brno© thinlBi over hie carried
life ef fourteen yoorc to
he find lucy?
Claeh
Conclusive Act:
with her
Anne, iney
Qeeetioni Cen
lacy eene in
Conducive Aett He
eet vita Me pert*
Berrative question
Cory
le love thing isn't
v^B^B^BB^Bs Mviei «kBBH
with a trokSB fKwihiHit and tfeon joaps Into ft dhmKr
out oftftlCf whioh raoohos fonrtson ysors bank*
Tho story 1» vrittan in tho third pars©*. Too author
i» osmlsoisnt. Tho roftd*r*s intoroot follows Bmoo« Tbo
drsas of tho story Is intarostlng*
Taoro it llttlo description* Tho story is divldod s-
bout half sad half bitasan opposition sad dislogas. Tho
technique io flftolooo, Tho sola port of tho story is s out
task* This is quite snt of tho ordinary sad glees tho story
s distinctive ring.
Thoro or© flee ftuUisrsnsss ftad three hindrances. Tho
story contains six narrative inoldonts, throo opisodis in-
terchangee. *nd seven eeeass* Ths first scon© of tho story
CHIV a^nj^*^pe wnw^»^» •• ^^a» sogp^s^reinnj^- ©*©wenn|jj o> Aos^r ^a^^^psroa^gj ^^*»m^^^© jpo>^b*op^p
oith Bisos« are* Beryl, hor cousin* Lucy Boryl sad Carry*
tho sosao narrative question 1st Con Bros© lev© cooooao olio
is not Tsnnyf Tho straggle is latorasl. Tho oonslaslv©
sot 1st ns lookod at Looy ©ad Ueatoled.
Tho coding of the story is short and to tho point* Tho
title of tho story sroooos intereet beeauae of Its very
Tho style of tho story is enooth, intiaoto and fro©.
Sao sswaajr^ a ooa*ai*ery •aea w» ^w^ai «dBes^wHai *oaaa» auu
yet doee not offend the eeholar. The enoletlee of the
are part of the beauty e* the style.
This U an ertlatle story baosuee it lift* tho Bind In-
to the reals of tho spirttool as* vary eubtly petate out the
CMftfll X* TOT
Of all units tho la
•wWw Ao^^^wrl^w«o^# Aw eWOTWs^p Wl WwoWPwHU^K eiw»
a etruegle «nd reeulte ta a *eet*luslre Aet". This la
followed op by tho author* a aheelag tho effoot open
both of the force*. ^s^e. 4h w i»«M^«P
or failure of tho narrative | pMBfctl
la sailed a furthsranee and a prowls© of failure
la Stories on a whole a aloe
of
^epwo» oo)<o<oanaiv^^oeoao^P'or «*er ^wasflp^Bviv Miywr vowio StOt^Hwo
tha point of new of Interest or suepenee* Saab successful
aaani should pare tho way for tha next unit of the story.
It sust promise increasing or at leaet ooaatnalng inherent.
Orrla aeteea those atatementa
i. * t
consist of a
a single incident or on eeveral, it
->t aamas, the eeleetlon of the
depending <Mi the off—I to bo pro*
eeh tine the cetera acre fror on* specific
to another en here • now aeona. Ac tha body of
it* ainor conflict which give rlao to too reeder'e
enaction, till ha waneee to elronnrent thla difficulty
ehioh tnpedee hie prccroa* toaard tha eolation of hla prob
lent And Juet aa the reader's anjor enaction le
at tha close ao the reader* a ainor question* are
a definite atop toenrd the solution of the chief aotor'a
^p^^^p^hi^^p jr^^ w^^*^^^^^^ ^^ ^^'^^^ip^'p ^p^^p^^p*^^^p ^^^^^p^p^^s^ jjf^*^^^^ vv^v ^^^^* ^pop ^p^^^ ^p^p^b* ^^^^pet w^ •psbi^wwp
the lntareet of the reader rill likewise he fixed upon hla
fhe ClUeen by Jane* Francla Beyer afforde an c*oollont
wp^^aMpm™ *> n^er ^n ^^^^ ^a**p ^»^»^^pip» ^s hu^ai warn ep»o^^ ^anp^^ans^r w a s^n^mar ^net^O' ^senae*^enw
anil developed aeanee In thla atory.
anejnury:
<a *«esp » n^^p^w Anp^vsnnr aa^o nannv sreapepn^^esBi ar^^^e^^per ^r^ana* "d^^a^aanninaj^^fc anas^a
listened with nuoh lntareet* Indeed* the
apealdng of the nan aho anrlehee the
to which he brinar hie dreane. Sean and hla good rife
had Just none to Arerien fron eeroce the sees* Iran had
ahlch had aejntted Bin like the pillar of cload by day and
the pillar ef tha fire hy ni#*t. 8e in apite of the J<
Stewart Beach, abort story Technical, Center 71 pagee
94 » 96,
i:

The doalnent trait of Ivan la strength la dealing
tleo* Be to aleeya
at least to eave hla from
This la an
to help got hio righto of
atopy. Ivan eote out to ae-
MVli* hia of beeonlag am Msarloaa eltlsen and ho
la strleklagiy patriotic.
there la a tngfnta«u a body, and an ending,
ltlal page and ons-half la part of tho body. Thai
or la pSnaged lata tho beginning, vhloh oaouploa approxiaml
ly six pagee ending shore Ivan and hla vlfa set out on the
Jonraey to America. Tho body than ooaUaaaa oa up to tho
laat too paragrapha of tho otory. Tho ondlag iacladoa
laat two paragraphia end ahow Xvan*s dree* of oltUoaahip :
filled.
OtoiiUlo Preeentatlon
Sjplsodlo Interchange
President of tho United
Oat Beak
Mootlag t Ivan with
Seoao Sorrelitive i»stlom Can
Ivan realise hla dreaae?
Conclusive Aets They start
atla plot erlala ap-
Story narrative ques-
tion* Can Ivan real-
lee hi* drees
Hi
.
Epiaodlo Iatatnhaiga
Ivan and Anna on jcwaay •avrativo hindranao
Splaodlc latwrnfw^n
sjwotivo ninavanao
jMai
and Xvatt
soono Sanrativo qnoaitont Can
Xwb got aany fio» *ao polls*?
Clan*
Conaluaivo Aott Loft Bobruisk Dmnatla hlPdranoo
r.jinu- i.n
Ivan and Am MM
STSSSEX ^MtUM.
Karratlvo Xaeldent
Tho trfp on ttio onto* mmmm
Sooting t Applo voaac, Ivan, Crow
Soono fffawwiTO • <tQ04wLoBt Can
Ivan pantont tho appio oonon?
Claah
Conelnaivo tat: Ivan protaoto
_
Hssvativo Xnoidont
A nan afcona Ivan ana Anna
oonaldoraticn
gplaodlo Xntorohango
TajnM aa «v4 Aaawa^n 4o1fcMlPJH0
?i>oaldaBt v a apoaoh
Samtiva question
m aa tt
anaooroa yoo
mala*
fholr patriotlon
This atory is vary atriklag la Its banning, it
starts off flNr tha end of tha atopy wd than flaahaa baak
to tha atory itaalf « Ma sssuras tha raad*r*s interest*
Tha thaaa at the story*eltlsenehlp~le intrineieally later-
esting. The author aaa «iaa to hla aalaation of asterial
a» aalvareel appeal* The nsrretlve <gusstioa eosae early
la tha atory. m appreciate Xvaa*a purpose. It la wall
draaatlsed*
Tha etary la written la the third pereoa. Tha snthor
bseoaee oaalaaiaat and tails tha atory* Oar lntaroat hoa~
ewer* always lias with Iwan. For aa it la Isaacs atory.
Tha draws of tha atory la a haalthy robust type* Xt l'OBsn
bloa tha seatf aaaalaa of tha hara Iran.
Thara la net aaah deeerlptlan la tha story sw^ tha sa>
poeitlco aa* dialo^a ara unite squally divided* Tha atory
la far froa saaasoaaaa* Xta teehntqp*s la aa psrfsot that
we forgat that It la a atory; aa aaaa to have lived it.
Tha aala part of tha story la aaa long aat baak. xt la
aa author sat baak* Tha author atarta to tall his story aat
than aklpa baak to tha days of Xvaa la tha old country.
This la a slaves* devise far aaeurlng tha reader* s lataraat.
Tha rui'lTisrsiaaa aad hfiilTHniaiaa ara equally balanoad
aad thay aaa carefully arranged aa aa to hel$ttan tha drasa
"
The etery U developed by wni of incidents, inter-
•honee-1, •«• aoenee. Thero or* four wmtiw incident.,
eix epieodle iiitiaroheitoon, and three leooio. The incident*
•f^^*^" ^k^kW^Jmf * #>w»»^P^n»»^ew» W W or o#eVe^MnMew*> (CmV XflKVeT^t-UoaXnV*09
ropreasnt the seetlng of two foreee without olaatu The
eeenoa, of vhieh thwt ere three, oil have a seetlne, ft
tut narrative eaeatlon, a olaah, and eonelttelve act.
Mr purpose* of analyeia lot no eonalder tho eeene of the
apple aosan. The nesting ooaaltta of tho array of foreee,
tha offieere of tho erev, tho apple ease* and Ivan, The
poor little old apple wessn starts* to alia* op the ship
and the orow hogs* to torn tho hooo upon her. tho esene
narrative queatlon lot Can Ivan protoot tho apple an—uT
Ivan end tho offloora clashed la physical way and Ivan
soeseeded la protecting tho wean*. The eoaejeatve est was
Ivan hslplng tho wenes to safety*
2n tho ending of tfcie story Ivan hao achieved hie pur-
poae. Tho reader's curiosity is folly aatiaflod.
Tho eharaetarisatlan In thla etenr lo aooeenliehod"" ' 'm ^pw»-^n^p m n> 'wn^^ "^'^^^^W ^Pn^p ^*"^W^ ^P"W •» P> jjf ^P*P^ '"*''' ""B* nMP*n^"JP
ore by tho doodo of tho charaotoro thorn 07 tholr worda.
ttlo author ooot hare bell&ved tho aeowitlrt Murint ** tatf 1«e
apeak lender then werde**
vhe title of tho etery io seed 000 beeauee it hao hn~
"'
h
Tfco styXs of ths atopy it good* It la so entirely
natorsl that ttto rsador fargots bo soratinlso ths XanoiBflo
Of tfrO Jlflt-OrOftlilH OpoakorS.
This is sa artistic story by virtao of its spiritual
a&Xift.
CttLrfSR XX* COT BftOK
A out bask is a oloror asaas of oaabXiac an aalfeor to
go bask and gi*o oatoriaX which mioiii to bo aoooasary for
ths roa&ar'a proaor BBdsrstaadiBit of aba story. Sobs oat
books aro shorn to toko glass in tho a^hME of a oh
and soao talis plaoo in ths oathor+a ninft*
UaapXoa of storios shoving aharaotor oat basks srot
>"lty ~c~-;n M Thyra MM MM
BuBy Bob abbs wiiiisne
^xoboXoo of author out books orot
iia T?si W CaroXiao Bat11da staasbaij
yf Bsjard TayXor
BhMLZ^ Is. ^f Jkuriot nssshsr stoop
&b Oaasrrooae at ooX Crook Bridas br ABbrosa1 Bioroo is
IgiBS SXOSOb rosy good ir**fff»1+ of a oat book* Too sataor bi
to tho oatastSBfBB aod outo bask to shot bma goat i boforo
that tho roador aay Badoratand tho story. Tho dramtic of*
foot ia aarroXoaa* Tho oat bask is a wsans of oartsi lug aad


vhKh I'snonlt the
Of Yhe •Oof» *ne
flf ttio hanAjlivsa cwks the bes&oiilflfi
«e4e Jeot ?jefore the bUnftlac lltfit
The ending le gwift Itt ite
TonlflioUi of setting
A SOB VOltlUg to he tHHlfOfl
The ylfrn^tt of
Pl#yOhejP*e OttoNfffc IMI thlMll Of
hie vlf®
thinks of the poeai- Can he throw off too
;lee of fho ootoF below
Cut
Incident of SO%
In t";e MHtoJitMi ;ulit n*.
the bridge
of o ?odevftl
oil hour later
at hi* throat
late the rt
Injury?
Umlvmlw Aett
v# wtUon: Can he
^*^Wp*BMp» <HPI ^•^ff
'Tontal arrival at his oan hoot
a net sllonoo
eemag froac**
with aa expository inoogtgetw, lhlah
tspon a railroad bridge in Sorthero ftla-
i lata the ewift emtere ieaaar fait belav*
behind hia teak* the *rieta booad aith
eoived
ha aeoaa aaoaaaaad It to be
iki* jafetfMojae 4 vi aa «t^Ma 4 A^aWt^^F
telrx3-J.lfe aaji
of
It haa unlweal appeal* ile pictaree
the natural nental etresa in * cried*, time irmlsis *t»
have pa«e©d through mm accident or aoeeat of isaeadiae,
death will nnHosefcoad ?arenharte aepetHsental aotiwity.
of the story »*e pr issnes* In the very first
of the story*
The theme ef the story Us though beans 1a
alaft ie yet free to e**» Its eey to those it levee.
the story Is written in the third persea. The
le oanleeient. It ie "fetisher's story*
The story ie minly description sal exposition. There
tore only e fee Tory ehort enstehee of dlalogae. seas of
descriptions ere especially good* Ae for exsaplet
the water, touched to acid by the ear:
lag mats under the banks et sons distance
thought ef hie deer ones se e
he eould neither ignore nor understand, e sharp, dis-
tinct, raetallic percussion Uke the stroke of a bleak-
smithJ. haaner upon the snvili it had the sane ringing
ouallty~-~~—Ite recurrence en* regular, hat ae sloe ee
the tolling of a death knell.
ere tea incidents ef setting* tea narrative in-
ef the story.
the officers. The
ef e scene ie the
The meeting although entirely
itself with the river,
narrative question let
within
he es-
injaryif **» straggle Is intensely
elusive act 1© his refuge in the cool sand.
ty and is peculiarly effective. :'« lane ia
tjT,
T o ie If
the title of the story An oooorreooa
BrU*s te sufficiently interesting to
is good Ale© fro* tiki etJHSlactst that it
affair of the story*
ffee style ie very seed* the
a hearing* It
prii
are vootarfully well
the etery ie truly a finished
fait story ssay he
rlee
ins
ite style le
ae ertietle ©eeamse it
appeal, it eemJatna as
die nertyr to their
aaauMaae itt ysiammysmmms
ia eementlanj
A story ie sooeeeeful in
Ml MSJ Mi MM
to flat onallty of ite
to a
It 1» ^nnU la its vary notaro* Tfaorofors, it *oU oo-
Him tho abort atory writer to oxploro tho oayo an* «Dim-
faro* cfdrai.
Drana i« praanaaft toy aotion, aaotton and tfclalag propor-
ly baUanod and IntatllfaoMj ««»had So auttabio eattlng
and charactartaation. ?hia ia ao amll tank, it raqalroo
!«oa oennon unto, an nnaoratiwilta^ of bono nature, a fund
of bonan ayapatfcy, a oonoo of lunar, a kooa isngtaatiea, a
raro vocabulary, a food of knowlodga of plaooa and aitaa*
tioaa anion wiU prorido antorlal for aotting, and a tro-
amonono urea to oxproaaloa*
Dranatlo action Involves conflict* Tyimrtnt foroeo
coot and olaoB and finally mult la a victory for on* m
the ether* Eaotion la tha result of fooling* It la a drive
to notion* Wa love, wo hato, wo fear, wa thrill with Joy;
vo iQinnnfl to our onotion in oar ovorv aat*
Maty Bnrabard orvis1analyses draaa no follows!
prmtio oottdoot involvoa three ataoae of action* eenev
las tha aituattau thinking about it* andaetine;* sash nnot
so tajesSed aoooaatoiy*
atoanrt Beee#esya thla of draamt
1. nry ^orchard orvie* abort Story WlHlas Chanter »
pofia 101*
*• i5<B?>% B9Mftfc* atoWP* st«py *•«***«•* Chapter VX pages
In lt« neat aiapUfled definition to ma in
fliot. Braaetle action la the ooving force of the
story* There are fivo poealbilitioa.
1. Conflict of nan vita hiaeclf
8« Conflict of nan with hia background
3. Conflict of mm with Mo situation
«• Conflict ofm His nan
5. Conflict Of tarn villi fato
chert etory la built upon coo major conflict
o corioo of emeller ono.
there arc aaisrotts snonyloi of etorlee especially rich
in dram. Tho following oolong in that category*
OO Bl
y
nltlock
by Boo ftnoo willtow
bf ffiiomn Otlehrist ".'ood to outatanding to ito
It opono with o draoatie ooono which creates an
interesting and convincing Illusion of actual Ufo* Tvo
lUooao are out in the Jungle, after their
, vith eheeo which ore hepe&eeely
to \nerican reepootobility, The story la intonooly
erenatle* *% the vary out* at there la soplo pronloe of
flleta with hanger* aitaioalating want, •»* onager. There
It all eeene horribly real to the reader and he la
13
stirred to tha deptha with enotional coupesIon for tha
ao dlar bay© * broken and mam and without !*©lp. Tho ro-
oponaaa of Fata ore ©apaatally gripping. Bo aoanp to roal-
^p^^^» ^^r^^w ^^ m« ^^» ^r^^P^p*^^p^^ ^*^ 1^^^^^ ^^W» Wi^PWWPW^w ^^W^WWW fnWOOif ©^^P* 1EpW*aMw71pr WplpV ©©apa*
rotarana. As aooa ao tho author prootnaa a situation of
•uoh cttra want tho raanar la awara that thore taut be an ao-
aoapllahnont or a dooioion fortaaonlag. Thing© Just ©an»t
30 on aa they aro • faah reeponee off Pet© ©aft Tom oovvoo to
^n>pw^p^w^^^^p'^p^*^y ^^p^^^w ^ww^^^^^^^p* ^•^w ^p^p* ^pw# w^w^^^W' w^w™ ^wwa*^a «a w^ •^ww^wap*" >^Bjnp ^©*
aelodrawatle pltoh aaA tho reader foolo lib© running with
Tea to bring ©to bank aa Poto deehea bank lata ttio foraot
ww JanrwaiaaTp© e©w7 wa^ay ^AwV ^f» ane^r **»¥0»wwi
fan Aanrieen soldier beye in a HiwwHiitoa Junglo found
tboeeplwoe without ohooa and food* Aa Indian girl whored
w^p*a ao^^pwr^pai ^p^w#w# ^aew * ^r^p^T ™pns .©a^^^'W^ap aw^n^pa ^w^^pp^p^w ^©^^^ppaew* pw^p ^r^pwnaj as^w^*©
to tha port to work for ©one dothee* Thar lanaawd thron^i
tha Jungle and whan they eaorgod asked a Spanish bar about
tha port ant about work* Ton and ?©t© eiaahad and Ton aa-
anaad Pat© of ahaadling tha Indian girl lata giving bio
rooo* Towy VX.WWOU ana para waa naa ©own woiaier© orx*nag»
It waa dona »o poorly that Ton and Pato folt oallad upon to
^w*^^p^w ^phP^^piw wi^^piw# pppp ^p^p ^w^ppiw w* a aipaoBw ©p"©» af apna wa Pi^waav ™wairna ^^©wtaasp ©wa> pP4papaay
awan tha loader ©wiled hio appreciation. Tho two nerehed
Pete hed mm* trouble with hie worn out
Of tela* the Only 000 oho noeniefl to BOI*
fleelflefl to mi eoefc to Mm Jonnflte to hoy* 90
hie
l«:
loloT Pete it the
i« to torn mtiTO <
life hae
rile
to civilisation* Rie yreeent
to hieu The etery
0^^ejMBf*fc0pN(eB' 'e*ei^j ^bt^f o*fce*F ^Pr^i^ew^ ie*oewF ^pow we^» ^^inw^w^^» e^ j^^w^e**™ ^m^hmw^p ^ev^ewi^^R^p^e^P'™
w AflO ^••oupo^^oo^^Mifcoej^fc tB^^^w^w^^i efiw*w^Be|^o o** *^e*^f ao^p^b^^mbf^B' ^er^w ^wi^^bf
OImImoImmpVMo* iWmW eMP^eWpBewPJe^^pT omb «MMMM^Me»WlPp mmPmSpV^mp» ombt ^mpbP
foree* me eoepenee gMMieMy Inereneo until rote breelce
for the JmmJSo with Lolo. The (IihoihomH ie ehort
.
Pete'e deoloont toeit ie hunger for loto*
Thle ie e fleolelon etonr* Pete deeldee to eo book to
the JwiMle with T^olo.
ie beginning mm ending In thie ooerw* The bo-
+**\m till «.* #- i !___> **0 Mia .Iii— Mk.nut m gpeeeooe pep* or one ewepj« lue
fine only e few ehart
I
n## t9¥W4«h f^^ra^Mfli iMMMtAMI ^MLjft
wfttlv titrations Can
at bw»foot
Cratlralra ?*tt Hi put en hl«
Hmttlfv Xneldrafc
Prat Uratd Lelo
raraWWt JtJWvMn*
^pl«odlo 1st
boy
Lra section: Can
Tarn find rat >Tnm! v^opk?
Coaelosira toti 2 ditto* t
ohraft» Lolo
fra raft PotO M rail
rat
fratorau or rat
raorarat «ora ran wra ora too
drilling
Ira aott ratjr dis-lajrod
A
romouity mtrasifrai
Brat diopollod
- rararaf
A por,
drilling pooolbl* rairff*
Poodfelo
fjho t%% Haadori&n*a
approalatlan
Purlbor intenalfioa*
tlon of flhftloo
Peto and Tom searching on
T^ftuffft^ff XntorOhOBSO
Von and Peto ohost tho drill Ttottoratluii of choloo
Peto'a troublo with hi* aboo
and tttTnaJit of Lolo M...M.
Maallnft Hit and Lolo
9JMBO SHVMkkl.VM {MmMmi Cm
Peto laaua Lolo and 09 on villi
hla *boea in that wretched mm*
dltfton?
Clan*
cetnlnei*e **tt *e*e threw Ms
ahooe In tho weter find bolted
for the Jungle end Lolo
Starr norrativo ones-
tloni Con Pete leave
Lolo? narrative
onoetdan onoaorod
Br
Barretlvo Xncidont
yyit eel lot! to hla fra% cmid not
one K^"" booh end to ho faeed
So nharf ^lime
The ater/ open* with dranetie
enUate tho ****** internet at ts*> very outae*.
The etnry io written in tho third peroon* The anther
dranetlaee fee etorr* The drana of the atenr is fn^niiii
Tha atonr io ebaofi too eat* naait flaaarl utltai, thirfev
par tent espoaltlon and alxtsr par oent dialogue* Tha toch*
tho atotj oontoino aawon narrative ineldonta* ono epi-
•wtto intorobonat, tferto droattic intorthtagtt* tad few
totntt. Tht ftrot smri of tht ttory affords on orcetlltnt
etuc^r «f th« mmhi Tno mooting it between tht nunilttu tad
Fttt* Tht tttno ntr/ttito qttttton ftt ran m« g» btrt-
foot? Tbt cltrh U bet*e*m tht two. Tht tnmlatiwt act is
Pott putting ttt Wit stiott*
The ending of Hit etety it thert. xt tetitfitt folly
tlit rtadtt** enrlttlty.
Tht ttylt tf &t story it nttnrtl tuft flowing*
TMt it ta artistic story fron tn* point of view of In-
ttt tatoffoil tad of finished story strotvare
WttJTBR XXXI* SSWTKMBtt WP&WB9
atetton it t waattl agitation or stirred «p ttttt of
Kmmiittii, mm**9B**mwmmmmmi*m*mm*
bthttler* Xt tppttrt tt various fores of sworessiaa er b*»
honor, Pew of no would onjay Uft if all amotion wort
dlspsnetd with. For tor tnotioat winlater tt tor snjoytjtnt.
Without syapethy, low, sad appreel*tion lift weald bo wery
drab, Oor owA eaotionc holp no to tiylerotond the eaetioat
of these troond at* Lovable traits ocelot in every ont tat
way ht foaad by thttt oho fob. injustice txiett on every
bond tad toUt forth oor wrath which wevee at tt ri^dst tht
wrot<* Stilt ore to bo htttd tad topprttotd. m ttflHH nl
boom Ufe end eetivltlee •boot oc In proportion to ear
nartcfclioallaa, •* canitCC*. tut short etory afford* net only
a vicarious experience of the eaotlone of the author but
also the Interpretation of emotional <lapthe ead cancan** by
"*• artiste. The longest* of the (sttlone la acre easily
Interpreted then that of oar reason* All nenrila mifliMwtiinfl
the sailo, the cry, the from* the eejmm* That expialne
the feet that the etory «lth eao*ic**1i effect drave to It-
eelf e anetilr audlaw*.
On the other head emotion le dyatarte ead la ear elutaaj
eet drive to action and oaMeveaeat. tove hae icfossod the
eUeet, hatred hae changed the aas of actional fear hae
ande beaete of sen* aaoUoae grip llvee «l«h overpoeerlng
^\j„ ~ ajss •" soma nan to en enact It le very neeenenry
that all oadcrctead tale power that Iti any be rightly con*
trailed. The abort story hae thle ae one ex Ite greet ale*
Jtane eaetloa le a etlrrad up etate of eeneeloneaees
It met be ehoea la the etory either directly by the apeak.
er*e actions, words, end facial and bodily expreeelone or
indirectly by the effect ehleh the epeaker predeeee open
the ether tharaatere of the etory. Seldom le enotteasl ef-
feet effectively produced by the eother aerely stating the
effect he elchee to develop. However* sotting ead eteee-
play aa tnporteat role la aaotlonal offeet* Wae
IT woe and «tyle along trltsh a host of indefinable
nloetlee all have a plane Sa producing onottonal offeet.
BdiHi ttrrieleee1 gleee thlo llluaiaatlas
Effect neat bo tho eua of cauaee plan Inpetua
•oat eterlee and all •lgaifioant eterlee aonenpllal
fetage. mm pieture eertela inAlrtattel Uvoe
*Ddrtfc aooa^lag Uraar than thoaa Uvea,
at aaeirM baey with alfalfa of war
.
f «>1 il«iW ^W.<»«M»lll!!
Ropetmoa is tho aeane by thiol* a enter foreee oa
» the lapcrteaee of what ho la eaylng.
orvie* eaye thiet
RepetitioB of tho conflict 111anal fioa tho onottonal
offeon, « , ,, «,.,1a a drenxitie ellanx tho anotlonal ol
away of tho atorloa road for tfcia tndj have booa
illlaa Alloa ^hlto
With Ii*rlele#4, siting the *hont "tory, Chaftor in
page #0 and Chapter XV pane 70.if Ifm* Qrrie, -ihort story Siting, Chapter r paen
WOt^W W* ^egl^B^UaO** «»^P ^PlPSiaiay *P» ^W*\/ we*^AJKA ^P^t^^rlBHe' ^H^S^S 1H tP^Paanw
iHMWf*
Joe had served twelve years la Hit penitentiary and
ww at last glvea hi* freedom. As ho left the guard shouted.
*B*W dOOS it feel to be freef* Joe UNwight ansa about the
answer to this niioslion. At length he reached his hone*
IU wife had been toad a number of year* and his children
all grout «p and aarrled. The ohildren were very good to
hia m as good as they eeald possibly ho la their now up*to-
dafce a>». VaO it all fleeaed %*ry etMuacn ta *»*«- Wm fceld
hia to aaiss hlaoelf oouifortable and as sooa as ho sao soil
eaoaefr esoaslntort to bs sure of their sincerity ho begsa ad*
Justing his rooa to soit his needs, as nailed up the door
of the tjjastrm olosot sad droto nails la tho walls of t*ME
rooa, 80 pat thia hoards aader his metroes to sake it
firaor« Bo painted the rods oa the fire esoaps hiask* Bo
raised hia est oa that it rosodbled oa asoer herla • 9s was
careful to oat little neat and lived oa •cap oad eereal. So
foaoa that his rooa was too largo so he pat up a hoawjr ear-
tela dividing the epeee la half, Zt ovoa divided the win-
dow* 9s spent hie spare tlae collecting short hits of wire,
whioh ho pleood la a bottle aad hoot open oa the fire eo»
eape. still ho taeaght of the qaootloat Sow doss It feel
to be freet st fen* the nosit when ho took his bottle of
•*»•* Ho too* one? the gteoo of the bottle end had only o
*M*r pookoe: tiigotiiej wed of wire-shaped like o bottle.
The QOVMtifO tfMOtieo lo, »&* JOO 04J«0% hittOOlf tO
the omtoSoo world when ho io freer" Hi» yojooso is to de-
termine hew it foole to bo free, m ottsossds in analysing
the feeling of freedom and nnflorstsartlag the eouee of tfcie
«**o4*»otBjont» ftit ho eenoet adjust hSaeslf EU life lo
Jest like the one* of mow/ wire* freed fro*, tho eaeaelng
glaee. St lo only eoafortable In o room roosnbllng o ©oil.
fho story oroetee o single lipnoitlgM - tho fooling of o
J* * ** »*MN»ttw of potting tho right InThioaooo into tho
battle of lifo. Tho roofer's fooling io olaoot that of pro-
*«»» **• «« *&io »tiorjr brings hi» to realise tbmt It*
ooonoo and ttnoghti of o non soke o onU about Ma whleh
oill ohopo hio nature forovornovo. fho oonfUeto sro snln-
ly within Joe* mo unstable situation io Jew's release frooi
prison* Tho Inciting force is tho opoooh of tho warden,
•How does it fool to bo free*? fho suspense gioe>ts11j in*
e*e*eee wntil wo see the* Joe west needo rig hio reosi 09
like soil end lira eo ho Hired in prison, fho 'm n 11111011
1
osnslsts of tho too alosing nnquslH
fho desdmant trait of Joe lo profound meaghtftilnoos,
8s is ewer trying to think out his prebleau
%b* stoyy btgianlng to abort* only too jpwFiamtfMt In
t» paragraphs. *** root is tha
body of tho stans
£;•'*"*•• hftj
oraontta inttrohanan
ardan and Jos. r-s bo
dioolasad joa ha aofead
' it faal to be frost*
m
Onrtoaity arcnaad
hro uaatlon:
does it foal to bo froo
Can Iio dosido
Claafa
Conoluslvs Aot» Still »H*«fili»f
Can Urn
adjust hi self to tho
outaldo ootid whan bo
So fraod
a^SB» •O'^^^a^^Bf^^F ama
so Hiss
Conolualas ftott 7tm
r * m•
BoatIn. i Joa *<*a fefc* autaida
Sarrativa uoatlooj Can
thla aellnloid cylindar bo io»
Joa
Claah
Conclusive 4ct:
Train aarriad Joa
narrative Incident
Joe reached home * his wife
was dead; his children are
Hindrance
Seene
leeting: Joe and his children
Seene narrative Question: Can
the children sake him comfortable?
Clash
Conclusive Act: They are sympa-
thetic Hindrance
Meeting: Joe and conditions
Seene narrative (question: Can Joe
make himself comfortable?
Clash Hindrance
Conclusive Act: rihen his room was narrative question
like a cell all seemed cosy
Dramatic Incident
He collected wires in a bottle,
allowed them to rust into a
solid raass and then broke away
the glass and labeled it free
Reader* s curiosity
entirely satisfied
The story starts dramatically. The dialogue of Joe
and the warden secures the reader's interest at the very
outset* The narrative question comes in the second para-
graph* Joe* s purpose is well dramatized.
The story Is written partly in the third person. The
author is omniscient* It is Joe's story all the way
through.
The story contains some strikingly beautiful descrip-
tions and also some excellent expositions. Theme are sllght-
^u
ly in predominence. The dialogue la not unusual in any
There are three furtherances and three hlndrancee.
These are arranged so that the furtherances build up the
aituation and the hindrances bring about the crux of tine
story.
The story has one dramatic incident, two narrative in-
cidents, one dramatic interchange, and five scenes. As an
example of a scene let us consider the first scene in the
body of the story. The meeting is between Joe and his
thoughts. The scene narrative question is: Can he escape
the cylinder of life so like celluloid? The clash is mental
and the conclusive act is the realisation that time makes
all things restful.
The ending shows the narrative question answered. The
man cannot adjust to the world as it is because of his past
confinement. The reader's curiosity is entirely satisfied.
The ironic significance is effective.
Characterisation is achieved throu^i actions and
thoughts.
The title is very fitting.
The style is beautiful. The flights of imagery sug-
gested by the author are delightful to the understanding
reader. The story ha8 a magic solemnity and grandeur not
commonly found.
tala Is an artiatlc atory. It eeeepe the fwdw off
Ills feat la a 91st of imagery and aarloaa realisation. 5hc
of the atory ao subtly disclosed is a nonaaent of
fla) emotional aeaeal of this atory la outstanding.
Joe toy Ms every aot a Ma diet of cereal and soup. Ma
nailed up eloaet door, hla bard bad, the black bare of the
firs escape a rouses the reader's emotion. The auttoc
feeding the reader'a amotion throughout the atory. It la
emotional masterpiece. 3bo oan read It without betas;
atlrred to activity to guard the influenaee that aeald life?
lMt atory illuatrstee eaotlon as a dynamic force.
mmmm xiv. ttpe8 or cornier
Ac ea nave amid before plot ie one of the important
constituents of a successful abort atory. Recording to
ftoyster of the University of Sorth Carolina
Plot Is merely the arrangement and complication of the
eerlec of aotlona that mama ap the atory.
Conflicts of force • real or Imaginary - la tba
stone of Plot • The forcea of conflict may
be elaeaified In definite may, Mr. Pitkin* in Me back
w~
1. waiter 3. ntkla, 3ow to sprite stories. Chapter xiv page
874.
"Sow to "Pit© Stories" has achieved a very useful and easily
understood system of classification of conflicts. He groups
all conflicts under these three heads: man and man; man
with environment; and man with himself*
P. Royster* haS ^or]»d out a careful study of
types of conflict as follows:
The conflict may be objective or subjective* In simple
words, this means that the conflict represented may arise
between one man and another over some object which each one
desires; between a man and his surroundings; or between
conflicting moral or social forces. Or the conflict may
be between the forces or impulses residing within an indi-
vidual - between his conscience and his inferior i:r pulses;
for example, between his sense of honesty and his desire to
get rich at any cost*-«MHv**M^HMHHHMMHHMfThe conflict produces
a situation in «hieh the character mast choose between en*
or another line of action. After his choice has been made,
his way to victory or downfall is clear* This point of
choice, the hi^iest pitch of the action, is called the cli-
max of the story. We reach this critical or climatic situa-
tion through a series of stages in the action. These steps
the story writer selects and arranges In the order which
will most vividly involve ttie character. The short story
has but one such situation, but it represents several scenes
which produce this situation*
One say find a multitude of pies of various
flicts.
The following are examples of conflict of
The Smart Aleck by Irvin 3* Cobb
fire by Dorothy Canfleld
(Tode by Irvin S* Cobb
The JUd&aent of Paris by Leonard Merrick
The Afternoon or
with
by Edna Perber
1. James ?.' 3oyster, American rhort Stories, Introduction
page xvii -xxv.
of conflict of nan with eovii nwwiifc are:
t
Hsn_Hho Saw Through Heaven by Wilbur Daniel Steele
the Fog by Blchard Harding Davis
e of Life by Jack London
3uild a Fire by Jack London
he Leopard of The Sea by Henry 0, Dwight
litude by Ben Ames flllllrI
are examples of conflict of man with himself:
The Brown allot by Stacy Anmonler
Haln by somersei Maugham
jjhe Door In The Wall by H. G. Wells
j?he Polled Bazzard by Irvin S. Cobb
Mother by Sherwood Anderson
Paul's Case by Sfilla Cather
As a special study of Types of Conflict let us consider
3any 7atera by Margaret ^ade De Land.
Fleming had been a banker In charge of several estates.
He had kept back $5000.00 from the Hamr.ond estate and at
length was sued for It. His wife had always believed him
the soul of honor. Yet she worried much about the trial.
The lawyer consoled her and said that everything would come
out right. However, that afternoon after the trial the wife
while looking for a poem found a paper which proved that her
husband had actually taken the $3000 from the Hammond estate
to pay back $5000.00 that he had borrowed from another es-
tate. She talked to her husband about it and tried to cause
him to pay it back. He was angry, stubborn and resolute by
turns. She thought the thing through and decided that it
oust be hie own voluntary act to save his soul* She could
not force him to pay. He finally promised to pay the money
taken from the Hammond estate.
The narrative question of the story is: Can Fleming
retain his wife's respectf The single impression achieved
by this story is the realisation of the wife's mission to
hold her husband in the path of righteousness, m bringing
about this single impression the horrors of crime were pic-
tured. The chief force* were inward. The conflict is that
of a 8MB with himself. The wife was moved by a deep and
abiding desire for the saving of her husband's immortal
soul. The husband was moved by his great desire to retain
his wife's respeet and love. The strong bond of love and
respect between the husband and wife was a helping force
The conflict was between the good and the bad within Plea-
ing. The unstable situation at the outset is the approach-
ing trial. The inciting force is the announcement of the
whole thing in the papers and the necessity of telling his
wife. The suspense gradually increases until Fleming
promises his wife that he will pay back the money. This is
the point of the highest interest. The few words which re-
main are the denouemen t.
The dominant trait of Fleming is deep regard for his
wife* Deep seated Christianity dominated the daily life of
«rs. Fleming. The story not only produce* a single effeet
but it has all the other elements of the short story.
This is an accomplishment story. Fleming succeeds in
doing the right thing and retaining his wife's respect.
There is a beginning* a body* and an ending* The be-
ginning ends soon after Fleming deeidea to tell his wife
of the misfortune* The body ends Just as Fleming is making
up his mind to pay the money and retain his wife's esteem.
The last few words are the ending.
Graphic Presentation
Beginning
Episodic Interchange
Fleming and his lawyer about
the approaching trial
eating: Fleming with realities
Scene narrative question: Can
ho make up his mind to tell his
wife?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "How come don't
let 'Irs. Fleming take it to heart
Fleming' 3 Cut Back
Incident of Setting
Is reviews his life's
his married life
grandeur and
wUl XWJLvJj VaAAMHM
Farrative question:
Can Fleming retain
his wife's respect
Furtherance
mm
Meeting: Fleming with his thoughts
and his wife
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Fleming tell hart
Clash
Conclusive Act: She came and
knelt beside him
Meeting: Mrs* Fleming, Mr. Flem-
ing
Scene narrative uestion: Can
Mrs. Fleming support her grief?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "it Isn't real
trouble •" Hindrance
Dramatic Interchange
neighborhood women with Amy
Her neighbor's comfort Furtherance
Meeting: Amy Bates and herself
Scene Harrative Question: Can
she conquer her fear?
Clash
Conclusive Act: She kept her
Spis die Interchange
Amy and Bates
Bates suggests a poem which she
Somlses to look up and read for
narrative Incident
The trial progressed steadily to
a victory for Fie
Episodic Interchange
Bates and Amy. He begs her to
gwith them to eat
e announces the dinner party
Incident of Setting
She goes to the church to
Furtherance
Furtherance)
God
Harrative Incident
.
Irs. Fleming mates preparations
for the evening meal Furtherance
meeting: The actual figures
and Amy's soul
Scene narrative tiostion: Can
she learn If Fleming is guilty?
Clash
Conclusive Acts He did it Hindrance
Scene
meeting: Herself and events
Scene Narrative Questions Can
she go on living her natural life?
Clash
Conclusive Acts She did it Hindrance
Scene
meeting: Amy, Jane and guests, etc
Scene narrative Question: Can
•
she go through with the dinner
party?
Clash
Conclusive Act: The guests de-
parted - she mas still acting
her part Hindrance
Dramatic Interchange
Amy, Fleming and Bates about Amy furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Her husband put his arm about
her • she drew back Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
Bates and Fleming about Amy, s
worn out appearance Hindrance
narrative Incident
Fleming in going to bed sees
his wife asleep Hindrance
*e*tlng: Aw and hep thoughts
Scene Narrative Question: Can
think out a solution?
Clash
Conclusive Act: She shoved him
the book and the figures
Seene
Meetings Any and Fleming
Seen* narrative Question: Can
she force him to pay back the
Conclusive Act: You must
your own soul
Narrative Incident
Long tiresome afternoon
Hindrance
SaiesjsjM
Narrative question
answered *yes*
deader satisfied
Jl Hr. and Hrs. Fleming
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Fleming's love for his wife movehim to a course of honesty?
Clash
Conclusive Act: n I will pay it
back" w
The beginning oT the story is imsoediately interesting
to the reader. It is dramatized and drama is the nearest
approach to real life that a writer can give. It presents
a matter that is imrnediately interesting to all. There is
no lost energy, the author launches speedily. Bach was
waiting for the other. The narrative question Is introduced
early Into the story.
The story Is written In the third person. The author
is omniscient. It la Fleming's story. Mrs. Fleming Is the
great mainspring of the story, In her influence upon Flem-
ing. It is his story but without her influence his story
would have been decidedly different. Our sympathy remains
with Fleming. We want him to make the right choice. Yet
we love the good wife for demonstrating the true mission of
a wife « that of helping her husband in the paths of right-
eousness.
Approximately two-thirds of the story is dialogue. The
other one third Is mainly exposition relieved by a small a-
mount of description.
There is one cut back in the story. It Is Fleming's
memory of his married life. It is necessary that the reader
understand the former relationships between this man and his
wife In order to understand the remainder of the story.
This cut back serves to Increase the reader's interest, for
he immediately wants to know how such a wife will react to
the revelation that Fleming must make to her.
There are eight furtherances and ten hindrances. The
slight predominance of hindrances makes the drama more
The story is developed by means of incidents, inter-
changes, and scenes. There are nine scenes; five episodic

tors more complete.
By choosing the conflict of an immortal soul, in its
struggle not to save Itself out to save the love of his
wife, who is only interested in saving her husband* 3 soul
the author assures the reader* s interest* The subject is of
universal appeal. However , the title Many Waters is rather
far fetched* Perhaps Troubled Haters would have been more
to the point*
The style of the story is simple and direct. There is
no scholarly attempt here* Instead Margaret Be Land has
told her story just as naturally as I Imagine she talked to
her close friends* Her and mechanics are without
reproach. Her sentence structure is decidedly good.
This is indeed an artistic story. It gives a glimpse
into the heart of a truly good and exhilarates with
the bigness of wifehood* We are our brothers keeper. ?e
each have a silent potent influence. The lesson is subtly
portrayed but it is strongly dynamic* The reader exper-
iences a strong spiritual upllfe*
CHAPTER X?• PRESENTATION OP CHARACTER
Presentation of character is a peculiarly interesting
phase of story writing* It plays an important part in the
success of a short story. This, however, is a matter that
utakes very careful study. Pew writer* can fashion Immortal
characters as did Charles Dickens. Perhaps it la not neces-
sary or even desirable that they should. Yet it is neces-
sary that short story characters be interesting, realistic,
active, suited to their places in the story and individual.
In each good short story there appears to be at least one
character which has many of these qualities.
Characterization is of two kinds namely, direct and in-
direct. Direct characterisation is achieved by exposition,
descriptions, and announcements by the author or by other
characters. Indirect characterisation is the portrayal of
a character by his own speech , his actions or by his effect
on other characters.
Characterisation requires an active imagination seasoned
with a deep knowledge of reality. Successful writers have
often confessed to building characters about the nucleus
formed by a memory of an actual person. There should be no
difficulty then in securing characters suitable for all rur-
poses. If a writer Is in doubt as to how a character would
act under a certain circumstance all that is necessary is
for the author to imagine himself in the place of the
ter and tell how he would act
Characters need to be suitably named. Just any name
won't do. The name must appear to belong to the character
and fit in with his "status quo." Stories vibrant with ac-
tion require character names In harmony.
Good characterisation requires: good judgment on the
part of the author, a thorough appreciation and understand-
ing of people, a wide range of experience, and good command
of words. The right word in the right place is as necessary
as is the right line in the right place in a drawing.
Every story concerns a crucial situation in the life of
the main character. The chief actor, his basic character-
istic or dominant trait, and the theme are suggested as
early as possible.
Jefferson and Peckham1 asserts
The characters of the world* s best stories are rn—inn
people*
Manly and Rickert2 eay this of characterisation:
The ideal in characterization is that every touch
should at the same time further the plot. As In life, action
should grow out of character and character should reveal
action. It is not necessary to introduce a person with an
explanation; let him appear as a character appears on the
stage and explain hiir-self as the story progresses by his
words and actions, by his look and manner in various cir-
cumstances, by his effect on other people, and by the effect
of other people on him. Description of personal appearance
and direct exposition should be introduced as incidental
touches mainly in the form of phrases or subordinate clauses
with only here and there a short sentence. They should
i. Jefferson and Peelfe**, Creative Prose Writing, Chapter
XII.
2. Manly and Rlckert, Writing of English, Chapter VIII
page 574
rarely be used in solid blocks. The one essential in
characterization is that the people should seem alive. This
depdnds on (1) Accuracy of writer's observation of details
in life ttiat reveal character (2) The degree to which he
succeeds in projecting his personality into each of his
figures in turn so that the details combine into a unified
coneoption*
Mary Barcbard orris1 insists:
The writer oast know his characters thoroughly in order
to sake them real and vivid. He Bust avoid the wooden or
ready made. He mast develop his power of observation and
oust learn to pick out distinctive traits. The habit of
keeping a notebook is valuable. Character is best portrayed
through action or implication. Conversation oust be net
It must show character or advance the plot. Too many said'i
is bad but the substitution of inappropriate equivalents
is worse.
There are a great namber of significant character
stories. The following are some of them
Solid Citizen by McCready Huston
Clavls by Annie Trumbull Slosson
Outcasts of Poker Plat by Bret Iiarte
The Mission of Jane by Edith Wharton
As a specific study of characterisation let us con-
sider The Thrush in the Hedge b; Joseph Hergisheimer.
Harry Baggs had stolen eighteen dollars ffrcra his grand-
father to buy an accordian and spent a year in Jail for it.
As he emerged from Jail he found all chances for employment
or intercourse wltte decent company closed to him. Hla ful
to be blighted. He fell among tramps* worked in a
1. Mary Burchard Orvls, Short Story "Writing, Chapters VII
and VIII pages 72, 30, 31.
nurseryt and shared his earnings with then. One evening
while he was singing to them* "Tench Janin, an old Tre—li
musician who was blind and rained by the dope habit, heard
Baggs and disclosed to him the secret that he possessed a
wonderful voice. Selfishness possessed the Frenchman for a
time and so he proposed that Baggs go with hist to sing at
fairs. However, after the first performance the Frenchman
was touched with remorse and did his best to train Baggs
for better singing. Baggs was thrilled by the possibility
of his voice and goaded on by an intense longing for a-
ehievement. One evening he heard a great strain of a grand
opera and was determined to learn it. Janin taught it to
him and they planned together how Baggs should sing it at a
very rich gentleman* s house. Janin thought that this gentle-
man might recognise the worth of Bagg's voice and give him
his chance. Janin was to go along to introduce him. 7hen
it came time to go Janin hesitated. Be didn't know what to
say. He feared they uould laugh at him. However, the two
plodded on until they reached the place. When there Janin
pushed Baggs up beside the window and bade him sing. He
did so and received hearty applause. Janin commanded him to
gs on and himself retired into the shadow.
The narrative question of this story is: Can Baggs
find the way upward? Ba-gs is the dentral character. His
purpoco is to find his way upward and he ouoccons after a
created bv this storv la dees abldlne aypattry for as nmfes»»»
tunate manv e uyanrd struggle between the spirit and the
flesh. Hie spirit is finally vietorloos. The unstable
situation is Bagge* beginning in tramp life* The inciting
force is hie meeting with French Janln and hie realisation
that after all he dose desire to go the upward way. The
suspense gradually Increases until the reader feele certain
that Bags* will win recognition and hie voice will have a
fair chance* The denouement consists of the final unravel-
ling of the story tangle*
the dominant trait of Bagga is an unusual strength
seasoned by pereeveranee and ImpelItng ambition* las un-
^•^•^••••^se *Sr ewm'^v^mv^^M^mMp w* ^^wm "^ ^^^*^^^^*w *«*a*mn^v aem*. vjmr^^^w ^*« m^^mss ^*^v*^m*w esn*wa*msiF •» Uf ww»^
sible for Mm to accomplish his purpose.
•^mm^s^m •••^•j **™ae ^*^^SF^r^m*^Rm^*iS|**e.sis*^*^*''^*Tm**^*T ^w •^^»r*m ^v ™ *n^^w^q[^m^*w **amm^w*^mmim.ww*^»^*wi*v*.^ *-j
Ma purpose* It is also a story which shove marvelous
characterisation. Henee a character story*
vmc oeginning covers tnroo nniwreo. mazarsy lines or ••
bout three pages* The body eonsiets of nine hundred fifteen
lines or a little over eight pages* The ending fills only
mp^*^^*w •Sp'^wmmir^' ™
Graphic Presentation
Beginning
Incident of Setting
Description of Harry Baggs Interest aroused
Narrative Incident
Baggs discovers an encampment
of tramps Interest increased
Scene
Useting: Baggs with the tramps
Scene narrative Question : Can
Baggs succeed in not being
dominated by the tramps?
Clash
Conclusive Act: The tramps
decided to let him alone Curiosity aroused
Episodic Interchange
Baggs asks if he may sleep
In one of the brovnstones Curiosity stimulated
Harratlve Incident
He sleeps during the night*
it rains In on him Curiosity Increased
narrative Incident
Be awoke late and gave a
beautifully worded description
of the place Curiosity fed
Dramatic Interchange
Meeting: Baggs and Runnel
Runnel, one of the tramps
begs for a dime to buy dope Interest increased
Episodic Interchange
Baggs and Peebles
about work at the nursery Interest intensified
Scene
Meeting: Baggs and nurseryman
Scene narrative Question: Can
Baggs succeed in earning money
to buy supper?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He bought things
Interest augmented
••tings Baggs and Peebles
Scene narrative Question: Can
satisfy Peebles with his
Clash
Conclusive Act: Peebles was at
last amply appreciative
Episodic Interchange
Peebles and Pake about begging
Barratlve Incident
After supper Baggs sang
••ting: French Janin and Baggs
Scene narrative Question: Can
Janin succeed in p\xtting
on the right road?
C2*SA
Conclusive Act: A longing
in Baggs
narrative Incident
Baggs iEagined hi self singing
to audiences
narrative Incident
Baggs epeat the next day moving
crated plants at the nursery and
dreaming of the future
Meeting: Baggs and Janin
Seen* narrative Question: Can
Janin succeed in getting Baggs
r«ady to sing at a country fair?
Clash
Conclusive Act: They took in a
little over two dollars
narrative Incident
Interest amplified
Curiosity extended
Barratlve Question:
Can Baggs find the
Furtherance
Meetings Janin and Baggs
Scene Harrative Question: Can
Janin make amends for having
blighted an artist f s voice?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Harry Baggs was
warm to the ends of his fingers
and said, "that's fine"
Dramatic interchange
Baggs suddenly becomes very kind
Janin thinks of the weather
injuring the voice of Baggs
Episodic Interchange
Haanel again complains of his pain
narrative Incident
Baggs imagines great audiences and
ap MSBM
narrative Incident
Baggs gees back to work at the
nursery with visites of the
future always before him
Furtherance
Furtherance
Meeting: Janin and Baggs
Scene narrative Question: Cam
Baggs get Janin to help him learn
to sing?
Claem
Conclusive Act* They practice
smrrative Incident
Baggs pitied Janin
Harrative Incident - Cut back
Baggs realizes that he has
stolen money thus endangering
his future
Harrative Incident
Baggs enters eagerly upon
his exercises in the morning
Furtherance
IMM
Meeting; Janln and Baggs
Scene larrative question: Will
Baggs get Janln* a dope from the
postoffics?
Clash
Conclusive Act: The postal cleric
handed him the box
larrative Incident
As he returned his mood changed
and all he asked for his voice
a fair chance
Hindrance
Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Baggs and Janln
Janln admits that he Is rained
bat is determined that Baggs shall
go on Hindrance
Xeetlng: Janln and Baggs
Scene narrative Question: Can
Janln train him?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Conviction seized
Baggs that nothing could be
accomplished here
larrative Incident
Baggs hears a strain of a great
opera (the thrush in the hedge)
and is inspired to go Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Baggs tells Janln of the great
music and Janln promises to
teach him
testing: Baggs, Janln, and tramp
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Baggs make Janln comfortable
V
Clash
Conclusive act: Janln falls
asleep with his fingers caught
in Bagg»s sleeve
Meeting: Bagga end Janin
Scene narrative Questions Can
Bagga get Janin to atop hia drug
and teach him the great naaie?
Clash
Conclusive Acts At last Bagga
could sing it
Seeting: Janin and Bagga and cir-
Seeae narrative Question: Can
Bagga succeed in singing at the
Briton house?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He moved forward
a little and sang
Meetings Bagga and hia hearers
larrative Question: Can
get the attention of the
people?
Clash
Conclusive Act: An unrestrained
patter of applause followed;
figures advanced
!' ma*
Meetings Janin and Bagge
Scene narrative Questions Can
Janin push Bagga into the line-
light and retire in oblivion?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "Go", he breathed
and turned and shambled away into
the ahadow
larrative question
answered "yes*
Reader* s curiosity
satisfied
The story opens with a masterpiece of description - a
word picture, which fixes in the reader's mind the setting
for the story and vividly paints in that setting the
principal character. The ttieme of the story immediately be-
comes interesting. The beginning of this story is outstand-
ing in its masterly strokes of desoription.
The story is written in the third person. The author
is omniscient and knows the feelings and thoughts of all
the characters. Be tells tfce story from tfcat angle* The
reader's interest centers in Baggs but extends emotionally
to French Janin • the poor drug addict - who was yet human
enough to want to see Baggs have his chance.
The story is approximately one half description. This
description is so well chosen and exquisitely worded that it
provides tfce real charm of the story and makes it distinc-
tive and outstanding. There is about forty per cent dia-
logue and ten per cent exposition. The technique of the
story is pleasing.
The pest life by Baggs is cleverly brought to the
reader in two character cut backs. Baggs reproduces from
his memory the facts of his theft. He had stolen from his
grandfather that he might buy an accordian. Then he had
found the accordian lacking In musical properties and had
broken It and been sent to spend a year in jail.
There are fifteen furtherances and eight hindrances.
The story has one incident of setting, fifteen narra-
tive incidents, six episodic interchanges, two dramatic
interchanges, end fifteen scenes. As an example of a scene
let us consider the very last one. the meeting is between
Janin and Baggs. The scene narrative question Is: Can
Janin push Baggs into the limelight and retire into oblivion?
The struggle is within Janin. The conclusive act is Janin
pushing Baggs out before the people as he whispered "Go on
and never come back-. Janin then shambled away into the
shadow.
The ending of the story gives the reader to understand
that Baggs is going to succeed with his voice. It also
glwat
a hauntingly tragic picture of the poor old drag riddSB
Bosician. The ending is 1U» a great painter* a aasterpieee
it stays a vivid picture burnished Into our Uaagination.
The title is coo* because it excites the reader's in-
terest.
The characterisation of this story is Its strongest
point, ^e find both direct and Indirect characterisation.
W* get the character from his words, speeches, actions
and
the effect he produces upon the other characters in
addi-
tion to the author's descriptions of his appearance,
thoughts, etc. The author also employs exposition in his
characterisation. His purpose was undoubtedly to produce
living characters and they certainly are imaortals. The
author specialises in a choice of vivid adjectivea. The
following are examples: "siccated hand,
fluctuating tuition, delicate evening." His descriptions of
characters are marvelous. He pictures Baggs as a nan of
twenty* with a short powerful body and a broad dusty patient
face illumined by steady light blue eyes accented by a
heavy shapely Jaw. His trousers were forlorn, his coat old-
he was a tramp. Trench Jonin is pictured as a man with an
old incredibly worn skin which clung in dry yellow patches
to his skull. His temples were bony caverns. The pits of
his eyes were black shadows. He had siccated hands with
veins twisted like blue worsted over fleshless tendons. He
was selfsacrlficing, blind, and a drug addict - a haunting
personality.
The style of the story is superb. The movement is
stately. It seems to glide onward as only an author with a
wonderful command of language could make it glide. The dic-
tion is extremely beautiful and very well chosen. A strik-
ing example is: breathing stertoreusly
.
This is an artistic story because of its perfect struc-
tures and the fact that it helps van understand his brother
moved by the motive force of ambition.
CHAPTER XVI. THE PtOT STORY
The plot story is interesting mainly because of its
complication
.
A story plot is in reality a chain of story
units gradually working up to a climax and then unravelling
to the complete satisfaction of the reader. This so called
chain of story units is comprised of incidents, scenes, sat
interchanges. These are so arranged as to produce rising
action or suspense up to the point of highest interest or
climax. The main purpose of the beginning is to enlist the
reader* 8 interest* The body Is so composed of hindrances
and furtherances as to hold the reader* s interest and at the
same time work up to a climax. A hindrance seems to promise
defeat of the main character* s purpose and a furtherance
seems to promise success. As a rule the first body unit is
sue of hindrance. There is usually a careful balance of
hindrances and furtherances. The tendency of today's stoi
is toward a very short almost abrupt denouement.
In order to produce an artistic plot the author must
preserve continuity and undivided attention. Every word in
the story must be necessary in the working out of the plot.
There must be no superfluous material of any kind. The
writer should remember that good plot structure forbids the
use of coincidence to solve the complication. The main
character must fight his own battle to success or failure.
There are many many stories shieh are especially good
in plot. Some of these are:
Submarine by 'telle Benson
or by Mary Heaton Verse
Christmas Boat by Ellen IT. La Motte
Mre Farts by *rank AdamsEscape of Mr. Trimm by Irvln S. Cobb
Sity as a Sumner feaort by Peter Finleu rxinne
As s specific study of a story with emphasis on plot
let us consider The aoniclpal Report by 0. Henry.
Summary:
•X* arrived at Haahvills at eight p. m., found a hotel,
and soon found myself drinking with a stranger Major Cas-
well. 8 Hs possessed one single virtue » he was very smooth-
ly shaven. "I" disliked his company and went hurriedly to
bed. In the morning, "l° went out and found an old aristo-
crat negro cab driver, who was commonly known ss Uncle
Caesar. "I* hired him to drive me to the abode of Asales
Adair. At the end of the Journey when "I* sttempted to pay
the negro he demanded two dollars. 'Then "I* showed him thai
•J* knew that his charge was exhorbitant he merely asserted
that he needed two dollars very much. "Is gave him two one
dollar bills, one of flftiich was oddly torn. "I" found
Asalea Adair, a woman of fifty, white haired, very frail
thin. Yet withall >h«mii8o exploit© that "I* folt loath
to mention ths too oonto per word. As *• stood »mag
thoro oss s fcnsok st the sank door, hen Asalee dslr eons
sssk shs ssensd ss so* oho baa had o load 1Iftod and ohs
Instated that •*• stay for a sup of too* She rang a boll
and s twelve year old negro girl oars out. ftsales handed
her a dollar hill, whish loosed exactly li!a» one "I had
given the negri oss driver* shs instructed the girl ts m
to ths gyossfj etore to got tea sod sugar cakee. Is
had tho girl loft ths house than *2* heard s asfssn,
N
X* thought vas hor»e end s little later *X* heard tho low
sssftls of s ssa*s voles. Assies apologised that aha would
st ho sbls to eerve the too now* hot would do it tomorrow.
"I went bask ts so/ hotel end lied ever the telegraph ts ny
hoes) offlee earing that *• Adair held oat for eight easts.
lis snswsr * roeeived s tslsgrssi iixstrusting its ts give it
ts her* Just before dinner r?eJor Caswell bore down upon as
tag ay dollar bill for the third tins that day. The next
day *X* rattled out to Asalea Adair«e and after she hod
signed ths contract at eigit ©onto s word, shs fainted. *I*
yelled to ths cab driver to bring a doctor, whish he did
very expsditlouely. *Z* losrnsd that thie sss ths wifs of
the drunkard Caswell end that shs was Buffering fron
tritlon. After the lady recovered "I" advanced fifty dol-
lars to her to bind the bargain and harried away. "I" came
upon a great excitement in the street. Caswell had been
murdered. As "I" stood there the hand of the dead man re-
laxed and a horn button belonging to the old negro cab driv-
er rolled out. w In put my foot upon it and picked it up
unnoticed. Later on my **y homeward "I* dropped it from my
train window Into the Cumberland River."
The story narrative question is: Can "I" succeed in
carrying cut the order given me and at the same time play
a role of human kindness? The single impression is a deep
sympathy for Azalea Adair and a feeling of approval for the
acts of the *Ia of the story. The conflicts are: "I" and
conditions, Azalea and her husband, the old negro and Cas-
well* The clashes are piquant and original.
The unstable situation is the impending business, which
«
"I" must transact with asalea. The inciting force is the
needy condition of Azalea. The point of the highest inter-
est is where °In gives her the fifty dollars. The denoue-
ment is all of the rest of the story. The murder of Caswell
and the part that "I" takes in concealing evidences of
struggle between the negro and Caswell are the important
items in the denouement.
dominant trait of the main character is a deep si
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bat all of the aaaentlal olananto of a abort atory. it le
fct rf>iw erotloneil* MiM is a boalsuftjae* bscfer. wad saHao*
The Hetfnrtflg ends snore «fiMi«hi dire at** of AnlM.
She *ody ante Juet after "I" glvee &salea the fifty dollar*
%» fix tfaa bargain* «fha raat ft* dan
Qpajihta ^raaaatatiaa
:
"
Xnteroet of 'otUw
fHiitlilfcj of Baahtilie Interest aronaofl
farratlvo Incident
Intaroat atianlatod
the hotel aoooanodaUona Xataroot further
et&nnleted
A VOOO no* Interest piqued
Seene Sai'ipatlva ueetlon: Can
X HA ayaelf of an nwfrloooant
OOHBa&lOttT
Cine*
Ceneluelve '*tt X took leave
of Ida Pas loclty Mesjasjl
Tlfrteortlfl Tiitiaffrtiai¥io
Botol clark #ntf X about Caere! 1 CMdtriM^
>mwtiwQ incident
neflastlone on cnlotoda of !taafa»
5*5 Curiosity neijfttonofi
Marrative Incident
Consideration of my mission
Scene
Meeting: Kegro cab driver and I
Scene Narrative question: Can t
get the cab driver to talo me to
the hose of Azalea?
Jlash
Conclusive Act: I gave him two
dollars
Azalea and I
rative question; Can I
succeed in transacting my
business?
Clash
Conclusive Act: I had to leave
narrative Incident
My Inquiry about Assies,
Episodic Interchange
I engaged Uncle Caesar to
drive me
Episodic Interchange
Telegraph message
Narrative Incident
Major Caswell used the
peculiar dollar for drinks
Harrative Incident
Trip to Assies*
s
Meeting: Assies sad others
Scene Harrative Question: Can I
succeed in helping Asales?
Clash
Conclusive Act: I advanced fifty
sellers
Curiosity intense
Interest Intense
Story narrative ques-
tion: an I succeed
in carrying out the
orders given me end
at the same time play
s role of human kind-
ness
Hindrance
Furtherance
Furtherance
Hindrance
Marratlve question
answered "yes"
Reader 1 s curiosity
satisfied
Reader fully
satisfied
Ending
narrative Incident
Cas ell murdered
Narrative Incident
I picked up the button
Sequel
X dropped the button into the
river
The beginning of the story is rather unusual in as
much as it starts with an odd philosophical overture. This
proves to be a clever way of catching the reader's atten-
tion. As soon as this is secured the author proceeds to
give a swift yet accurate setting for the story.
The story is written in the first person. It shows
the work of a master craftsman.
The story is approximately forty per cent dialogue
and thirty per cent each of description and exposition.
There are two hindrances and three furtherances. These
are arranged so as to lead to a dramatic climax.
The story is developed by means of narrative incidents,
incidents of setting, episodic interchange and scenes.
There is one incident of setting* There are ten episodic
incidents, three episodic interchanges and four scenes.
The last scene stands out longest In the reader*
s
ind. The meeting is among *I*. Asalea, Dr. Merrlmann sal
Uncle Caesar. The scene narrative question 1st Can "i"
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In helpiac Asalea? The struggle to bring bar back
to coiisciausness Is hi^ily dramatic. The conclusive act is
the advancing of the fifty dollars to clinch the bargain.
The actions of the characters are the chief media of
eharactsrisation. Their actions speak notch lender than
their words.
The title is good for it arrests the reader's atten-
tion and causes him to read the story.
The style of the story is higaly artistic. It is
piquant and terse, yet finished* The language is pleasing
to the reader. The choice of words is particularly good.
The sentence structure is perfect.
This is truly an artistic story. It is excellent from
the point of view of technique* It possesses an abundance
of artistic piquancy. The reader finds it entertaining sat
at the same time feels a subtle spiritual uplift.
This story possesses unusual strength in its plot struc-
ture. Outside of the human interest element, vshieh is a
part of all great art. the reader's principal interest lies
In the plot. The action rises gradually and effectively
from the very beginning to the point ?.*iere the here gives
Azalea the fifty dollars.
The sequel in which the "clue* to the murder is defi-
nitely obliterated cleverly suggests shat has happened with*
oat stating it in so many wards* The conclusion returns to
the introduction. In the beginning wo find these words:
Fancy s novel about Chicago or Buffalo, let us say, or
Baahville, Tennessee, ——-.in this town there can be no ro-
mance. Vhat could happen here?
Tn the ending we find this sentence : "I wonder what 1 a
doing in Buffalo."
The conclusion artistically gives the author's aim in
telling the story.
CHAPTER XVII. THS THEME STORY
Theme means a positive declaration of some truth about
life. A theme represents a problem or grain of truth about
which the rest of the story centers? it is in essence the
pearl of the story. It affords a solid foundation upon
which to build.
Cambell and Bice1 In "A Book of narratives'* say in this
connection:
Every story which is not the mere exhibition of a
quaint character, that is, a character sketch, presents
problem. Every piece of fiction illustrates what the auth
believee to be the general truth about life.
Charles L. Moore2 in an article entitled "Best Short
1. Cambell and Hiee, A Book of Narratives, Chapter I page 6.
2. C" arles L. Moore, Beat Short Stories, Dial 59:135-6
32 «15.
Stories" says:
Pipat of all a short story should be unitary, it is
not so much who acts, as what happened that is important.
Ths thsraa, incident, and setting are therefore the prime
requisites.
Themes used in stories should adapt themselves to
problems and conditions of everyday life and strike a re-
sponsive cord in the hearts of all who read. The theme it-
self does not need to be original but the development of
the story must be. Themes are often based on circumstances
and on emotions. The theme is the central thougit upon
which the author tape again and again. The greatest themes
are those which are based on the fundamental passions of
life.
writers often set themes for stories from everyday
life by observing those about them. Some themes ere gotten
from reeding and some are picked up from casual conversa-
tions. Over worked themes, morbid themes, themes antago-
nistic to religion, themes showing sympathy for criminal
action are all to be barred. The theme must be a worthy
This is as Important as a solid foundation for a
Examples of good theme stories are:
Xlnjui by Edith ^Tharton
Theso-"retormo eventually brings humiliation.
The Amber Gods by Harriett Preecott Spofford
the treasure is there the heart is.
^
The Ho& of nis Vfratfa by Jilliam Allen .mite
me-sin Dnngs its ova punishment.
the Pearls of Loreto by Gertrude Atherton
Theme-A nan will go through almost anything to
the girl he loves.
Blllo'a Furnishing by Helen R, Martin
Theme-Unreaaona&ie extravagance in preparing for
marriage may cause a good nan to change his mind.
As a specific study of theme let us consider The Bature
of an Oath by Katharine Fullerton Oerould.
Philip Lester had lived a secluded life at least for
the last five years. His father Rupert Tester, had seen to
it that he live apart from the world. Arthur Lester had
died while swimming* at least so the public thought. Rupert
and Philip believed that Philip killed him. Rupert had
exacted an oath from Philip* an oath, which had resulted in
a seclusion worse than Imprisonment. Rupert had a terrible
fear that Philip might talk with someone. Re feared that
Philip would break the oath. At length Rupert was brought
home dead. Lucille, who had not enjoyed the eompanlonship
of her husband Philip for five years - rose to the gravity
of the situation and did her best to help Philip in this
time of stress. Philip felt a new freedom and yet it
empty. He begged Lucille to leave him and enjoy her freedom,
Lucille, who all the while had loved him would not hear of
any such thing. a» loved him entirely too well to think
of her own freedom or happiness. Shea they talked the thing
over she managed to shoe him the magnitude of her love and
her utter belief in him. She knew he had killed Arthur but
•lie also knew that there was a sufficient provocation and
she intended to forestall any attempt on Fhlllfr's part to
give himself up to justice as he felt constrained to do.
In the end it was evident that they would live on in a
blissful union devoid of the awful strain which had been the
result of Philip* 8 oath to his father.
This story analyzes the difference between two kinds
of •oaths*. Philip was bound to his father by necessity •
to save himself from the consciences of a murder. Pear
prevented his breaking this oath. Philip does not learn of
a higher oath until at the very end of this story. This is
the oath of love, which has all the while bound Lucille to
him.
The narrative queetion is: Can Philip and Lucille ever
come to enjoy a life devoid of strain? Philip is the cen-
tral character. His purpose is to remove the awful strain
that has fallen upon the family. The strain is eventually
lcmtisati by the ties of the highest oath humanly possible:
that is - love. The story createe a single impression * th<
feeling of the grandeur of the oath of true love. The
la a masterpiece In the glory of this single Impression.
The conflict* are both within Philip ana *ith forces outside
of himself
.
The unstable situation is created by the death
of Arthur Lester and the insufferable strain which results.
The inciting force is the tightening of the reins of this
strain. The suspense gradually increases until after Ku-
pert«s death Lucille shoes Philip the binding power of the
oath of love. The denouement consists of the last scene
by which the reader is given to understand that the strain
is removed and Philip and Lucille are reunited in the holy
bonds of purest love.
The dominant trait of Philip is untiring obedience to
the will of another. Throughout his life he has lived un-
selfishly. It was this too great consideration of tho wish
of another that led him into the hell of an existence which
was ten tinea worse to him than prison life. To him Jail
seemed freedom in comparison.
This is an accomplishment story. Philip and Lucille
succeed in throwing off the burden of the strained existence.
The story has a beginning, a body, and em ending. The
beginning occupies almost three pages. The body cover*
nearly twenty-one page* and the ending only a fractional
part of a page.
Graphic Presentation
Beginnln/*
Incident of Setting
Philip Lester a man of thirty
stood by the gate thinking Interest aroused
Heeting: Philip Lester and
motorist
Scene Narrative uestion: Will
Philip help the motorist?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "1*11 telephone
the garage*
Episodic Interchange
Philip and Charlotte - He asks
Charlotte to telephone
narrative Incident
Philip's disgust about dressing
for dinner and daylight saving
narrative Incident
His father sua a rock of a man
without a rock* s repose. Lucille
his wife was almost too ex-
quisitely made for beauty
narrative Incident
The whole bearing
decidedly strained
to be
Curiosity aroused
Curiosity stimulated
Interest and curiosity
both at work
Interest and curiosity
both at work
narrative question: Can
Philip and Lucille
ever come to enjoy a
life devoid of this
strain
Meeting: Rupert Lester, Philip,
and Lucille
Scene narrative Question: Can Lu
cille glide smoothly out of the
Clash
Conclusive Act: Seas snsic wait
Ing for her
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Meeting: Philip and Rupert
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Rupert find out about the
nan in the road?
Claah
Concluaive Act: "You didn't knew
him" Hindrance
Meeti Philip and Rupert
itive Queation: Can
Philip prove that his father lias
no ri£it to suspect his not keeping
the oath made five years ago?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "Bo right" Fterth
Cut back In the minds of Philip
and Rupert
Scene
Heeting: Philip and Rupert
Scene narrative question: Can they
stand the torture of the
HMWM
Clash
Conclusive Act: "This must'nt
happen again"
Meeting: Philip and Rupert
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Philip convince Rupert that he is
going to keep that oath?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "You've got to
trust me" Furtherance
Meeting: Philip and Rupert
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Philip ease his father's con-
science?
Claah
Conclusive Act: "Yea comfort
the human soul"
Besting: Philip and his wife
Scene narrative Question: Can
Lucille find oat what the men were
talking about?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "Oh a detail that
came up" Hindrance
Meeting: Philip and Lucille
Scene narrative Question: Can
they spend a pleasant time together?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "Good night™
Barrative Incident
Rupert brought home dead
Barrative Incident
Philip's freedoa
Scene
Meeting: Philip and Lucille
Scene narrative Question: Is
there anything Lucille can do?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "You do the pub-
lic rites*
puren
MMtamM
Furtherance
^ Philip and Lucille
itlve Question: Can
Philip gain her approval for
hla sitting by the corpse?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "But you will
be ill"
Barrative Incident
Lucille1 8 fears Hindrance
r:
Philip with himself
itive Question: Can Philip
plan his course of action?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He did not speak to
Lucille about anything but practical
detail Hindrance
BBBBBBBBBBBH
narrative Incident
Pinner that evening as usual Furtherance
Meeting: Philip and Lucille
Scene narrative Qaeation: Can he
find out if his father made a will?
Clash •
Conclusive Act: There was nothing
of the sort Hindrance
3Q3-0
eating: Philip and Lucille
Scene narrative Qaeation: Can
Lucille help his to see that he
la free?
Clash
Conclusive Act: *!• at the end
of the tether. Ooodni#it." Hindrance
Scene
Heating: Lucille and Philip
Scene Narrative Question: Can he
kiss her hand?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He did not Idee
it Hindrance
narrative Incident
Philip* a torturee Hindrance
Meeting: Lucille and Philip
Scene narrative Question: Can
Lucille disclose the true condi-
tion of affaire and retain hia
love?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "I had a right
to it* Hindrance
Scene
Meeting: Lucille and Philip
Scene narrative mostIon: Can she
prove her love to Philip?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He pressed her hand Furtherance
j: Lucill© and Fhilip
-ferrative Question: Can the
2T?-,
U
I? togmVimT •• husband andRafter five^ rf „*££_
Clean
hU iSeW ACtt *• 8tretch<* <Mt
Scene
sS2S
a{:i^n0^ew,eir ' W« face
^
e
s^i^aniirio^?UOT: cansh*
Clash
Conclusive Act: She found the w»~*»*<~ ^.answer in hie face sarrative„question^* answered "yes"
*arrative Incidentmm happiness mm .^^
»e beginning of the 8tory is e ascription, which
presents e vivid word picture. The reeder eeee the princi-
pal character a great ctrong physical being utterly bound
inspirit. The picture is intense. The narrative question
«**• mm early in the story ae possible. The reader's
eynspathies are all for Philip.
The story is sritten in the third person. The author
is osmiscient. it is Philip*, story although LUCllle play,
an important part. she alone can shea Mai that there is a
greater oath than the one to hi. father, ^ich ha. bound
the* both to a life of nd.ery. The drsaa of the story i.
intense. See*on runs high all the way through. The reeder
feels rather than reads all the \shile.
Approximately two thirds of the story is dialogue. The
ether one third is divided quite equally between deseription
and exposition. The technique of the story is very good.
We get a character cut hack where Philip and Rupertre-
call the horrible scene of the drowning of Arthur. It is
particularly effective because of the deep emotional fervor
which it conveys.
There are ten furtherances and eleven hindrances in
tills story. The dramatic pitch of the story is great. The
deep searching emotions are largely responsible for this.
The story has one incident of setting, nine narrative
Incidents, one episodic interchange, and nineteen scenes ens
of which is a character cut back scene. As an example of a
scene let us consider the very last scene in the story. The
meeting is between Lucille herself and Philip* s face. The
scene narrative question is: Can Lucille be sure of his
love? The clash is within herself. The conclusive act is
her finding of the answer in his face.
The ending of the story Is very short Just long enough
to let the reader know that the narrative question is an-
swered, "yes". The reader's curiosity is amply satisfied.
The characterisation in this story Is accomplished by
actions of the characters and their own analysis of their
mental states. This night be tormed a psychological story
for certainly there is ranch of psychoanalysis in it.
The title The Bataire of an Oath is a good one because
«—WW— I.WIIWIi i n . i i,„, HIW I IIH Wil! ! IHW w
it calls attention to itself and it sounds the keynote of
the story. It has a human interest appeal.
The style of the story is good. The sentences as a
utoole are short, terse and very dramatic. The word pietar-
ing is excellent. The dialogue is decidedly in character.
There is an almost musleal smoothness about tfee author's
way of speaking.
This is an artistic story primarily because of its
these and emotional appeal to the reader. The world is full
of love stories but few sound for the reader the sublimest
of love. And this is an artistic story secondarily
of its language.
The theme of this story is - true love lives on even
though severely tried. It strikes a responsive cord in the
hearts of all. It is based on the fundamental devotion of a
to her htiatiril and a husband to his wife*
CHAPTER XVXII. LOCAL COLOR
Local color in short stories is a combination of masl
ly strokes of the author's brush by which he paints a local
community so realistically and accurately that the reader
receives a sympathetic yet characteristic Impression of
familiarity with the setting. Local color means far
than setting.
Bret Harte is among the pioneer local colorlsts. In
The Advance of the American Short Story by E. J. 0«Brien1
we find Harte* s summarization of his aims which helps us to
understand Ms part In the local color art*
I trust that In the following sketches Z have abstained
from any positive moral, I fear I cannot claim, therefore
any higher motive than to Illustrate the era of vfoich
Californian history has persevered the incidents more often
than the character of the actors——I am conscious also of
awakening the more prosaic recollections of these sans sur-
vivors.——These stories (Bret Harte's) portray an intsr-
estlng society which has long vanished, althou^i the i
rent Western story of commerce would not tend to sake
conscious of the fact, They came at a psychological
to ensure their success-- -—•He was the wicked fairy
at the christening of the short story who bestowed upon it
the fatal gifts of type and of local color,—At his best he
combines sense sad sensibility in his work, to also find
swift and vivid narrative, unity rising to effective climax,
and a worthy subjectraatter for a romantic epic Pioneer
life 13 rendered vividly for the first time,——The si
first aroused by Bret Harte and increased by the public
response to these writers, produced a vast outpouring of
regionalist fiction. The tide of local color is to-day on
the ebb perhaps, but it is still forceful.
local color properly administered in short stories has
as such to do with making them outstanding as does charac-
terization. Local coloring intimately related to the action
serves to express what the author wishes for the reader to
1, SMttro1 J. fl'Men, The Advance of the American Short
3tory, Chapters VI and IX pages 104-116-151-174.
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clothes and the feeling of Injustice maddened him until he
became rough and unpleasant. The mother was sad so see her
son behaTe so toward the homeeomer. Howard showed the
tenderest of affection for Ms dear mother and he recognised
his neglect. Be finally decided to buy back the old hone
place and fix it up for them*
The narrative question of the story is: Can Howard Mfe-
tane make emends for his neglect of his mother and brother?
Howard is ttie principal character. His main purpoae is to
make amends for his neglect. He is succeesful in achieving
his purpose. The conflicts of the story are within Howard
and between himself snd his brother Grant. The single im-
pression of the story is a deep abiding sympathy for the
hardships of this humble life. The suspense of the story
is very great. The unstable situation is the homeward
Journey of Howard Ms Lane. The inciting force is Grant's
accusation of Howard for his neglect. The point of the
highest interest is where the reader feels sure that Howard
is going to buy the old home place for them and that the
gift will be acceptable. The denouement is the rest of the
story.
The dominant trait of the main character is a Jovial
good nature seasoned with an ardent determination.
This is an accomplishment story. Howard succeeds in
his purpose.
This story has beginnings body, sad ending. The be*
ginning occupies almost one fifth of the story.
Graphic Presentation
Besinnins
Incident of Setting
Howard's trip Interest awakened
Episodic Interchange
The village loafers Interest increased
Episodic Interchange
Howard and William Interest stimulated
farrative Incident
Howard at Grant's farm Curiosity awakened
Episodic Interchange
Howard and the eld man Curiosity heightened
Scene
Meeting: Howard and Grant
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Howard manage a happy meeting
with his brother?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Grant sent
him to the house Curiosity intense
Narrative Incident
Howard goes to the house Curiosity intense
Epl8odlc Interchange
Howard and his mother Interest strong
Episodic Interchange
Howard meets Grant's family Interest intense
narrative Incident
Howard does some thinking
Story narrative ques-
tion: Can Howard make
amends for his ne -leot
of mother and brother
Body
Episodic Interchange
Howard talks with the little girl
Episodic Interchange
Question Howard about his
Scene
Heeting: Howard and Grant
Scene narrative Question: Can
Howard Justify his neglect
*
Clash
Conclusive Act! Grant's repentance Hindrance
narrative Incident
Howard passes a bad night
Harrative Incident
Howard forgives Grant
Narrative Incident
Howard's awakenings
Episodic Interchange
Howard, his Bother, Laura,
and the baby
Hindrance
Hindrance
Meeting: Ho ard and Grant
Scene Narrative 'Question: Can
they forget the hardness?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Howard walked
narrative Incident
Howard valks over to the old
home place
Episodic Interchange
Howard and wife of the
the old home farm
narrative Incident
Howard decides to buy the place Furtherance
4mm
Meeting: irant and hie mother
Seen© Narrative Queatlon: Can the
aether soften Grant's feeling?
Clash
Conclusive Act: She walked away Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
Mother and the hired man *«»,*».
Scene
Meetings Grant and Laura
Scene narrative Question: Can
Laura help Grant to see his
fault?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Grant sank
Into sullen silence Hindrance
Marratlve Incident
Howard saw Grant at v/ork Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Howard and his Bother Furtherance
Sarrative Incident
The gloomy supper table Hindrance
narrative Incident
The 8ieknlng outdoor scene Jt^sMMwMMl
Episodic Interchange
Howard walks with his mother Furtherance
Sarrative Incident
Howard* s trunk arrives Hindrance
1 >C SB «3
Meeting: The presents the family
Scene sarrative question: Can
Howard make them happy?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He felt that it was
too late Hindrance
episodic Interchange
The neighbora, Howard, Grant
larretive Incident
Tha rain
Episodic Interchange
Laura and Howard
narrative Incident
Howard wrote letters
Scene
Beating: Howard and hia mother
Scene narrative Question: Can
Howard plan hia mother's future?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He tells her hia
intention to buy the place
Episodic Interchange
Laura and Howard
Scene
Meeting : Howard and Grant
Scene narrative question: Con
Howard succeed ta gaining a
reconciliation?
Clash
Conclusive Act: 'fen reconciled
finding
narrative Incident
The two men stood face to face
handa elaaped
Hindrance
Hindrance
Hindrance
Hindrance
"^irt'-oranco
Hindranee
Story narrative ques-
tion answered "yesa
Header's curiosity
fully answered
The etory opens with an expository narrative of How-
ard's rail trip, which as it goes along gradually becomes
exquisite of description. The author carefully
the way for the narrative question before he Intro-
it. The main character Howard Ms Lane is Introduced
veil toward the beginning of the story.
The third person Is used as the point of view of this
story. The story Is about forty per cent dialogue and
thirty per cent each of description and narrative.
There are ten furtherances and ten hindrances In this
story. There is one incident of setting* The story has
fifteen narrative incidents* fifteen episodic interchanges,
and eight scenes. The first scene which pictures the meet-
ing between Howard and Grant is well worth notice* The
nseting is between Howard and Grant. The scene narrative
question Is: Can Howard manage a happy meeting with his
brothert The clash is oral and internal. The Interest is
intense. The conclusive act is Grant* 8 telling hiai to go
Into the house.
The ending is short and effective. It is entirely
satisfying to the reader.
The characterization Is achieved through actions and
words of the characters themselves and also through descrip-
tion and the reactions upon others.
The title Up the Coolly is well chosen since it leads
the reader to anticipate the setting of the story.
The style Is entirely fitting to the story. The de-
scriptions are decidedly pleasing. Only a master artist
could produce such word pictures.
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Th© story is genuinely artistic. The structure is
good, the Unqaagc is beautiful and the these grips and en-
thralls the reader. It is vibrant with genuine emotion.
This is a local color story masterpiece for it pic-
tures characteristically the lives of the people who actual-
ly dwell in that section of the country. The picturing is
so good feat the reader forgets that this is a story and
actually suffers with these people.
CHAPTER XIX. ATSOSPHKRB
Atmosphere as here spoken of indicates the Influence
asntal as well as moral which is exerted upon a character
by his environment. An atmosphere story does not depend
upon the culminating sequence of its happenings as upon its
unity of atmosphere and its emotional intensity for its ef-
fect. Mood, character and disposition, the intensity of
incidents, mental as well as physical environments are all
atmosphere materials. These are used with a subtle bare-
ness so as to heighten the Impression of artistry. Wilbur
Daniel Steele is a master in the matter of writing an at-
mosphere story.
ary Burchard Orvls1 says this of atmosphere:
1#
a^xnrpt5s^|8in?m. St0yy ^ltlnS' ChAPtm XI1
Atmosphere Is the setting plus emotional offset sad it
serves to increase the intensity. Setting dominates
character in the atmosphere story. Details should be con-
crete. Tradition has associated certain moods with certain
natural phenomena*
!?. W« leal in his book entitled Short Stories in the
Atmosphere is the total psychological emotional or
tonal environment wherein character and action present them-
selves subjectively to the reader. Atmosphere is the conse-
quence of bringing to bear upon the reader the full power of
subjective impression exerted through any sort of literary
or dramatic device. Atmosphere is that subjective quality
in a story resulting from highly characteristic elements
or accompaniments* conditions and surroundings of the set-
ting, persons, character traits and action; by virtue of
which the persons* incidents, character and action are seem
in a medium of natural and significant psychological tonal
or emotional environment of which they are a necessary
part and which is a necessary part of them*
really good atmosphere storiesThere are a great
of which are:
Phe Fall of the House of Usher by Edgar
her by itary s. V/ilkins
root-Loose by Mathews Ittchard Hallet
Tfe by Sherwood Anderson
fee Brother's* by Thomas Beer
Israel praE [ by ICatherine Mayo
hedonist "by John Galsworthy
Tfain "br
Allan Poe
As a specific study of an atmosphere story let us con-
sider What "Akes a Boy Afraid by Sherwood Anderson.
1. B. '.?. seal. Short stories in The Making, Chapter I pages
56, 57.
Tar Morehead lived with his father and mother, brother*
and slaters. Tar did a great deal of thinking even Thinsji
he was only a boy. His njother was a gentle patient soul
Aom Dr. Reefy had aald ma too good. His father was a
thou^atleas carefree sort of a man. After eehilc Tar* a
aether began to have eick spella and Tar and his sister
argaret were very worried. His father seemed to be thou^m-
leas and did not realise how serious hla wife's eondition
really was. As the days passed a horrible fear that sorae-
thing was about to happen to the mother that he idealised,
gnawed incessantly at Tar's heart. One night the mother
was very ill. Margaret and Tar wanted to get the doctor
but she would not hear of it. Finally, they slipped out
in the rain and fetched the doctor. They went to their
rooms and put on dry clothes, then went down to the mother's
bedside. &ie told them that she wasn't going to die and
that tfcey should go back to bed. They went and she died in
her sleep. It was hard the next day with all the people
staring to see how they were going to take it. Tar managed
somehow to do his weeping in secret and er'e he waa aware
he had passed from boyhood into manhood.
The narrative question of this story is: Can Tar
master the all pervading fear that possesses him? Tar
Moorahead la the central character. Hie purpose is to ef-
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face the awful fear of his mother 1 a death. He all hat
warships his mother) hence, to him the impending disaster
seems almost unsurmountable* He finally learns how to bear
hia burden as s man and lo his childhood has passed* The
story creates on the reader* a mind a single impression
namely, a feeling of sympathy for the unspoken feara not
alone of Tar hut of the youth of which he is but a type.
Ho doubt many readers can look back into their own child-
hood and find the awful cancer of fear of seme approaching
disaster gnawing, gnawing, gnawing* Tar manages to master
his fears after the ordeal is over and his mother has gone
to be with the angels.
The conflicts of the story were mainly within Tar.
Although he does come in conflict with his father in a
couple of instances.
An unstable situation is presented at the very begin-
ning of the story. Tar's mother is too good. The Inciting
force is her illness. The suspense gradually Increases un-
til at last Tar hea passed out of childhood. The conclusive
act is Tar brushing away his tears and going to attend his
job. The denouement is unusually short but higily effective.
The dominant trait of Tar is consideration for his
mother. He is ever thinking of her illness and fearing the
outcome*
This la an accomplishment story hut It also la a psy-
chological story. The reader gets a good insight into the
workings of the Bind of youth. The reader la brought face
to face with a fair example of a kind of fear nhleh haunts
children.
There la a beginning* body* and ending in this story*
The beginning occupies two pages and the ending only a
fractional part of a page* The rest 18 devoted to the body.
The atory adhere* nicely to the graph of an ordinary story.
And yet its tenor and atmosphere are such aa can only be
created by Anderson.
Graphic Presentation
Incident of Setting
v/hen Tar was sick Dr. Reefy
said that Tar* a Mother was
too good
Narrative Incident
Things got better in
the lioorehead house
Narrative Incident
Flashforward. after
childhood was over
Tar Idealised hie mother
Intereat awakened
Curleeity aroused
Narrative question:
Can Tar master the
fear that possesses
Pain
Episodic Interchange
Tar' a mother and children
Scone
Meeting : Tar, his fattier and
nothar
Scene narrative question: Can
Tar succeed in getting his
father quiet so that his mother
can sleep?
Clash
Conclusive Act: After he told
his nother to sleep, his father
admitted that eke looked worn
out* Tar trentoled
narrative Incident
Tar listened to the talk of the
Furth<
Meeting; Tar and Judge Blair
Scene narrative Question: Can
Judge Blair manage to tell Tar?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Judge Blair
told Tar to go and play
narrative Incident
Tar9 s mother was on a higher
plane than his father
Scone
Cut Back Character
lasting: The children and mother's
serious Illness
Scene narrative Question: Can
Tar and 'argaret manage to get
the doctor?
Clash
Conclusive Act: They brought the
doctor heme with them HladrsoaM
Episodic
Cut Back
Bother, Tar and Margaret. The
mother said that she was not
going to die
Meeting: Tar and Ma fears
Scene narrative Question: Can
Tar figit dosn hie fears?
Clash
Conclusive Act: The good angel
Narrative Incident
Mrs. Sorehead died
ocone
The bereaved family
itive ruostion: Can
they act as people expect them
to-
Clash
Conclusive Act: Tar stopped
to play
Hindrance
meeting: Tar and box ear
Scene Narrative Question: Can
he suffer his grief alone?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He did stop
to play
Narrative question
answered "yes"
Narrative Incident
Tar ems racing out of childhood
This story has s peculiar beginning. It starts oat in
odd chatty sort of way. The material of the story Is
commonplace and yet intensely interesting. The psychology
of a boy's fear is attractive to thousands of readers. The
narrative question le introduced quite early in the story.
The story is written in the third person and yet Ander-
son has a clever way of chatting along in the second person
thus adding vitality and sparkie to the story. It Is Tar»s
story. The drama of the story is Intensified by paiiioa.
The reader feels deeply.
There la only a small amount of dialogue in the story.
The story *a mostly exposition although relieved by short
snatches of description. The technique of the story la
odd. However, It conforms to our scheme of graphic presen-
tation. There are two distinct cut backs; one is arranged
aa a scene and the other la an Interchange.
The story contains one incident of setting, six narra-
ve Incidents, too episodic interchangea, and six scenes.
The scene chosen for purpose* of analysis la the very last
one. The meeting Is between Tar and the box car. The scene
narrative question lex Can Tar suffer his grief alone. The
clash is within himself and the conclusive act shows Tap go-
ing to his job.
The ending of the story is highly satisfying. The
reader's curiosity is satisfied for the time. Tar* s fear is
quieted.
The characterization of the story is accomplished by
the actions and the author* s account of the thoughts of the
characters more than it Is by the direct words of the speak-
;. The characterisation is effective.
The title of the story is very good because it contains
ft universal appeal fox* all readers. Ute la there alio deea
met acre to read of the fears of boyhood?
The style of the story la familiar. The "you" ae
cleverly thrust In aelsea the reader's attention and draws
him into the magle circle. The style la clever - however,
not particularly smooth or well balanced. The style is
Sherwood Anderson's own. It Is heavily weighted with its
cargo of psychology.
This is an artistic story because it has power to lift
the reader out of the common places of life into a realm
where even a child la filled and thrilled with human sympa-
thy.
The sympathetic tenderness of a thoughtful boy aa he
watches the decline of the mother that he dearly loves is
the nucleus of subjective substance back of the atmosphere
of this story. The emotion of love and tenderness on the
part of Tar plus the unconcern of the father and the fail-
ing health of the mother are the groundworks of atmosphere
of the story. The story is ft monument of emotionalised at-
mosphere. The author achieves thia by his careful planning
with regard to characters, setting, and developing inci-
dents. The boy is so characteristically boylike that the
sympathetic understanding which the reader feels for Tar
to swell and grow and extend to all of boyhood as it
suffers its fears and griefs In the face of the staring
curious world. Conereteness of detail probably plays a
very significant part in the success of this as an atmss-
phere story.
CHAPTER XX. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STORY.
A psychological story is one that is in reality a
study of the human Bind. The best psychological story is
the one in which the mental state and action are revealed
through action rather than being narrated, described or ana-
lyzed. The problem of presenting psychological phenomena
is a problem of how to portray a person daring his passage
through a psychological experience.
There are countless good psychological stories.
of these are:
Holiday by Kathleen Korris
'ortratfc of a Philosopher by Borotky Canfield
>ther by E-Jheyaood Anderson
Paul's Case by Villa Cather
j&e Brown^Tallet by Staey Aumonler
jitter sweet
_
t»y frannle Hurst
the Qay Old Dog by Bdna Ferber
foe Lost Pheobi » by Theodore Dreiser
hams T by W* D. Steele
Cunellgftt by Edwins Stanton Babooes:
As a specific study of a psychological story 1st us
consider All or nothing by Charles Caldwell Dobie.
Anson Carp had always had a craving to stand out from
the crowd, to be a person of distinction. Half of his
dream had come true. Ee was recognised in public places.
His uncle. In whom he never had been much interested, and
his uncle's wife, who had been in possession of a fortune,
had been killed in an accident and Anson Carr had inherited
the isoney. Anson Carr was a little uneasy about his being
the rightful heir to all of the money as his uncle really
had notioimg. It was the aunt by marriage that had had the
fortune. Of course if it could be established that the
woman died first then it was clear that his uncle inherited
the money from her and in turn Carr was the ri$itfful heir.
Carr made a trip to the scene of the accident but the
Greek trackwalker, who carried the bodies from the track
would not talk on the subject and Carr could not find out
which died first. Carr's wife Xancy was very eager that
Carr should possess all of the fortune and even suggested
that he make it worth the Greek trackwalker's rahile to con*
tlnue to keep his mouth shut on this subject. Under the
circumstances of uncertainty Anson Carr wanted to share the
inheritance with his uncle's wife's sister. Fancy, how-
ewer, stoutly insisted all or nothing, pleading the rights
and desires of her offspring. Anson Carr did not wish to
think 111 of his wife and yet a feeling of coolness sprang
up between them. Ho wb decidedly unhappy. At time
est he allowed himself to remain the heir of the property
and oven "began to plan a long cherished trip to the old
world. In the meanwhile, he beoame associated with the
Greek trackwalker. He formed an Intimate friendship with
the Ban and finally, one day in answer to his own question
he learned that the woman had died last. By this time
Carres better self had become pretty much blighted and he
wiahed to hang on to half of the property or perhaps all.
Ho thought of getting the Groek back to his native land
that his secret might be safe* As his plan progressed the
Greek made a great stir about the whole plan to return home
and announced far and wide that Anson Carr was giving the
money for his passage. As a climax Mrs. Helmen, his uncle*e
wife's sister proved her case and inherited all of the
mosey, fancy was very angry. Carr was resigned to offer
Irs* Holman everything but his self-respect* Carr felt a
sort of empty victory yet alone in his white-bled glory.
The narrative question of the story is: Can Carr suc-
ceed in keeping the fortune and his self-respect? The main
character's dominant purpose was to arrive at a place of
honor among his friends. He wanted to stand out from the
and be a person of distinction. The single impression
produced by the story le a feeling of the necessity of self-
respect for human happiness and well-being, The reader Is
filled with revulsion and loathing toward Sancy, the wife
who would have her husband debase his honor for the sake of
her offspring. She anther's purpose no doubt was to present
the great yawning Jaws of loathsome dishonor and duplicity.
The struggle In the story is largely one of conscience.
The soul of Anson Carr is wrung with the battle of right.
His wife and his long Cherished desire to see Surope are
evil voices pointing out the reward for his blighted soul.
We are reminded of Satan tempting our Lord Jesus Christ.
But Anson Carr is not prompt to answer "Get tftou behind as
Satan". Carr Is a poor weak mortal fighting, what seeaed
for a time a losing fight. The reader's sympathies are wilfc
him all the while. The reader wants Carr's soul to have
life everlasting. The story is a marvelously gigantic dra»*
tense and gripping.
The story opens with the unstable situation of whether
Anson Carr will allow himsolf to inherit all of his unclo»s
property without knowing that it is rightfully his. The
inciting force is the necessity for decision. The suspense
gradually increases until as arrive at the very end of the
story. The point of highest Interest is where Carr announc-
es to his wife that he will give Hrs. Holaan everything but
not hi* self-respect. The denouement consists of the lest
sentence which gives sn account of Carr's feeling. "He
felt himself pitiful and triumphant, victorious, yet savor-
touched with but pallid splendor, alone inless
his white-bled glory.*
The dominant trait in the main character was a desire
for prominence coupled with a deep eeated spirit of fair-
ness. The story contains all of the essential elements of
a short story*
It Is an accomplishment story. In spite of the forces
that tear at his better self-lnspitre of the intense Inward
straggle , Carr succeeds in kseping his self-respect.
There Is a beginning, body and ending. The beginning
ends where Carr starts up to the Creoles shack to learn the
truth. The body ends where Carr tells his wife that he will
give Irs* Belmen'e sister everything bat his self-respect.
The rest of the story is the ending.
Graphic Presentation
Beginnlnfi
Incident of Setting
Carr* a desire to
a person of importance Interest aroused
ttootiazt Carr aad his boo-drlvor
•mm tasrotlTO qoootioai c«n
tpnsa «V*lw Ww aaa^Va^nvlPaoX^jr *HOwl
Claon
CoaolaolTO Aott Bo loarooA
nothing now CteTlOaYlty ftTOWd
Sarratlvo TTitf^tni
OS8Jr aStttal OWt OOOk
CarrU Eaowlo4ao of tho
aoclooat Cariosity iaeroaood
Boottag: Carr and Ms ocaaoionoo
noaas Hijjal 1 it Qaoattoat Can
Carr get eonoent of his ecasolonoo to
drop fids Investigation? Barretlve queetiom
Clash /**e% As^onaa ^i -1^^ ^i ^Jl # n
Conclusive Aetr Bo aeheo Me eey
to the Creek
lojoatag Ms eelf-
Utt
Bootlagi Carr oat the Orook
Boom amative bottom Coa
Corr loom free tho Crook shothnv
the ana or tho ooaan died first?
Claafc
Conclusive Aatt The Orook re-
taltioraaso
Tnol float of Sotting
Bo wished that ho eould go TlOMO
and talk the natter villi Ms wife aUaavaaee
Carr«s aeaory oat book oooao
Boatings Corr and hlo vifo
aooao Barrativo question: Coa
aia wifs Inflaoaoo hi» to thlak
la torao of eelflahneeat
Clash
V^Pooa)r*ta^aa> w^p1 starw • ^WaT^r
fc
T^BBJrBJI BaV^asEg^BjBajt
M
•sting: Carr and hi* own soul
Scons Narrative Question: Can
Can? put aside his better nature
and become selfish?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Hs felt an im-
pulse to the last ditch for the
Hindrance
Sarrative Incident
the train delayed Hindrance
lasting: Carr and his wife
Scene Harratlve question: Can
Jtrs. Carr succeed in planning
with her husband sons of the ways
to spend the iifceritance?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Settled with
the chief witness silent wmmmmm
Scene
Meeting: Mr. and Krs. Carr
Scene narrative Question: Can
Fancy succeed in presenting •
plan for action?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Carr said, "So
at last it has cons to this?" Hindrance
Scene
Meeting: Carr with hitsself
Scene narrative Question: Can
Carr deliberately plan for his
future?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Be laid firm
hands on his futurs Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
The Greek and Carr about the
former's desire to ge hone Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Waiter and Carr Furtherance
Mp isodic Interchange
About the accident-Carr learns
that the woaan died first Furtheranee
narrative Incident
Carr deplores his disillusionment
and takes a mental inventory of
his wife's small concern Furtherance
Scene
Meeting: Carr and his wife
Scene narrative Question: Can she
be satisfied with what she has?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Carr»s headache Hindrance
Scene
Meeting: Mr. and Mrs. Carr
Scene narrative Question: Can
nancy succeed in dictating Carr*
a
course of action?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He was forced
into a grudging admiration of her Hindrance
narrative Incident
He saw his lawyer and offered to
divide the fortune with Krs. Hol-
nan*s sister. He arranged to
start to Europe Furtherance
Scene
Meeting: Carr and the Greek
Scene narrative Question: Can
Carr succeed is keeping the Greek
quiet about the gift?
Clash
Conclusive Act: The Greek announce«
his patron boldly in public places Hindrance
scene
Meeting: Mr. and Mrs. Carr and a
letter
Scene narrative question; Mill he Furtherance
give Mrs. Holnan's sister all? narrative question
Clash answered "All but
Conclusive Act: "Everything but self-respect"
ay self-respect
Dramatic Incident
In a flash he fait himself at once
pitiful ami triumphant-victorious, The reader's
yet savorleaa-touched with a tragic curiosity is satis-
bat pallid splendor, alone in his fied. A man's soul
white-bled glory is saved
The beginning of the story catches the reader's inter-
est almost Immediately because the author places before us a
graphic word picture of a bus containing tarn paaaengers,
who introduce at once the main character Anson Carr. The
fact that the introduction or beginning of the atory la
dramatised r^ndjmn it still more effective. There is no
lost motion. The story moves off quickly from the catset.
The subject under consideration -self-respect, la one of
universal appeal. This vise choice also assures oar author
of a hearing. Carr's purpose to retain his self-respect
la ever before the reader. The story purpose is so deftly
dramatised that It stands clothed in reality and the reader
seems to be fighting Carr's fight over again as he reads.
This story la written in the third person. The author
la omniscient. It is always Carr*s story. The fight is
his throughout.
The story is approximately one half dialogue. The
other half is divided between description and narration.
There are two cut backs in the story. Both are Duces-
sary because they show us what has gone before. They are
both MHKQiry cat backs of Carr's.
There ara eight furthcraneas and eight hindrances*
this shows that tha author oast have bean very acientifie
in his method.
Tha story is composed of incidents, interchanges,
scenes and eat backs. There are two incidents of setting,
three narrative incidents and one draw atio incident. There
are three episodic interchanges, eleven scenes and two cut
In the onding tha author shows that the nain charac-
ter* s purpose has been achieved; hanee the reader's curios-
ity Is satisfied ana it is tins to quit.
One particularly impressive scene in the story is tha
very last one. Tha meeting is between Mr. and Mrs. Carr
and Mrs. Holmes's sister's letter. The narrative question
la: 'Till Carr give her all?
The clash is between Carr and his wife. The conclusive
act is his announcement to his wife that ha will give every-
thing but aelf-respect.
The characterisation of the story is accomplished main*
ly by dialogue!, physical expressions, definite acts and ex-
position of the all seeing author of the feelings and spir-
itual conflicts.
As I have said befcare the substance of the story la
dynamically interesting. The title All or Nothing is
nently suitable.
The style of the story is unusually good, it is
and finished, words fit our author's meaning as a glove
should fit oar hand.
This Is truly an artistic story for it has power to
lift the human Bind out of the rut of the commonplace. It
The story is entirely psychological in its nature.
the principal interest is in the workings of Carr's mind
under given trying conditions.
CHAPTER XXI. MISTERT STOTTT
Mystery stories involve the untying of a knot that has
worked itself Into analnost inexplicable tangle. The solu-
tion of this puezllng situation is often achieved through
inductive reasoning - working from clues to a conclusion.
The greater the mystery to be solved, the greater will be
the reader's interest. The reader derives his pleasure from
the adventures, clashes, setbacks and almost insurmountable
difficulties and the clever solution of the problem. The
reader should be given a hint mow and then as to \ahat is to
be a possible solution. The supernatural story is also a
mystery story. The mystery which causes the horror mast
remain unknown until the very end of the story. Seme mys-
tery stories reach their conclusion without the horror be-
ing known*
Examples of good mystery stories are:
The Middle Toe of the Riaht Foot by Ambrose Bierce
Che Fed Heactea League by Andrew cTonan Doyle
Bhe Hiding of Black Bill by 0. Henry
Israel Drake by Katherine May©
feentlllty by Thomas Beers
the Fall of The House of Usher by Edgar Allan Poe
As a specifie example of the mystery story let us con-
sider Footfalls by Wilbur Daniel Steel*.
legro was a blind Portuguese cobbler in whom an
unquenchable exuberance lived. He had but one grown son to
remind him of the days of his beloved wife and his three
departed sons. He worked very hard and suffered great
privations. However, he owned his shop and dwelling and
always had things for Manuel* his son. Manuel was a good
boy and the pride and delight of his father. Campbell Wood
a supposedly rising young banker lived In the upper story
of legro* s house. One night as Wood stood talking the
blind cobbler heard a bag of coin drop and resented that
Manuel had seen, ihen Boas arose from his supper he gave
Manuel some spending money and told him to go out and enjoy
himself . Boas reminded him that he was a good hoy. Than
Boas went into his shop to liatan to the footfalls of the
night. Be heard the footfalls of Wood on the upper floor
and those of Samel on the lover floor. Finally, he heard
voices. Wood had invited the hoy to come above and play
cards. All waa quiet for a while and tften he heard foot-
falls - at first a few, then many, and aeon the alarm of
fire. He learned that his house was burning. The upper
floor had caught first. Suspicion fastened itself upon
Manuel. It was hinted that he killed Wood, set fire to the
house and ran away with the money. Bees in his zeal to
fight shy of the law was strangely silent. He resolved to
wait for "that eachcrra" to return to view the ruin. The
waiting was horrible. Boas became an old man. Finally he
heard footfalls - he closed the door and was sure of the
footfalls. He hammered the man to death with his hands and
when the people rushed in he was shaving his victim. They
were amazed to recognise the dead man as Wood. The blind
cobbler told them that he knew all of the time that Wood
had killed his son and left his body to burn In the flames.
Bests was not charged with murder and regained much of his
old exuberance.
The narrative question of the story is: Can Boas, a
blind cobbler convince the "blind" public that Manuel was a
good boy. The story produces a fooling of sympathy for the
father. The copilots of the story ore mostly within Boas.
The suggestion by Wood that Manuel be pat to work is the
inciting fores. The evident desire of Boos that Manuel be
a good boy discloses the unstable situation. The suspense
dramatically increases until at last the reader is sur-
prised by the revelatloa that the blind cobbler knew the
murderer all the time. The denouement gives the reader an
insight into the reaction of the public. The sequel gives
the final effect upon Boas.
The dominant trait in Boas is a sense of right and
justice coupled with a strong desire to figxt clear of the
This is an accomplishment story of the detective vari-
ety*
The story has beginning, body, and ending. The be-
ginning occupies a little over three pages. The reader's
interest is secured st the outset by the author's odd trick
of warning the reader of the difficulty of the story. The
body continues to the last page. The last page contains
the ending which includes conclusive act and sequel. The
ending shows Boss's exuberance renewed.
Graphic Presentation
Be^inniaa
Incident of Setting
Blind Boas in hie shop Interest aroused
Author Cut Back
Incident of Setting
Boaz' 3 family Curiosity aroused
Incident of Setting
Manuel a good boy but
his fattier provided for his
want8
Interest increased
Karrative question:
Can Boaz convince the
Public that Manuel
was a geed boy
• odj
Karrative Incident
Wood advised Boas to
put Kennel to work Hindrance
Incident of Setting
Wood's personality Hindrance
narrative Incident
Cobbler distrusts Wood Hindrance
Mnvttnci ..oo£ Ml ; oat,
Scene Karrative Question: Can
. Boaz convince Wood that Manuel
was a good boy?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Wood uncomfortable Furtherance
Meeting: Wood, Boaz, Manuel
Scene narrative question: Can Boaz
save Manuel from temptation?
Conclusive Act: He gave Manuel a
tenner and sent him to spend it Furtherance
20C
Meeting: Boas, the night, his work
Seen* Marrative Question: Can
Bees watch over Manuel by noting
footfalls?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He listens to
the footfalls Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Manuel and Jood Hindrance
narrative Incident
Cries of fire Hindrance
Marrative Incident
Yody in food's clothing burned Hindrance
Meeting x Whitlow, others* and
Boaz
Scene narrative Question: Can
Boaz tell where Manuel is?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Boas felt he
had lost everything Hindrance
Marrative Incident
Boas will await *th«t eachorra" Furtherance
Marrative Incident
Authorities never found Manuel Furtherance
Marrative Incident
Boaz changed Hindrance
Marrative Incident
latching the footfalls Hindrance
i H fifi
Hceting 2 Boas, his thou^its, footfalls
Scene Marrative Question: Can he
know the foot falls?
Clash
Conclusive Act: His muscles be-
came hard Hindrance
Dramatic Interchange
Stranger and Boa*
Scene
Keating: Boas and the stranger
Scene Harrativa Question: Can
Boas gat revenge?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He haanered the
body to death Hindrance
Meeting: Boas, the body, and the
crowd
Scene narrative Question: Can
Bee* be sure it is "that
eaehorm* t
Clash
Conclusive act: He was sure
Episodic Incident
Berne tells t&e public that he
has known all the time that it
Wood
Furtherance
Barrative question
answered "—-"
Spiaodic Interchange Bender* s curiosity
Bens and the crowd satisfied
Harrative Incident
Boas not to be punished
Sequel
Barrative Incident
His returned exuberance
The author hna chosen a title which is bound to at-
tract attention. Wilbur Daniel Steele la preeminent in
his originality. He doesn't seem to run out of original
ideas. The drama la infuaed with an original type of sus-
pense that only Steele can produce.
The story la writtan in the third person. The author
Is omniscient. The reader Is Interested primarily in Boas
as he radiates father lore and at the ssae tlae cringes
from contact with the lav* The drama of this story reminds
one of a great throbbing engine.
Dialogue comprises leas than one fifth of the story.
Description and exposition share equally the other four
fifths* The technique is faultless. There are ten hin-
drances and seven furtherances. These are carefully ar-
ranged so as to increase the suspense. The suspense element
Is one of the big features in this story, which Is just as
It should be in a detective story.
The story is developed by means of Incidents* Inter-
changes, and scenes. There are four Incidents of setting,
which represent reactions to stimuli and make a background
for the plot. There are eleven narrative Incidents or re-
actions which play the part of an episode. There are two
episodic Interchanges and one dramatic interchange. The
story contains seven complete scenes. For purposes of anal-
ysis let us consider the last scene. The meeting Is between
Boas and a stranger* The scene narrative question 1st Can
Boas make sure that the stranger is "that cachorra"? The
clash Is within Boas* The conclusive act is the final shav-
lug of Wood. arid the announcement to the public that lie knew
ell the time*
The ending of the story 1« particularly good. It
subtly gives the reader to understand that Manuel is inno-
cent. It answers the reader* s curiosity and gives the read-
er a glimpse of the renewed exuberance of the blind cobbler.
Deeds characterise in this story, fords carry forward
the story and are subsidiary in ir^ortance from the stand-
point of characterisation.
The title has human interest appeal, ^fho has not
listened painstakingly to the advent of footfalls?
The style of the story is strikingly unusual. It is
abrupt. Jerky, and rapid. It is Just the correct style for
the kind of a story that this is.
This is an artistic story because it is perfect in
language and technique and it gives the reader a subtle
glimpse of the fervor of father love without flounting it
obtrusively before his eyes.
CEAPTER XXII. SOBJaCTMTER
The material or subjeotmatter covered is the American
short story is highly interesting. Authors who have a-
ehieved success have learned what subjects to treat in their
stories. TSvelyn May Albri^t1 of Ohio "esleyan University
•ays this:
The natural story-tellor finds his motives everyrfoere.
1« differs from ether people only In his attitude toward
his daily experience. His is ever alert to the dramatic
situationa that are constantly appearing to those who have
the appreciative eye, and ever busy reflecting on the es-
sential significance of theae dramatic situations. It is
hia delight to observe and note the fresh, the striking,
the unusual or interesting phases of the human life about
hia- to turn thea over in his mind till they have taken
definite no* font, and send them forth again - hiw own crea-
tion A study of the beautiful descriptions by the
great posts and prose writers will do aach to convince the
doubter that fine literary effects rest back very often
upon fine observation as a basis.- Fiction of the higher
sort aims at something greater tfeen aero transcription* It
alas at original creation.-—--the value of facts for fic-
tion Ass mainly in what thoy represent, in the suggestion
or waning ttiey convey,- Originality in the handling
of facts Is mainly a matter of interpreting from an mai-
vidua! point of view, ». Is the indlvldus! element that
makes it literary, giving it meaning and Pvp°"t«2»
•motions! coloring which shall distinguish it from other
works of its kind,
The subjeotmatter of the greatest stories steal to he
based on the fundamental sensations and passions of humanity.
Stories baaed on fear and love will always be found. Subject
matter offensive to good taste is taboo and probably always
will be. It is poor taste to condone wickedness f quibble
over religious beliefs, or maks fun of another for race,
opinions or creeds. Authors write to present phases of
life Aieh strike them as being interesting and at the
1. "Evelyn say Aiurisht, The Short Story, Chapter II
14-2T.
time significant.
The subjectmatter of a story oast contain action in a
crisis, a real problem, universal appeal , something the
author really knows about. The trend of the tins is toward
the depletion and interpretation of all aspects of contem-
porary life and thought.
There is a relatively small number of short stories
that are really significant which deal with love stories.
We do, however, find some very good short stories *ilch are
about love. As a specif1c study of a characteristic yet
distinctly artistic management of a short story with love
as its subjeetmatter let us consider The Scent of the floses
by lary Ti'ilkins Freeman.
Clarissa and Anne may lived frugally in a quiet little
place. Clarissa had had a love affair with ailman Lane.
Her aunt Joanna found her love letters and reproved her fe»
staying at home and grieving for the broken leve affair.
Anne was blooming and fresh and enjoyed going about among
her friends. One day Oilman Lane came back from California
and came often to the house. Clarissa thought that he
wished to see her sister Anne and so seted quite stiff with
him and avoided him as much as possible. However, he kept
coming and at last In desperation tried to ask Anne if
Clarissa had ever told her how she felt about him. Anne
told him to ask Clarissa* '3hen he had gone Anne vent on
picking roses and laughed in spite of her girlish chagrin
and sorrow for she was fond of Oilman Lane.
The narrative question of this story is: Can Clarissa
give up grieving over Oilman Lane? Clarissa is the central
character. Her main purpose is to cherish the mm&ta of
Oilman Lane and yet not make public her feelings. The sin-
gle impression of the story is feeling of concern for
Clarissa's grief. The conflicts of the story are mainly
within Clarissa. The unstable situation is the tendency on
the part of Clarissa to absent herself from the social life
of the community and grieve in silence. The inciting force
is her Aunt Joanna's discovery of Oilman Lane's letters,
the point of the higheet interest is where Oilman Lane went
in to find out for himself how Clarissa felt towards him.
The denouement is the episodic incident in which Anne
ciles herself to her disappointment and starts picking
The dominant trait of the heroine is quiet patience.
This is an accomplishaent story. Clarissa succeeds in
sustaining her grief and achieves lasting happiness.
story contains beginning, body, and ending. The
occupies about one fifth of the story and the end-
ing only two Tory short paragraph*. ?he ending ia highly
artistic.
Graphic Presentation
Incident of Setting
Clarissa May with her
leaves
rose
interest aroused
Meeting: Clarissa and Anne
Scene narrative Question: Can
Anne persuade her sister to step
working with the rose leaves?
Clash
Conclusive Acts Clarissa asks Anne
not to talk so
Incident of Setting
They were both rosea
Scene
Clarissa and Anne
itive Question: Can
Claries* her folly?
Conclusive Act: Clarissa says
perhaps ah* will go next tine
Meeting: Clarissa and Joanna
Scene Marratlve Question: Can
Aunt Joanna show Clarissa the
folly of her grieving over Cil-
Concluslve Act:
silent
Clarissa hurt
Interest increased
Curiosity
Interest intense
Story narrative
question: Can Claris-
sa give up grieving
narrative Incident
Clarissa knew Lane*
a
letters by heart
Episodic Interchange
Anne back fron the picnic
Cut Back
Episodic Interchange
Glloan and Clarissa
He taught her to care for the
rose leaves
Hindranea
Hindrance
Hindranea
Lng: Clarissa and Anna
Scene Narrative Question: Can
Clarissa nask her interest in
Oilxsan Lena?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Anna said that
ha was coning to see ttiem
Verratlve Incident
Gllnan cornea Clarissa
thinks to see Anna
Keating: Clarissa and her
passion for Giloan
Scene narrative Question: Can
site give him a cordial aelcone?
Clash
Conclusive Act: "You've changed
," ha said
Furtherance
Furtherance
narrative Incident
Ha noticed the rose scent but had
forgotten the incident of helping
to fill a certain Jar Furtherance
g: Clarissa and her aunt
larrative Question: Can
Clarissa get her aunt* a proudse
not to tell about her affection for Lanev
Clash
Conclusive Act: She promises
larrative Incident
Clarissa thought that Anna and
Oilmen wars in lota
Episodic Interchange
Oilman breast Clarissa
his Furtherance
Meeting: Clilman and Anne
Scene narrative Question: Can
Clarissa feels toward Mb?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Anne though
disappointed sent him to her sister larrative question
to find oat for himself answered "yea"
Ending
wmmmmmmmmim
larrative Incident
Anne, sweetly brave, began
picking rosea
The atory opens a description of Clarissa May*s
kitchen. It presents the main character.
The story is written in the third person. Quiet all
Motion envelops the story*
The story is about one half dialogue and one fourth
of narratory exposition and description.
There are five furtherancea and ais hindrances,
are two incidents of setting, seven scenes, five narrative
incidents, and three episodic interchanges.
The ending of the atory is highly artistic and com-
pletely satisfying to the reader.
The characterisation of the story Is botfe direwt and
indirect. The characters are so well drawn that the reader
—mm to feel a real acquaintance with than. The dialogue
playe a definite part In the characterization* Every
speech is a necessary part of the story.
The title is beautifully suggestive. It invites the
••a interest.
The style of the story is highly pleasing. The lan-
1s appropriate.
The story has perfect structure. It pictures two
•t natures under stress. It le an inspiration to any-
one suffering discouragement. This is an example of a love
story beautifully handled.
CHaPTKR XXIII. TIME SPAI
In the composition of an artistio short story tis»
span is a natter of increasing importance. Time was when a
short story was little store than a short novel . But all
that has changed. The short story of today has a distinct
technique of its own. It is compressed; and one night al»
newt say that it is artistic In propertion to its compres-
sion. It presents but a slice of life. One noteworthy
crisis in a character's life is the criterion. This nay
a few brief hours, momenta, months or In rare in*
stance* a year is covered. A lifetime la rarely treated
in a short story unless handled through cut backs. Often-
times we get the life tins effect by characters rememberlu{
or reviewing earlier events.
As a specifie study of tins span let us consider The
Sculptor's Funeral by ilia Cather.
Steavens came en the evening express with the body of
Harvey Merrick to the village named Sand City. Harvey Mer-
riek had died at the age of forty - a successful Boston
sculptor, flpon this sad arrival Steavens found a debased
group of humanity waiting to receive the corpse. They took
It to the Merrick home. Here Steavens learned that Mer-
rick had been misunderstood by his family. Even his towns-
people failed to realize that he had made a mark In the
world. The grief of his mother was loud and boisterous.
Merrick* s frail old father was pained and embarrassed by
his wife's orgy of grief. The neighbors eaae to watch
during the night. Curing the course of their watching the
conversation shewed very evidently the fact that they hated
Merrick. Meanwhile Jim Laird came in. He called attention
to the fact that the native sons aa a rule had turned out
poorly and then he went on to assign the reasons: "iMl
m
tell yon whys beeemee yon IwnKI nothing Hot MMy en*
knavery tot© their eare fro* the tine they ewe krdeker*
boekerat beeenee you carped away te the* ee yen here here
•a^ai^w*^p"*w# e* •^'wan^a»*awajp ^waws» eeie^w^v * e a^v/»n>£^Bw anaanav AAWT aa^v W VW*
for their aodela ea onr sranflfathare held vn Oeorge Wash
ingfeon end John adene~»~*eu wanted thee te be aaeoeaa-
fttl rascals j they were only unaueoeaeful aeee that* a all
the dlffemes* there eee only ens bey ever raised in this
borderland between roffianian end civilisation me iidn*t
eone te grief* end you hated Harvey Merrisk nere for win
niag ent then yen hated all the ether beya whe got under
the *>*sela---~-B«rvey Serriek and X went te sShisi together
- meant te be great eon l eene bank here te prae
**"§ **^awm *h •» e^waajaiBu jf We wwanimV as n^aw*e»Jp iSeer wWs* a^w en sjGs^^Panv aseaiss^
Ten eented ne te be e ahrewd Uwyer*-~ ~?ell, I eensbeek
here end beeene the danced atuiter wen vented an to bo*"
ih« next day Jin Laird wee drank and could net attend the
funeral. Bie better eelf eeened te be buried with Merriek
and Laird caught n fatal oold en a trie te defend Ffccln'e
fhe narrative queation of thie etery let Can Jin Laird
eee that eone reepeet is paid the dsMaasa eoulptor? me
aaitt character ie Jin Laird* Hia dominant purpea la te
ovations the hatred that the people feel toward werriok.
He achieves hit purpose* The single Impression is a feel-
ing ef deep sympathy for the departed man. The conflicts
of the story are between the townspeople and Jin laird, be-
tween Mrs. Merrick and her grief, Mr. and Mrs. Merrick.
The suspense is well worked out. The unstable situation is
the townspeople waiting for the corpse. The Inciting force
is the arrival of the corpse. The climax consists of the
character flashback which reveals all of Merrick's miser-
able boyhood. The falling action answers the narrative
question. The denouement satisfies the reader's curiosity
and shows the effect upon the main character.
The main character's dominant trait is an extreme sense
of fairness.
This is an accomplishment story. Jim achieves his pur-
Graphic Presentation
.. bt i i ra5
Incident of Setting
Townspeople waiting for
the train
Episodic Interchange
Laird shows anxiety about
Merrick's funeral
Interest awakened
narrative question:Can
Jim Laird see that
some respect is paid
the deeeassd sculp-
Marrative Incident
The arrival of the train
Episodic Interchange
The ezpreea agent and townspeople
Episodic Interchange
Stoavene talks with the by-
Harrative Incident
They take the corpoee to
the Merrick hone
narrative Incident
The various typee of grief
Scene
Meeting: Hr. aad Mrs. derrick,
the corpose, the people
Scene narrative Question: Can
Mr, Merrick sustain his wife in
her orgy of grief
f
Clash
Conclusive Act: His wife rushed
from the room. He stood at the
coffin
Meeting: Mr. and Mrs. Merrick,
the corpeae, the people
Scene Marrative Question: Can
the old man take tine to see
the corpose?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Be patted the
deed son's head
Marrative Incident
Steavens and Jin understand
Episodic Interchange
Foxy* s scolding
Furtherance
Hindrance
Hindrance
Hindrance
Hindrance
Hindrance
Hindrance
Character Cut Back
Steavene and Jin about Merrick'
a
Episodic Interchange
Snail talk of watchers
Furtheranam
Hindrance
Meeting: Jim and the watchers
Scene Narrative question: Can
Jim show the people their fault?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Re aakes them
understand
Ending
narrative Incident
Steavens thrusts out his hand
to Jim
Narrative Question
answered Byes n
header's curiosity
aatisfled
Sequel
Jim died later
The atory opena with a description of the people wait-
lag for the corpse. Thie secures the reader's interest la-
mediately*
The atory i» -iXtcoo in the third person. The author
la omniscient. It is Jim's story out the reader aa well aa
Jim are mainly concerned about Harvey Merrick.
The story is sixty per cent dialogue; twenty per cent
description; and ten per cent exposition.
There are four furtherances and seven hindrances, "o
find: on© incident of setting; five narrative Incldenta;
five episodic interchanges; and three scenes. As an ex-
ample of a scene let us consider the last scene. The meet*
am amm
Haz 1* between Jim and the watchers. The scene narrative
question is: Can Jin show the people their fault? The
clash is verbal. The conclusive set is his final conclusive
argument vftiich they understand.
The ending is short and entirely satisfying.
The speech and actions of the characters reveal the
characters with the exception of the man who is dead. His
character is revealed by his sets as reviewed by the living.
The title The SculptorT s Funeral is particularly well
smited to this story. It adequately nsiaes the story and
attracts the reader* s attention.
The style of this story is exact, terse and vivid. The
words are all well chosen. There is no attempt at fine
language here.
This story is rrtlstie in its subjectmatter, its lan-
guage, and its technique. It is filled with human interest.
It stimulates thought.
The time span of tills story is actually one night plus
time enough for the burial on the following day. A cut
back in the story reviews all of the forty miserable years
of the deceased Harvey Merrick. The story deals vith but
one crisis in a man's life. It presents one slice of life.
CHAPTS* XXIV. TITLB
The title is highly important in story writing. It is
the neans of the story* s first appeal to the public. If
title is unattractive and does not sound interesting the
story stands little chance of being road. Title is as im-
portant to a story as an attractive personal appearance Is
to the business nan.
The essential elements of a good title are gathered
Into a single sentence by Barrett when he says:
A good title Is apt, specific, attractive, new, and
short.
There are a nta>te? of kinds of titles. For example:
fanciful tiU.es, those educed from the theme of the story,
the title which nsnes the main character in the story, e
title deduced fron the main incident, a title which names
the dominant purpose of the main character or one that indi-
cates the setting of the story. It is impossible to say
which kind of title is best.
As a rule titles are poor which are too brief, give a
false suggestion or are unattractive in form. Commonplace
titles are to be avoided. A mere narrative or mere descrip-
1. Charles Barrett, Short Story Writing, page 67
tive title is inadequate. A summarising title is almost as
bad. Titles which discloss the denouement are taboo be-
cause tfccy rob the story of its ri fitful suspense and in-
terest. The loose title with and or or is almeat as bad.
Overworked titles are to be avoided. Oftentimes the diction
of a title is faulty. Extreme alliteration and inharmoni-
ous sounds grouped together are very bad.
The good title awakens curiosity or interest which
leads people to read the story. It suggests the emotional
tone of the story.
Msry Burehard Orvis* says this of title:
Much depends upon your choice of title. The title
has two functions: first to lure the reader into reading
the story; second, to characterize the story. It must
suggest vFithcrat revealing too much; it must arouse interest,
stimulate the imagination, and yet keep the surprise. It
should never mislead or fool the reader. The best way to
write a title, - unless you have actually written your stoi.
around one, Is to go through the manuscript looking for the
one phrase that expresses the spirit of the story; tfie apt
phrase.
As a specific story which ha a a suitable title let
us consider Flint and Fire by Bcrothy Canfleld.
•Hiram Purdon and Ev'leen Ann were very dear friends.
3v<leen Ann was an orphan brought up by a well-to-do spin-
ster aunt. *Eiraii lived lslth his stepmother, who was an
1. Mary kirchard Orvia, Short Story -Jriting, Chapter XVI
pages 164-165.
Invalid, end he took care of this doar wooan. These to© m
•Hiram Pardon and Kv»leen Ann loved each other dearly but
could not aarry because it was all that 'Uirair could do to
pay the uoctor bills for Mrs. Purdon , his stepmother. One
night Ev'leen Ann sunk in the despair of the situation tried
to drown herself. Horace, the sardonic cousin of the woman
where Ev'leen Ann was working took the liberty of informing
peer Vr*. Purdon of this near tragedy. Mrs. Purdon con-
quered her pride and arose to the demands of the occasion
by commanding that she be taken to her twin sister Kiss
Btlett to live. Mrs. Purdon and Miss Hulett h*d both loved
the sams men with passionate warmth, "hen Ire. curdon
married him a serious estrangement resulted between them.
They did not see each other for more than thirty years.
Hiss Hulett though somewhat falterlngly received her bed-
ridden sister and took good care of her. 'Hiram and Ev*leen
Ann were happily married.
The narrative question of this story is: Can Sv'lean
Ann ever marry the man she loves? Bv*leen Ann is the main
character. Her purpose is to marry » Hiram. She is suc-
cessful in achieving her purpose. The single impression of
the story Is a feeling of appreciation for the sacrifices
made possible by genuine love. The conflicts of the story
are between the main character and external forces and be-
tween Mr3» Purdon and hep Bister Mia* Hulett. "Fixe unstable
situation lo the fact that 3r'lee» aim and * Hiram have pat
eff their marriage almost as long aa bmaon patience will
allow. The inciting force is the attempt at sympathy by
Kr'leen Ana* 3 landlady. The suspense gradually works up to
tine point of highest interest , which is where i'ra. Purdon
is "bein^ accepted by her sister. The denouement ia the
riage of the two young people.
The domimnt trait of the her aire $1 loyalty and re-
aerve.
This is an accompliahment story. Kv ! le»^ and » Hiram
succeed in getting married.
The story contains beginning, body, and ending. The
Wglnning occupies about one fourth of the story and the
ending is quite short.
Coincidence does not play a part in the plot struc-
ture of this story. Cousin Horace and his cousin's wife
gather from Rw*leen Ann's conversation the clue that leads
them to be on the lookout to rescue her from suicide. He
goes to Irs. Purdon and thus makes it possible for Ev»leen
to marry •Hirasu
Graphic Presentation
Beginning
Incident of Setting
The general situation Interest awakened
Episodic Interchange
Horace pointed cut
the dogged austerity of
•liram Curiosity kindled
Episodic Interchange
•Hiram presents a gift frost
his stepmother Interest increased
Episodic Interchange
Cousin Horace asks If he shall
send Ev*leen Ann in to get
the water glasses Interest quickened
Narrative Incident
Reveries on the porch Interest heightened
Episodic Interchange
About BvUeen Ann Curiosity stirred
Episodic Interchange
About the dinner menu and about
» liram and Ev'leon Ann
Interest intense
Story narrative ques-
tion: Can Ev»leen
Ann ever marry the man
she loves
Ml
Episodic Interchange
Horace gets a drink and open*
the door to let in the spring
air Hindrance
Meeting: Ev»leem Ann, I
Paul, and Horace
Scene narrative Question: Can I
rescue Bv'leea Ann from
attempted suicide?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Both stood
en the bank very vet Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
Horace asks If we two were walk-
ing in our sleep. Ev'leen Ann
passee It as a joke Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
The little Harris boy brings a
letter from Mrs. Pardon asking
Paul and I to eone to her Furtherance
-
Narrative Incident
We enter the Pardon house Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Mrs. Pardon explains that she
wants to go to her twin sister Furtherance
Harrative Incident
The Journey Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
She bids Paul carry her into
her sister's house Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
The twin sisters
Mrs. Pardon begs her sister to
keep her Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
Paul and I suggest leaving Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
Miss Hulett asks us to stay Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
Mrs. Pardon has a sinking spell Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
Mrs. Pardon talks with her sister
about her rick-rack Furtherance
Meeting! I and Miss Hulett
Scene narrative Question: "That
shall I tell the public
T
Clash
Conclusive Act: She consents
that I shall say she was lonely
and wanted her sister Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
•Hiram and Ev'leen Ann were
married
narrative question
Seene
Meeting: I, Petal,
Seene narrative Question: How
did Mrs, Furdon know of Ev'leen
Ann*s attempt at suicide.
Clash
Conclusive Act: Horace told Reader* s curiosity
The etery opens with descriptive narrative. The set-
ting of the story is so well managed that it has a strong
element of reality. The reader actually sees the sardonic
Horace, the reserved »»irajs and the loyal Bv»leen Ann.
The story Is written in the first person. This adds
greatly to the reality of the story. The narrator is net
tfce main character out fills a necessary place in the story.
She observes and reports to the reader what she sees and
hears*
The story is about twenty five per cent description,
fifty per cent dialogue and twenty five per cent expository
narrative.
There are nine furtherances and five hindrances. A
splendid example of a scene is the attempted suicide. The
meeting is among EvUeen Ann, I, Paul and Horace. The
seene narrative question is: Can I rescue Ev»leen Ann fro*
attempted suicide? The clash le the attempted rescue. The
conclusive act takes place when Ev'leen Ann and I stand on
the bank very wet*
The ending of the story is higily artistic. It satis-
fies the reader's curiosity and solves the mystery as to
where Mrs. Pardon learned of the attempted suicide.
The characterization is particularly well done. Ac-
tions of the characters seem to reveal personality beat
in this story. The dialogue Is, every bit of it, hi^ily
si golfleant and the whole is rounded out by well timed
descriptive phrases and sentences. The characters talk of
each other and time further reveal characteristics.
The title of the story is truly well chosen. It a-
rouses the reader's interest at once; It Is short and at-
tractive and at the same time a significant name for the
story. It seem* that no other name could have suited as
well. This title Is rtstnssrt from the natures of the chief
participants.
The style is unusually attractive. It is smooth and
free yet never commonplace. This story shows evidence of
careful workmanship. Each word fits its place superbly.
The story Is artistic because of its perfect technique.
Its beautiful style and its elevating subjeotmatter. It is
truly worth reading.
CHAPTER XXV. STILE
In the artistie short story style is an Important con-
sideration. Style Is the music of prose. The writer who
loves words , the ebb and stress of their patterns and the
minute beauties of their sounds, is likely to tell his
story well. Herds are alive and plastic and have power to
make authors masters of strange and memorable beauties.
Style is an intricate part of a whole literary compo-
sition. It is an author's conception of ideas In the form
of words. We cannot separate it from sub Joetmatter. It is
one entity Just as the behavior of our friends is an in-
separable part of them. Suitability of words, appearance
of words and sounds of v/ords are important considerations in
the matter of style.
Style like manners may be Improved by careful study.
Haste makes for mental heat. Mental heat is necessary for
fusing the story into one mood. Accordingly the stylist
must needs hasten.
As a specific study of style let us consider The Man
'Tho Caugfrt the Weather by Bess Streeter Aldrich.
IT. Parline and his wife were two very quiet elderly
people, who lived next door to the narrator of the story.
Mr. Parline was a very neighborly aan and made it a rule of
his life to make those about him happy. He had a fine
garden Which seemed to be the pride of his life. His wife
kept an immaculate house and also loved her work. flr. Mar-
line was very considerate of his wife. la.ery&v&T a storm
came up he hurried home to be with his wife when the storm
broke. He took an odd interest in the weather and studied
its every minutiae. At length his wife died and was laid
away in the cemetery. *r* Parline visited her grave oftea
and took ^reat pains to beautify it with geraniums and other
plants. One cold winter evening a storm was ooming on fast
and the neighbors saw Mr* Parline hurrying out to his wife»s
grave that he might be near her when the storm broke, \fter
several hours the neighbors noticed that there was no light
in Mr. Parline1 s window. They found him dead on his wife's
grave
•
The narrative question of the story is: Can Mr. Par-
line ever succeed in catching the weather? Mr. Parline ie
the main character. His purpose ie to catch the weather
mad in so doing make life more enjoyable for those about
him* He la not defeated in his purpose. The single im-
pression of the story is deep reverence for the spirit
which prompts an unselfish life. Love of service is a para-
mount therae in the story. The conflicts of the story
Parline and his neighbors and also between hlaself
and circumstances. The unstable situation is the tendency
of the neighbors to ridicule Mr, Parline»s kindliness. The
inciting force is the preparation of his neighbors to 30
for a picnic shen he has observed signs of rain. The point
of the highest Interest is where he is found dead on his
wife* 8 grave. The denouement occupies only a few brief
paragraphs which are in reality the rest of the story.
The dominant trait of the main character is untiring
labor end thoughtfulness for the happiness and comfort of
those about him.
This is an accomplishment story* Mr. Farllne achieves
his purpose. He manages to get a transfer into the land of
eternal sunshine.
The story contains beginning, body, and ending. The
story is one half beginning, three eights body and one
eighth ending. The ending is short and exeeedincly artis-
tic.
Graphic Presentsticn
larrative incident
The »*•&&•*•
Incident of Setting
The Parline house
Curiosity
Interest
Incident of Setting
Mr. Parline
narrative Incident
Mr. Parline* s garden and its usee
Harrative Incident
Our satire on ?* Parline* a
"Just a little of the fruit of
ay labor"
Narrative Incident
Mr, Parline* s Interest in the
weather
Harrative Incident
The Parline »» attended a little
ivy-grown church
Scene
Meeting: Mr. Parline and neighbors
Seen© Narrative Question: Can
Mr. Parline convince them that the
time rill cone when man can oateh
the weather?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Mr. Parline did
not ixrotend to know how it could
be accompllahei
Interest Increased
Curiosity stimulated
Interest piqued
heightened
Curiosity intense
Narrative question:
Can Wr. Parline ever
succeed in catching
the weather
Harrative Incident
Mrs* Parline *o death
Bven tiien he studied the weather
Episodic Interchange
About the weather at Mrs, Par-
line's grave
Furtherance
Harrative Incident
We noticed a at the
Narrative Incident
During the summer he lost Hindrance
Episodic Interchange
.
neighbors comment on hie
lonelinsee Hindrance
Narrative Incident
He took more pains then ever with
his garden and raised tilings for
his neighbors Hindrance
Soene
Meeting: Mr. Parline and
mtfitimm
Soene Narrative Question: Can
Sr. Parline help his neighbors
by predicting the weather
:
Clash
Conclusive Act: He predicted
rain Furtherance
Episodic Interchange
neighborly talk at the cemetery Hindrance
Scene
Meeting: Storm* -Jr. Parline and
neighbor lady
Scene Narrative question: Can
the lady persuade him not to go
to &ie cemetery in the storm?
Clash
inclusive Act: He goee Hindrance
Narrative Incident
We forgot about him Hindrance
Narrative Incident Narrative question
They found him cut there dead answered. He had
esucjht the weather
Indian
Narrative Incident Reader's curiosity
The funeral satisfied
larrative Incident
Bother wrote cm Ms old calendar
where he wrote dally of the
weather, • Shadows gene frets
the valley - no ni^ht - and the
need of no candle - nunshine - e- Reader completely
tornal sunshine - and the Seven satisfied. Beauti-
ful ending
She story opens with expository narration and drops
into a beautiful description which artistically pavos the
way for the story which is to follow. The narrative ques-
tion Is not introduced until near the middle of the story*
The otory is told in the first person. It denon-
stratec a very effective use of the first person. The '
of the story sinpiy tells it in a conversational manner as
we toll things to our friends.
Titers is a swell amount of dialogue in the story. De~
ecriptioa and expository narrative are evenly balanced.
the description is unusually good.
There are four furtherances and six hindrances. There
are two incidents of setting, thirteen narrative incidents,
three episodic interchanges and three scenes. As an exanple
of a scene let us consider the last scene. The raeeting is
among Mr. Marline, the neighbor lady and the storm. The
scene narrative question is: Can the lady persuade his net
te go to the cemetery in the storm. The clash la an oral
one between Parline and his neighbor. The conclusive act
It
of the scone is: Parline goes to the cemetery. Hi
to be out there with her when the storm breaks.
The ending of the atory is beautifully touching
•
is also short and highly artistic.
Both direct and indirect methods of characterisation
are used. The actions of ths characters and their reac-
tions on others speak oudeat.
The title The Man 3ho Caught the leather is decidedly
good. Zt catches the reader's Interest and clamors for a
hearing. It is an accurate name for the story. It sug-
gests the emotional tone of the story and is easily remea
bored. It certainly is not commonplace, tame or too liter-
al.
The style of this story is outstanding. The author's
mitt of using her words is unique. For example such ex-
pressions as these:
"A shy, effacing woman". "He was stocky of body, a
little ruddy as to complexion, like the color of his apples,
a little fussy as to face, like the down on his peaches.
There was a quiet dignity about him that fell just short
of pompousness" . "dew still trembling upon the silver sheen
of its leaves". "There were beets on the tray, their tops
cut, their bodies like blood-red hearts, around them white
sweet Williams and crimson phlox • "We were no doubt
thinking of the same thought - of the old man lying 'out
there' in the dignity of deat1 , with the seudding clouds
and the wind and the rain, the hall and the snow, Death
would not seem so significant to him tonight as the Impor-
tance of the setting - the rift in the clouds and the end
of the storm".
She uses simile and metaphor with grace and ease. The
story glides before the reader s beautiful artistic whole.
It lifts the reader Into a realm of eternal sunshine.
This story possesses three distinct qualities of
style: (1) The first is clearness. It appeals to the
sense of sight. The reader fairly sees Parline's beautiful
garden. It appeals definitely to the reader* s sympathy and
understanding of a really kind heart. The thought intended
by the author is clear; so too is her expression. She has
thought her whole story out clearly before she has tried to
express it. Every sentence contains ideas clearly and
logically related to each other. (2) The seoond style
quality evidenced in this story is force. There is evi-
dence of the author's feeling a strong emotion which has
given force to her words. She seems determined to make her
reader feel as she does. She not only uses words which
Indicate strength and impressiveness but she eliminates all
superficial adjectives and adverbs. She achieves force in
her sentences by her arrangement of words in the sentences.
The main idea in the sentence comes near its close as the
tragedy of a play. (3) Perhaps the third and most impor-
tant style quality evidenced in this story is that of
beauty. This story is delightful to the ear* to the eye,
to the mind and to the reader* s sense of balance. The very
language is musical. She uses figures of speech impressive-
ly. They nestle Into the structure of the story and form
e pert of it, enhancing its beauty and charm.
CHAPTSR XXVI. SURPRISE EKP
Surprise ending is hut another name for an unexpected
ending. The ending in addition to being unexpected is as a
rale carefully concealed with the exception of veil planted
suggestions, which if carefully heeded will suggest the
ending. The reader however seldom notices these suggestions
unless attention is called to them or he is rereading the
story* In many instances it seems that the author has
deliberately thrown the reader off the track. 0. Henry is
especially noted for his use of surprise ending. The story
Gold Mounted Quns by F. R. Buckley follows the 0. Henry
type.
Mary Burchard Orvis suggests:
from rigidity 13 the Tory essence of art.
If this be true then we may as well say that the sur-
prise ending story is the incarnation of the very essence of
art. Zt is certainly true that the surprise ending story is
wholesomely refreshing to the reader.
There are numerous examples of good surprise endings.
i. nary Burchard Orvis, Short Story Writing, Chapter I
page 8.
Some of these atoriea are:
ft
a Municipal Report by 0. Henry
the Canadian by Kate Chopnn
jke Judgment or Payis by Leonard Merrick
As a specific study of surprise ending let us consider
Gold Mounted Suae by P. ». Buckley,
Summary:
Will Alabaster a young cowpuncher decided to quit
punching and join the famous Pecos Tammy, a professional in
the holdup game* He accosts a man that ha thinks to be
Tommy and proceeds to inform him of his Intentions and also
of the fact that ha knows of a place i&ere loot could be
made. The men ride together to old Mr. Sanderson* s, the
place where Will Alabaster proposes to stage his robbery
operations. ?ill gats the money without difficulty. His
•eapanion waits for him and puts the money in his own belt
as soon as Alabaster arrives vrith it. Than ha Insists that
they wait outside in the dark to sea how old WN Sanderson
will take the robbery- They wait and soon tr. Sanderson
and his daughter come horns* The girl notices that the non-
ay la gone. The father becomes almost frantic with the idea
that ha has wronged her by not taking better care of It.
The listeners learn that this money was given to the Sander-
son girl to pay half of her expenses In college. The girl
has worked and already has saved a great deal. Both father
and daughter are disappointed. Will Alabaster repents of
stealing the money and deteraines to return it. This be
does and it turns out that his companion is not lecos Tessay
as he has supposed but the sheriff she has captured Tommy
and is thus in possession of ^old mounted gone. The sheriff
acted as he did in order to teach young Alabaster not to be
a thief
.
The narrative question Is: Can the sheriff succeed in
preventing Will Alabaster from becoming a thief? The
sheriff is the central character. His purpose is to do his
duty veil. He succeeds la keeping Alabaster from becoming
a professional thief. This demonstrates his ability to do
his duty. The story creates a single impression, namely
a definite revulsion in the feelings of the reader against
a thief.
The conflicts of the story are between the sheriff and
Alabaster and Alabaster with himself. The subtle conflict
of sood and evil In the heart of Alabaster is exceedingly
dramatic. The unstable situation was Alabaster* s desire to
become a criminal. The Inciting force was Sanderson* s five
hundred dollars. The suspense grows gradually in intensity
until Alabaster takes the money back:. The deaeaement con-
sists of the unravsling of the mystery of the sheriff* s 1~
dentlty and the reason for his having the gold mounted guns.
which belonged to Pecoa Tommy.
The dominant trait of the sheriff is calm calculation
and clear heade&nesa. Re believes in prevention rather than
cure for crime.
Thia is an accoinplishment story. The sheriff starts
oat to prevent a young man from becoming a criminal and suc-
ceeds in doing so* The element of surprise ending of this
story entitles it to a place among stories of surprise end-
ing. Regardless of the clues dropped by the author as the
story progresses the reader hardly anticipates the ending
which follows as a natural sequence.
The story has a beginning, body, and ending. The be-
ginning occupies nearly one third of the story. The ending
occupies not quite a half page. The rest of the story is
devoted to the body.
phic Presentation
Befllnnlns
Incident of Setting
Hightfall
Scene
Meeting: Will Alabaster and a
that he thinks waa Pecos Tommy
Scene Narrative Question: Can Ala
baster succeed in joining the men
he thinks is Tommy?
Conclusive Act: They ride off
Interest aroused
Narrative question:
Can the sheriff whom
Alabaster thinks Is
Tommy, succeed in keep-
ing Alabaster from pro-
fessional thievery
Body
Episodic Interchange
About Sanderson's money and
taking Alabaster along Furtherance
Dramatic Interchange
Alabaster is giving an account
of the ease with onion ho get
tho nonoy Hindrance
Fpieodlc Interchango
Tho loan man takes tho money and
considers Willis with a cold
bine calculating eye Furtherance
Soene
looting: Alabaster and his com-
panion
Scone Narrative Question: Can
Alabaster succeed in quitting
the place?
Clash Furtherance
Conclusive Act: I'd like to so©
what he does when he finds the wad gone
Episodic Interchango
Old Sanderson and his daughter
were returning Hindrance
Scene
looting: Sanderson and his
daughter with the reality of
tho money gone
Scene Sarrative Question: Can
the daughter succeed in quieting
her father?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He became alnost
frantie Hindrance
Scene
Meeting: Alabaster with facts
Soene narrative -uostfbn: Can
Alabaster succeed in taking the
money beck?
Clash Furthcranee
Conclusive Act: In ten minutes Harrative question
Alabaster came back answered MyeeH
^ Alabaster and companion
itive Question: Can
Alabaster discover who hie
comrade really is?
Conclusive Act: *I«w the sheriff Reader* s curiosity
that killed Pecos Tesssy yesterday" completely satisfied
the story has a dramatic beginning* It secures the
reader* s interest at once. This is especially true since
the reader immediately realizes that here is a young man
seeking the entrance to a criminal life.
The story is written In the third person. The author
is omniscient and knows the feelings of all* He puts the
characters in such a position that they may see and report
to the reader all that is neceesary for him to know of what
Is happening. For the reader it is the sheriff's story; we
want to see him save Alabaster. The drama of the story is
vivid.
The story contains only a small amount of description.
The major part is dialogue. However* there is sufficient
exposition to elucidate the dialogue, give it adequate set-
ting and keep it from being monotonous. The technique of
the story Is above reproach.
There are four furtherances and three hindrances
•
There is one incident of setting, three episodic inter-
changes, one dramatic interchange, and five scenes. Let us
consider the last scene in the story, which comprises the
ending. The meeting Is Alebaater with his companies
he still thinks is Pecos Tommy. The scene narrative qu<
tion Is : Can Alabaster find oat who his comrade really Is?
The clash Is a mental welding of facts in his own mind and
the conclusive act Is the announcement of the sheriff that
he killed Tommy yesterday.
In the ending of the story the reader has the mystery
of the gold mounted gone solved and his narrative curiosity
Is adequately satisfied. The surprise element of the ending
In this story is the remarkable feature about It. Although
the author has been dropping clues all the way through the
story the reader is pleasantly surprised at the last. The
beauty of the whole thing is in Its subtlety of surprise.
The characterization is achieved by facial expressions
as well as outward actions and speech.
*&* title of the story is unusually good for Its prom-
ise* a "thriller". Quns have never lost their power to
thrill.
The style of the story Is eimple and natural. The
dialogue is decidedly in character. The author must have
given especial attention to dialogue. The choice of words
throughout Is decidedly good.
This Is truly an artistic story. The reader is swept
up in a cloud of sublety, cloaked with grandeur of natural
-
bourne off with two sea to rob a poor old helpless
and brought seek to see a reformed aoal.
CHAPTER XXVII. THK EHDUO
The story ending should occur as soon as the narrative
question Is answered. The Impression produced by the story
Is directly determined by the ending. An impressive ending
set take care of the characters in a way satisfying to the
reader. The ending should not consist of moralizing by the
author. It should deal with the final unravelling of the
complication. A story should end simply, suggestively and
rapidly. A long drawn out ending often insults the read-
er' s intelligence and certainly is tlreeome. By all means
ths writer should know how he is going to end his story be-
fore he has written any of it. The story with a happy end-
ing is aa a rale the most popular.
nary Burchsrd Orvis1 says this:
There are two types of final action: (1) that highly
consistent; (2) th*i, r.teh ia a reversal. Among the ending
devices are direct denouement, significant aftermath, and
philosophical conclusion.
1. Mary Burchard Orvis, Short Story iritlng, Chapter IX
page 101.
Foot Loose by Richard Hatthews Hallet affords an ex-
cellent study of an artistic ending.
Tea Jfeirchison, a sea faring ican. returned tc bis bouse
one day. He had written to Jeremy P^' --% the minister, to
find a capable woman to open the house for him* lev when he
•ease to the house he found Ellen Fitcarin, a schoolmate.
He tried to steel himself against emotionalism for he en-
joyed being "foot loose". Ellen was good to him. He pre-
sented her with a fox fur, which she refused, while he was
telling her the tales of his travels she fainted. Later he
learned that she was starving* Her family was forced to
live on charity and she was too proud to partake. Torn tried
to pay her for opening the house but she would not accept.
He noticed that Ed Hulse, a worthless sort of a scamp, was
lmgl*c around Ellen. Tom and Hulse got into a fight,
which resulted in Hulse not seeing Ellen as often, lean-
while* Tom thought of a scheme to help Ellen. She had a
marvelous voice and he sent the minister to tell her that
there was a fund for educating those who could attain to a
certain standard in music. Ellen would not accept such a
gift, when Tom tried to persuade her she discovered that
he was the donor. They had a little raee and she best him
by crowding him with a stick. However, he caught her in
hla mm and held her there. At lest she announced that
she had a change 1a her ambitions. They were both vary hap*
The narrative question let Can Ton help Ellen Pit-
carln? Tea la the principal character. LIb purpose seemed
to have always been a deaire to be footloose but in the
course of this story he has a change of purpose and desire
to help Ellen becomes his dominant purpose. Ee succeeds In
accomplishing it. The single impression of the story is a
feeling of humanity toward those who need help. The con*
filets of the story are of two kinds: man and man, and man
with himself. The unstable situation la the woeful want of
Ellen Pitcarin. The inciting force is the probability that
Ed Hulse will marry her. The suspense gradually increases
until we reach the senith of suspense and Ellen announces
that she has a change of ambitions . The denouement consists
of one wery short paragraph.
The dominant trait of Tom is a prepossessing desire to
be foot looee. It is this dominant trait in conflict with
hla better self furnishes the drama of the story.
This is an accomplishment story. With a slight ebange
it would be a decision story. If it were written as Ellen*
s
story it would be a decision story.
The story has a beginning, body, and ending. The be-
ginning covers nine and one half pages. The ending is only
a short paragraph.
Graphic Presentation
Incident of Setting
Tom ashore
Scene
Meeting: Tom, Jeremy, and events
Scene narrative Question: Can
Potts win Tom's approval?
Clash
Conclusive Acts Tom felt sus-
picious
Episodic Interchange
Potts and Tm
Cut Back
Scene
Meeting: Tom and school days
Scone narrative Question: Can
Tom quiet his worries in regard
to Ellen?
Clash
Conclusive Act: She could not
fluster him now
Character Cut Back
Karrative Incident
Tom reviews old scenes
Character Cut Back
narrative Incident
Ellen in school
Interest aroused
Interest increased
Interest strengthened
Curiosity
Curiosity Increased
Interest Intense
Tom and Ellen
narrative Incident
Ellen's influence
Interest intense
Curiosity Intense
Episodic Interchange
Interest intense
Meeting: Tea* Ellen, end Ellen's
fainting fit
Scene Narrative Question: Cam
Tom manage to poll Ellen through?
Clash
Conclusive Aet: He tells her to
call on him for help
Harrative Incident
Ellen ran home
narrative Incident
Tom looks at the Pitcarin window
narrative Incident
The Pitcarin family
narrative Incident
Ellen trying to conciliate
Cariosity strained
Interest strong
Bmrrative question
Can Tom help Ellen?
narrative Incident
Be turned away thinking
Scene
Meeting: Tern and Potts
Scene narrative Question: Can
Potts succeed in telling Tom
about condition*?
Clash
Conclusive Aet: A sad subject
Scene
Meeting: Tom and Jeremy
narrative Question: Can Potts
In getting Tom interested
la his home town?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Tom sang in
the choir
Furtherance
Furtherance
Narrative Incident
In the responsive reading
Character Gut Back
Episodic Incident
He recalled former tines
Furtherance
leeting: Ellen and Sob
Scene narrative Question: Can
Ton persuade Ellen to accept the
fur?
Clash
Conclusive Act: She refused
Spisedlc Interchange
Charley* Tohin, and Tom
larrative Incident
Tom shingled his house
leeting: Tom and Ellen
Scene Narrative question: Can
Ton get Ellen to accept money?
Clash
Conclusive Act: He was baffled
larrative Incident
He took Ellen to the movies
Hindrance
meeting: Charles, Tobin, and Tom
Scene narrative Question: Can
Charles get Tom's advice?,
Clash
Conclusive Act: Ton didn't want
to see Ellen bound over to a man Furtherance)
Scene
leeting: Potts and Tom
Scene larrative OnestIon: Can
they think of a way to help Ellen?
Clash
Conclusive Act: They decide to
tell her that it is from a fund Furtherance)
narrative Incident
Tom does sons thinking
Meeting t Pight, Tom, Ed Hulse
Seene narrative Question: Can
Tom enow Raise his place?
Clash
Conclusive Aet: Mr. Potts
Meeting: Tobin, Torn* the wind,
events
Scene narrative Question: Is
Tom footloose?
Clash
Conclusive Act: Tom was bound
narrative Incident
Potts puts the proposition to
narrative Incident
Tom muses on Ellen's answer
Furtherance
Hindrance
Furth<
Furtherance
Meeting: Ellen and Tom
Scene narrative Question: Can
Tom persuade her to use the fund
Clash
Conclusive Aet: She told him
that there were other eonsldera-
Hindrance
Meeting: Ellen and Tom
Seene narrative Question: can
he show her that Ed Boise is
cut of her consideration:
Clash
Conclusive Aet:
Episodic Interchange
Tom and Ellen
Meeting: Torn and Ellen
Scene larratlve Question : Can
Too win the race?
He had her InConclusive Act:
hie arma Hindrance
tive Queatlcn: Can Ton
express his love to her? Furtherance
Clean narrative question
Conclusive Act: She changed answered "yes*
her ambitions
MM
Episodic Indicant
Tom did not heed the wind
His thoughts were on other
things Header satisfied
The beginning of this story is good but not highly un-
usual. The author starta by giving the reader a short ex-
position of the principal character. The beginning ehangee
from exposition into dialogue and gives a well dramatized
setting for the story. The beginning Is perhaps
la ordinarily necessary.
The story is written in the third person. The author
Is very interesting. The dialogue which is decidedly in
character comprises the great bulk of the story. The tech
nique bears the marks of careful workmanahip.
There are four important cut backs - one is an author
cut back and the other three are character cut backs.
add greatly to the effectiveness of tho story.
There are fourteen furtherances and nine hindrances.
These are veil arranged.
There are: one Incident of setting, eighteen narrative
incidents, one dramatic interchange, five episodic inter-
change* sad fifteen scenea. As an illustration of a scene
let us consider the last scene* The meeting is between Test
sad Ellen. The scene narrative question Is: Can Ton ex-
press his love to Ellen? The clash is twofold - an intense
struggle for expression within Tom and a verbal combat with
Ellen. The conclusive act is her pronouncement that there
will be a saving - that she had changed her ambitions. This
beautifully subtle expression tells the reader that she is
new ambitious to marry Tom*
The ending of this story is Indeed short and at the
same time effective. This ending is well worth the reader's
study.
"Yon won't have to part with any hard earned cash to
Mr. GiUispie. There's been a total change in my ambi-
tions". These are the words of Ellen which answer the nar-
rative question and mark the beginning of the ending of the
story. The short paragraph which follows shows that the
footloose man is well satisfied with the turn of events.
The ending is simple, satisfying, suggestive, and rapid.
The characterization of the story is achieved through
speech, through thou^its, through actions and facial ex-
Lone.
This is an unusually catch title - Foot -Loose . The
is bound to read a story *o heralded. The title fits
the story perfectly.
The style is good. It has a brisk movement. Some-
thing is happening all the mhlle. The reader has no time
to go wool gathering. The sublety of the story is a de-
lightful challenge to the intellect. The words are well
This is an artistic story, but it leaves the reader
with a keener eye sad a readier hand to help the unfortu-
nate about hist.
The story demonstrates the fact that authors may get
stories from the simplest situations. Hallet saw a picture
of an old man standing in a cleared field on a Sunday morn-
ing. This suggested the opposite - the foot-loose man.
Bis problem them b teams a way to embroil the foot-loose man
In the tolls of the stationary.
381VARY 09 FINDINGS
As a result of a careful consideration of more than
one hundred modern American Short Stories the writer
convinced that the author of the story of artistic value la
an artist, who loves his work, has spent years in prepara-
tion of his art, and possesses God given talent in that
particular field, lie paints with words as the artist paints
with colors on canvas.
A story possesses artistic value when its technique is
excellent. The necessary story elements are: plot, which
involves action and conflict? characters? background; and a
definite purpose. An artistic short story is an imaginative
narrative with a plot so worked out as to create a single
effect. A plot involves a principal character confronted
witto a problem or narrative question which he must solve. A
story logically consists of an unstable situation, namely, a
condition of affairs which vwj evidently cannot continue
in its present state; an inciting force (a happening which
makes immediate change necessary and presents the main
characters dominant purpoas in the form of the narrative
question); rising action, which consists of a series of
happenings seme of which promise success (furtherances) and
seme of which promise failure (hindrances) of the main
character's dominant purpose; climax or point of the highest
interest; falling action which answers the narrative ques-
tion by showing that the main character has succeeded or
failed In his purpose; and the denouement or unravelling
which givea the neceasary facta for the complete satisfec-
tlon of the reader.
A ahcrt atory aa a rale haa three main dlvialana;
ly beginning, body, and ending. However, if the atory la a
decision story It haa only beginning and ending.
By way of clarification let us pat thia down in out-
line fonts
OOTLUB Of THE SHORT STORY FORM
1. Beginning
A. Unstable situation - Situation presented
B. Inciting force - larrative question presented
of hindrances and furtherances)
• Keying up of Interest
• Point of highest interest
- narrative question answered
II. Body (Developed by
A. Rising action
B. Climax
C. Falling action
III.
m Unravelling, satisfying the
B. Sequel • Effect upon the main character
the short story is worked out in the following
tstion units: narrative incidents, incidents of setting,
dramatic interchanges, episodic interchanges, and scenes.
A narrative incident la a meeting without clash which serves
to show the reaction of the actor to a stimulus for the
purpose of furthering the narrative. An incident of setting
shows the reaction of a character to a stimulus to present
a setting or background for the story. A dramatic inter-
change is an exchange of speech between two characters or
forces which shows intense amotion or action. An episodic
interchange is an exchange of speech without clash or marl
difference of opinion. A scene ie comprised of a meeting
of forces, a scene narrative question, a clash or struggle,
and a conclusive act which answers the scene narrative
question and as a rule promises further story interest. A
cut back is a going back either in thS mind of the author
or in the mind of a character to former happenings in order
to give the reader a proper understanding of necessary
facts.
Excellence of technique in the artistic story implies
the customary freedom accorded to art of any kind. A cer-
tain basic technique is necessary; but a rigidly sst formu-
la is not artistic.
As I have said before, the artistic story produoes a
single effect. It has a central character with a definite
purpose and a dominant trait. It may have any number of
other characters who must be a necessary part of the story.
Every word and every sentence in the artistic short
1* ft nmmry part of it.
Hot only is technique important but subjectaatter and
style help to stamp ft story fta artistic. A story has
artistic value Sham it has beauty as ft shele; shen it haft
power to live in the minds of its readers. It should pos-
sess ft touch of fancy* a sense of uplift or elevation of
soul-like thftt produced by good music or poetry* It oust
not preftch or flout the reader with ft moral, yet subtly
and beautifully it lifts the reader that he may catch Its
breath of pure refreshing sir* The language wist be beauti-
ful; yet smooth and distinctly suitable*
lest significant of all is the feet that the modern
American short story pictures life as it is. It helps man
to understand man. It quickens human sympathy. It sug-
geata nee paths for thinking. It ia subtle and quick in
its movement just as is modern life about us. Yet It is
poignantly artistic as it leads humanity into a fuller and
more intimate interpretation of life.
I believe in the artistic form of the modem short
story with all my heart. It has ft distinct mission as an
artistic interpreter. Let us drink at the fountain of the
short story masters ana be filled with their subtle ardor
and enthusiasm* Let us sup deeply of the beauties of Ian-
and imbibe the culture of the artist si
To *iss Ada Ttleo» Profeasor of English at the Kansas
State Agricultural College* under ahoae kindly ruldanee
this thoals has toon prepared the writer wishes to express
nor heartfelt appreciation*
Appreciation la further exprossod to Profeeeor '
Davis, Bead of The Departoont of Sngliah for kindly advice
and for assiatanco in choosing a field of study. The en-
courageBent aad good will of the other meabers of the facul-
ty has also boos fully appreciated. Bo small amount of
gratitude is due to the librarians who have nailed the au-
thor saterial during the year spent en this study.
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